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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

burrill national
of

BANK,
We

rent Safe

fire and

Deposit Boxes
vault

as

in our
low as

per year.
Don’t risk valuable papers in your own home or store
when so small a sum—less than a cent a day—will insure their absolute safet}.
Inspection invited.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

affect March 31, 1913.
MAILS RBCRIVRD.

From Wrst—7.18 a m; 4.14, 8.35 p m.
From East—11.06, 11.67 a m; 5.47,10.62 p
MAIL CLOSIS AT

Call

23 Main St.

or

Write

fof Particulars.

Sundays:

6.20 p

m.

Arrives 8.1.

a m;

leaves for west.

special

m.

Registered mail should be at postofflce half

an

of

hour before mail closes.

assist.

Mrs. John Blood, jr., is visiting
former home in Lewisburg, Pa.
Mrs. K. E. Fifleld, who has spent
here, left Monday for Stonington.
The festival

About to Travel?
You

will travel
I

“money easy” with

sing

hearsal to-morrow
Arthur

riously

Travelers’

our

those you need not
carry
tnonev or lie bothered in exchanging, etc.

Cheques.

large

sums

of

Our Travel-

Cheques are accepted at full face value
o' or.
Completely -afe; decidedly Convenient.
ers'

chorus

the world
Ask for

details.

rlACHIAS

OLD TOW'S

—

Red, Ripe

28 Water Street.

118.

Fresh Lettuce, Cukes, Rhubarb

health.

Wood, who has been
pneumonia the past week,
proving.
Albion

ill of

Fancy Maine Corn, 25c

?C;ts I dgeworth Brand Tomatoes, 25c

■NvI SH beef; pork, lamb
the

Crisps,

large

pkg. of Breakfast Food, for 10c
2 1-2 ib. Can Boston Baked Beans, 15c

Full Cream Cheese
v
Store Closes

at

12

ro.

Memorial

hail.

Day.

visit

at

left

her

Monday

former

for

home

$5.75
C-

W.

per bbl.

or

75c per

bag’. 1-8 bbl.

June is the month lor

Weddings and Commencements.

"IT IS TIME TO PLAN FOR THOSE GIFTS•'•ave a very large line of Silver, Cut Glass and tine China,
w
which, with Diamonds and Jewelry, will furnish all your wants.
®

0UR NEW SCHEDULE OF PRICES WILL ATTRACT YOU.

The E. F. ROBINSON Co.
AGENT
FOR VICTOR TALKING MACHINES.

money
°*

'■Proved, Productive
''•ulclotl .-a
00 1,1 “O' Boadi

Real Estate:

L

c.

BURRILL

ft SON,

loan

Collateral and Commercial Paper,

Al»o dealer* la

»»

p

on

of

approved legality

ing.

assembled

and ascertained strength.

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me.

the

“Look most to your spending. No matter how
comes in, if more goe6 out,
you will always be

Pond

on

Chapel

A.

M.

assisted

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK

Grand

in the

service.

There

Now an dLetthe Interest Help You.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Established 1873.

GOODWIN DKAI).

To-day,

Consressimm from Third District
Passed Away To-day.
Hon. Forrest Goodwin, of SkowhegaD;

tory,

yesterday,

as

is his-

and to-morrow is

yet

to

come.

district, died early
hospital in Port lard.

congressman from this

this afternoon at

a

I Have Resolved

the secretary and treasurer of
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Ellsworth festival chorus, and as a
token of its appreciation of his service the
Miss Helen York, of Portland, is the
chorus has presented him with a hand- i
guest of A. W. Ellis and wife.
some gold-mounted fountain pen; on it
Mrs. Henry Moore and child visited
is inscribed : H. L. C. from E. F. C.
The
relatives in Cherryfield last week.
address
was
made by J. O.
presentation

street.

Hopkins, who
past week, is,
pleased to learn,

at

Savings Account

a

the

The third degree will be worked
three candidates in Lygonia lodge,
and A. M., to-morrow evening.
has

on

F.

been

Mrs.

her many
better.

There was a good attendance at the
Village improvement society concert and
ball at
Haucock
hall last evening.
Pullen's Bangor orchestra gave a delightful concert, after which dancing was en-

Orlando

Whitney, president of the chorus. Mr.
feelingly expressed bis appre- spending

| Crabtree

; ciation of the gift.
Kev. A. H. Coar, of Holyoke, Mass., a
i friends will be
former pastor of the Unitarian church in
There will be a ball game at Wyman
Ellsworth, has been assigned by the
park Friday afternoon between the West American Unitarian association for
special
• Sullivan and Ellsworth
schools.
high
work in Hancock county during the
Miss Jessie Morang, who has been at- coming
summer.
Arrangements will
tending Columbia university, New York, probably be made for the reopening of
arrived home Saturday for the Bumtner.
the Unitarian church in Ellsworth at
There will be no session of the city least during July and August, when some
schools to-morrow
afternoon, out of of the foremost Unitarian ministers of
respect to former Superintendent John the country, who spend their summers
in this vicinity will be heard, among them
F. Royal.
Van Ness, Hudson, Saunderson, Hawis
Mrs. Chester L. Bailey, after spending a
aud Wilson.
few days with her parents, Capt. Roland C.
Friday, Memorial day, will be observed
Bonsey and wife, in this city, left for her
by Wm. H. H. Rice post. Q. A. R., in the
home in Searsport Friday.
usual manner. The full program for the
At the Congregational church next 8unexercises of the day was printed in The
; day Miss Brown will play for a prelude
! Hollins’ “Spring Song”; for an offertory Amekican last week. Details from the
will visit the various cemeteries in the
Liszt’s arrangement of Wagner’s “Evening post
city in the morning to decorate the graves
Star”.
of soldiers. The members of the post
Walter Smith, who has been running on
will meet at Grand Army hall at 1 o’clock.
a steamboat line out of Key West through
At this time h vote will be taken as to
the winter, is home for a short visit. He
services at the soldiers, monument.
In
will run this summer on the Boston-New
this
service
recent
has
been
ill for the

Start

has been

spring.

The many friends of W'iiiiam H. True
regret to learn of his serious illness

at his home

poor.”

services

Harry L. Crabtree expects to leave
Ellsworth next Saturday for New York.
For the past fifteen years Mr. Crabtree

W. Joy and family, of Bangor, are
in Klisworth for the summer at the old
near

memorial

singing by the Ellsworth male quar-

was

A.

homestead

much

Army hall, and
marched to Hancock hall.
Rev. T. S.
Ross, pastor of the Methodist church, delivered the sermon, a stirring appeal for a
Revs.
religious awakening in Ellsworth.
P. A. A. Killam, H. B. Mathews and O. J.

tet.

|

years
as the march up Bridge hill aud
a hard
one
for many of the
veterans. At 2 o’clock the Memorial day:
exercises w ill take place at Hancock hall,
j
Dr. N. C. King, of Ellsworth, will deliver
the address.

omitted,
is

back

Street-Commissioner Marden has finished rock-crushing in the Magerthv
field on Bridge hill for the present. The
crusher and bins arc to remain where they
are, but the boiler has been moved back
to the old crusher ori Townhouse hill,

a

few’

Brooks,.

Corinna,

of

to do all the

aid

is

W. B. Cram and wife, of Bangor, have
been visiting relatives here since Saturday, returning home to-day.
Pearl

of. Martin E.

He

P

road, and expect
coming week.
James F. Farmer, of Boston, came Monday morning looking after his interests
at his hotel at Green lake.
Mr. Farmer
has had a man there for several weeks getfor
the
season’s
business.
ting ready
The operetta, “The Merry Milkmaids,”

Prompt

Hens
Healthy
of life and

full
the
not

vigor, are
producers.
Hens canlay heavily unless kept
prime condition.
Uao

In

the cast of which was published in last
week’s
issue, was presented Saturday
evening in the vestry to an audience that ;
filled the building to the doors. The cast
j
was composed of local talent, with the ;
exception of Miss Phillips, as queen, and
Dexter Smith, of Bangor, as judge.
Miss !
Phillips' rendition of her part was fine, !
as was also that of Mr. Smith.
The 9inging ot Miss Joy, Miss Barron, Mrs. !
Austin and Mr. Joy was well received, j
The presentation was a decided compliment to Miss Phillips, and every member
who took part. Proceeds, about |50.

j
j

NORTH ELLSWORTH
store

your business.

’Phone 61-2.

the

a

appreciates

Attention.

house on the Waltham
to begin housekeeping

J. II. Nason is building
Hiram Danieo at Niooliu.

IIolz’s Sanitary

AH Orders Given

Arthur Foster is home from the University of Maine and confined to the
house by an attack of rheumatism. His
condition is improved since coining home
a week ago.
John Bresnahan and wife have rented

Harry Sargent

to

can

Bakery constantly.

were

W. H. Brown was home from (East Mach ias over Sunday.
Mr. Brown expects to
finish work there on the mill building for
Bangor parties in about three weeks.

the

I

ronize

Moore, wife and daughter, and

Bangor,

honestly,

give all the
cheerfully, to
think all the thoughts that I
can helpfully, and to
patcan

days here with relatives.

James Taylor and wife, of
here over Sunday, guests
Sals bury and wife.

business that I

for

g

and

Poultry
Regulator

you

will

never

com.

Production.
2S« 50c. *1; 25-lb.
pull *2.50
Colds, catarrh and rjun
cause
and losa.

T f*ap
T

w^rry

Roup

Cure

is the greatest preventive
and cure
25c, 60c, *1.
“Money back If it fails.'*

S

Get Pratts Profit-sharing
Booklet Poultry book Free.
At dealers everywhere.

G. A. PARCHER

FOR SALE

MOTOR BOAT, 13 1-2 feet long,
frame, cedar bottom, mahogany
Sorrento for a short stay.
top,
copper fastened, finished in natand from there stone w ill bo used on the i
ural wood, varnished and put in firstHarold Maddoeks is at borne from Bar
joyed.
piece of State road to be built north from j
class condition this present spring;
Harbor, where he has been employed, f
Sub-Master T. P. Packard, of the Ells- that
point. Crushed rock has been laid
Mrs. H. F. Maddoeks is
a few
1 1-211.)). Knox engine. All in firstworth high school, w as called to Houlton on the
Buckspori road from the junction weeks at Bar Harbor withspending
her daughter,
class condition to put in water,
Monday by the death of a brother-iu-law. of the Surry road up to the Capt. S. A. Mrs. Fred Moore.
The illnes of Principal McLellau the same Goodwin house. The
l’rice, SI2.') if sold at once.
Chelsea Piper and wife, of Kastbrook,
ledge in front of
Inquire
day caused the closing of the school for the Goodwin bouse, which narrowed and were guests of their daughter,
Mrs. j of C. C. Bi mau., Ellsworth. .Me.
Arthur Nason, over Sunday.
the day.
street
the
at
that
has
been
sloped
point,
blown out, making a much-needed imEllsworth and Brewer high school ball
All the wooden sidewalk on
CALL AT
provement.
COMING KVKNT8.
teams played at Wyman park last Wed- this street has been removed and
replaced
nesday afternoon, the visitors winning by with crushed rock; this, too, is a muchELLSWORTH.

The Thursday

club,

other committees of

assisted

the

the

by

Congregational

church, will,-serve a supper at the vestry
at 0
o’clock.
The
to-morrow evening
usual afternoon meeting of the club will
be omitted this week.
In the Methodist church next Suuday,
at 10.30, sermon, H‘Tbe Life that Tells.”
Solo by Mrs. T. S. Bridges. There wiki be

evangelistic

service in the

evening

7.30. Subject: “A Man Who Fell.”
cordial invitation is extended to all.
who for eleven

years

an

has

Ellsworth
been

at
A

boy,

with the

Cambridge (Mass.) Chronicle, tor several
years foreman of the job printing department, has taken a new position as
manager of the Perry Print Shop, Cam-

bridge.
A

new

society

is

organisation
a

improvement.

in

the Methodist

Calendar society, organised

Mrs. Nell Sadler is spending

a

week

Mrs.

in

Tuesday

last

Sopbia Dodge

went

to Hancock

Closaon is at

at

borne

working

bis boat, Lebi.
The infant daughter of Arthur Jones

and wife is ill of tonsilitis.

Mrs. Endora Garland, who has been very
poorly the past week, is better.
Capt. H. C. Kay started on his lirst Ashing trip last Tuesday. His son Henry went
with him.

in

Agnes Alley, of Bar Harbor, was
called here by the illness of her niece, Miss
Caro Fray. Mihs Fray has been very ill of

pneumonia, but is now able to sit up a
while each day.
Much sympathy is felt for Capt. Ernest
Ray and wife in the death of their little
daughter Dorothy, which occurred Sunday, after three weeks of intense suffering
of spinal meningitis.
This is the third
child given them to love for a short time,
before beiug called from loving arms and

Wednesday, June 3 and 4,
Annual meeting of
association of Congregational

Friday, June 20,

oak

A. E. Moore’s Store
and see the new

SUnnER STYLES in

Ladies’ and Misses’

—

at

Baptist

church

—

COATS

Annual meeting Hancock county W. C.
T. U. Speaker, Miss Rose Adella Davison,
of Ohio.

You will find the prices low and the
quality good.
MAIN STREET,
ELLSWORTH

HtisInesA Notice.

Repairing, Cleansing, Pressing

Holz, the baker, is converting a big lot of
flour into bread, cakes and pastry, buying it
in car-load lots.

Mrs.

care.

home

churches and ministers.

on

constant

her

and

Ellsworth Falls

Hancock

Saturday.

Capt. D. F.

is at

hall—Dance.

Bangor.
Mrs.

Mary Perry

Thursday, May 29, al Congregational
vestry—Supper; tickets 25c.
Saturday evening, May 31, at Society

MOUTH OF THK KIVKK.

N. Cushman, who has been employed by the Edison Electric Lighting
Co. in Boston for the last ten years, has
returned to Ellsworth with bis family,
and is occupying Lis place on the Surry
road for the summer.

an

needed

of rain.

Oliver L. Anderson,

to

in

Hancock hall Sunday evenMembers of Wm. H. H. Rice post

Mrs. Electa L. I*. Brown has purchased
the Stephen Gross house on
Liberty
street, aud is occupying it.

Albert

Presents

who has been

held at

Guptill

came

Wedding Gifts and Graduation

Bonsey,

Northern Maine Junction and Searsport
mail clerk for nearly six years, bas
been transferred to the Bangor and Van
Buren route, and will begin upon his new

were

a

a score of 19-3.
The game scheduled for
Saturday with Holden was cancelled be-

GRINDAI_,

!

bis friendB.

in

dan.

Pillsbury’s Best Flour

for
the

UNION TRUST COMPANY.

K.

Interesting union

The Ellsworth local union of the W. C.
T l\ has elected officers as follows: President, Mrs. Julia A. Chat to; vice-president,
Mrs. Howard Dunn; secretary, Mrs. Nettie
Fullerton; treasurer, Miss Minerva Jor-

OATS
FancyJustSEED
Received

after

a

is im-

York all-water route.

CARLOAD OF

served

run as

Deer

Mrs.

be

relief

cake

run

Mrs. Herbert R. Holmes left Tuesday
for New York to visit her daughter, Mrs.
Pearl Tborsen.

quite

Washington

|

will

Strawberries and Fresh Cream

3 Cans

re-

Lowe and wife, of
Isle, are guests of Mrs. Lowe’s sister,
Mrs. B. T. Howie.

Alley’s Market
Telephone

Sidney

week

Lynchburg, V«.
Capt. Whitney B.

oexnut

to

work to

the

next Saturday. Mr. Bonsey was given
surprise party at the home of Mrs. E. C.
Pike at Searsport last Friday evening, and
with a beautiful signet-ring by
critically presented

Mr*. L. M. Smith

HANGOR-ML

Society

this

exercises.

I. Saunders, who has been seis
somewhat improved in
ill,

month'*

EASTERN TRUSTS BANKING COMPANY

at

in

Friday, members of
are expected to furnish

refreshments

her

for

will meet

evening

a

invitation is extended to the ladies

the city interested

corps
J

A strong bank must {lave a 'ecord for honest dealings and
ability to
make good all promises. It must be able to serve all
patrons alike,
those with large or small accounts, and help them in the transaction of
their business.
The Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth represents all these
qualities;
during the many years of its existence it has demonstrated ability to
protect, help and make convenient all business transations passing
through this bank.
The continued growth is positive proof of a
well-regulated method
of exchanging safe banking service. Confidence in the bank has been
inspired through the rigid supervision of our strong board of directors.
Every customer who bas had dealings with this bank has helped to
bring another, until to-day this bank stands for good, safe, serviceable
banking for tbe individual or firm which has money passing th
its hands.
If not already a customer of this bank, communicate with
us, and
we will tell you how to become one.
Opening accounts either in savings or checking by mail or in person is a simple matter.

Grand

m.

STRONG BANK

A

The woman’s relief corps will meet at
Army ball to-morrow afternoon to
make wreaths for Memorial day.
AH
members are requested to be present. A

POSTOPPICR

Oomo Wrst-10.80. 11.30 a ra; 6.15, 9 p
Uoimo East—6.45 a m; 8 46, 6 pm.

Co.

OF ELLSWORTH.

be established in the Methodist vestry in
;
the near future; also a society of “Knights
of King Arthur” will be organized. Boys
who wish to join either or both societies
are
requested to see the pastor, who i
hopes for the hearty co-operation of
parents in this movement.

AT BLLaWORTH POBTOrriC*.

In

| Union Trust

Saturday the East Side youngsters
oped the West 8iders at baseball by a
score of 19 to 12.
The winning battery
was:
McGown and
Falvey, catcher;
Austin, pitchers; the losing battery: Harrington, catcher; Hresnahan and Dorigan, pitchers.
A reading and game-room for boys will
Last

w oil

—Motor boat.
"
—Household furnishings.
"
—Farm.
Admr notice-William 8 Hayford.
Pilgrim Publicity association.
Civil and mechanical engineer.
Alley’s market.
Reliable Clothing Co.

No. 22.

»iiiHiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiimimimii«immmiiiiumimm:imiiiitriHiiimmi

tendance.

—Cottage.

*'

■KT*R"!D AB 8ICOND GLASS MATTER I
AT THE KLIJlWORTH FOBTOFPICE.
\

Monday evening:.

There will b© a
evening next Wednesday at the
No admission will be charged,
vestry.
and the new society invites a large at-

A Holt*—Bakery.
Sheriff sales-F O Hilsbr.
Admr notice—Blanche Homes Colwell.
In bankruptcy—Henry C Ray. Jr.
For sale—Fertiliser; also pressed hay.

I

i i-v mu tmtnts.

social

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Ellsworth

burglar-proof

last

28, 1913.

MAY

a

The merchant toho does not advertise in
dull season makes it more profitable for

those u>ho do advertise.

regardless

of cost.

arid

Women

s.

DAVIDFRIEND,Maine

Ellsworth,

Carriages

closed out,

GARMENTS
Mon’®

....

A number of very desirable new

and second-hand carriages remain of the stock of H. E.
Davis estate,, but all are to be
IIakkiet C. Davis, Admx.

vlmong

fHutual Unufit Column.
EDITED or ***PNT

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

Jtt Motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic For Week Beginning June 1, 1913.
His
Topic.—The Ideal Christian—VI.
Bible Study.—Deut. vi. 1-9.
(Consecration
meeting.) Edited by Rev. Sherman H.
Doyle, D. D.
The "righteous man" of the Old Testament corresi>ond.s to the Christian of
the New. Of Him the psalmist says,
"His delight is in the law of the Lord,
and in His law doth he meditate day
If the Old Testament
and night."
aaint found delight iu the "law of the
Lord." how much more should the
Christian of today rejoice in the Scriptures, since he has the gospel as well
The Bible should Indeed
as the Law!
be his joy and delight, and be should
study it prayerfully, systematically
and intelligently.
The ideal Christian should study the
Bible because it is God's word. The
words which Moses commanded the
children of Israel to lay up in their
hearts to teach to their children and to
make prominent in their daily live9
were not his words, but God's words.
They were, he says, "the commandments, the statutes and the judgments
which the laird your God commanded
to teach you that ye might do them."
\The same is true of all the Scriptures.
"Holy men of old spake as they were
If the
moved by the Holy Ghost.”
Lord is "our God” we should certainly
study the revelation which He has
given to us.
The ideal Christian should study the
Bible because of the beneficent results
that follow such study. Bible study is
absolutely necessary to the Christian's
life. It supports his spiritual life as
It
bread supports his physical life.
guarantees freedom to him. “Te shall
know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free.” It makes “wise unto
salvation.” and the salvation of the
soul Is the most important issue in huIt brings him into touch
man life.
with the mind and will of God. without which it is impossible for him to
do God's will, which is the chief end

HEDGE".

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto-it is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, It Is for the common use—a public servant, a puiveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the in
II this capacity It solicit*
terchange of ideas
communications, and its successdepeuds largely
on the support given It in this respect. Com
municatlons must l>e signed, but the name of
writer will not be prti ted except by p« rmlsston.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
will be rejected without aood reason
all communications

•

to

TllK AMERICA!*.
Ml w< rth, Me.
MY MEMORIAL PAY.

| Katharine Kiefe.J

The graves of my beloved dead, how far from
me they lie.
are
laid,
Where sweet memorial words
beneath a summer sky.'
The dews may weep where low they lie. My
tears fall faraway.
On alien soil, ’neath alien aky. on this Memorial
The

nightly

day.
stars

keep watch and

ward

above

the sacred spot:
God’s wild flowers deck each burial sward by
hand of man forgot.
Dear graves, a thousand miles away, my
thoughts are with you there!
I hear the muffled drum to-day, the solemn
word of prayer.
the banner freshly aet above that
soldier’s breast.
Its colors all untarnished >et. where low he
lies at rest.
Above his sleep, I,
Pbinesun! Wave, flag!
too, would bend and pray.
I keep a true Mein
heart
distant,
my
Though
I

see

morial

day.
—Sent

Dear M. B.
is

for

passed

Aunt

Emma.

Frienda;

The real significance of
fully understood only

saw

6y

Memorial day

by

those who

themselves the conditions and
through the experiences of the

Civil war. That the observance of this
day should be perpetuated, with its beautiAnd as
ful service, is most desirable.
year after year the children take part in

placing floral remembrances
on the last resting-places of the soldiers,
so will they be learning the yearly-rethe purpose of ] peated lesson of patriotism, and of revergathering

and

of his existence.
It instruct* him as to
life and points out to him how that j ence for those who were willing to sacrifice
for the honor of their country
purpose is to be accomplished. It is themselves
the guiding star of his life In this' and its flag.
world and shows him the way to j Thoughtful citizens may be anxious for
It is the masterpiece of all ! the future of this great county, but as long
heaven.
literature and is an Inspiration to the j as these little flags—emblems of national
mini!

as

well

as

me

ro

me

soui.

life—wave

11

graves in

argument to prove that a
book of such wonderful characteristics
and such boundless possibilities should
be the daily companion of the disciple
of Jesus Christ, who Himself is the
central figure of the Bible and whose
mission to earth it is especially ordained to declare.
The Ideal Christian should study the
Bilile with the purpose in view of practicing its precepts. The words of the
Lord were L-iven to His people through
Moses that they “might do them.”
Bible study is fruitless without prac
tlcai application to our daily lives. We
are not to lie "hearers of the word
only, but doers of it.” The test of the
value of Bible study to us Is in the

requires

no

softly

ia the

breezes

so many cemeteries in
will they tell to the

over

the

our land,
living the

long
story of faithfulness, devotion and loyalty
to the principles on which our government
was founded.
so

Bleep, comrade*, sleep:
Our offerings here we bring:
A grateful nation each returning spring
Remembers thus her dead!
And on each soldier's grave
There floats the flag be gave his life to
While flowers their fragrance shed:
Sleep, comrades, sleep !

save.

From out our crowded calendar
One day we pluck to give:
It is the day the Dying pause
To honor those who live.

You will all be glad that this week we
It is "he that heareth these sayings hear from 00 many dear old friends of the
of mine and doeth them.” says Christ, column.
who is like the man who built his
Great Pokd, May 14, liiia.
house upon a rock. Hearing without
doing is worthless. Study without obe- Dear Aunt Madge:
I almost envied you when I read how well
dience only aggravates our ofTense.
boose-cleaning was progressing, and 1
The Bible study that counts is that your
had just commenced, and help is so hard to
which is practiced in the daily life. get
here, but I am getting along nicely now
Are we making the Bible “the lamp Through the kindness of my friends 1 got
to our feet and the guide to our path?” more help than I expected, and shall soon
enjoy a clean house.

doing.

Nature is dressing tree and field with her
dainty shades of green, and we can listen to
the robin’s song:

BIBLE READINGS.
Ps. i, 1, 2; III, 7-14; exlx, 105112; Matt. lv. 1-11; y, 1-16: John
v, 39-47; xv. 10-14; Acts xvll, 1012; Eph, vi, 10-18; II Tim. iii, 16,
17; Heb. iv, 12; Jas. i, 22-25.

<i>

“Cheer op! cheeer up! cheer!
Make the world a happier place
Just because you are here.
I should call that lovely pie of H’s a “combination pie”. 1 can imagine what a good
time yon had eating it.' I can’t duplicate it
yet, for 1 am as far from oranges as she was
from lemons. 1 saw a recipe for salmon pie

“Coaching" In Churohoi.

The public school until recently has
been a mlil that ground alike whatever
came into Its hopper—coal or marble,
wheat or pebbles. The bright scholar
had too little to do, the average scholar
got along fairly well, and the poor
scholar, after perhaps years of heartache and desperate plodding, finally
was tossed out upon the rubbish heap.
In these wiser days the schools are
Installing “coaching teachers,” whose
duty It Is to give special attention to the
poorest scholars In the various classes
and try by earnest personal work to
place them at least in the position of
the average pupils.
Under this system In one school near
Boston where six nationalities meet
only 14 per rent fall to go on with
their classes. Three years ago. under
the old system. ,V> per cent of the pupils fell by the wayside.
Now, Just this work of coaching is
done in our churches by the Christian
Endeavor societies. Junior. Young Peopie's and Senior. With a beautiful
brotherly spirit the workers that advance more rapidly help on those that
move slowly.
That Is what our look
out committees do, and our prayer
meeting committees, and. Indeed, all
onr other committees.
Christian Endeavor means that the Christians,
young and old. are first helping themselves to the strength that Christ bestows and then helping others to It.
No one left behind, no one falling by
the way—that Is the spirit of the best
modem education, and It is the spirit of
Christian Endeavor.—Arrow In Christian Endeavor World.
A Truth For Contemplation.
Win a soul to God and you have set
In motion Impulses which will vibrate
when time Is a memory, a bubble on
the ocean of eternity. Here Is a truth
for the earnest contemplation of every
Christian Endeavorer.—F. B Meyer.

in ipy American Woman, that 1 think good,
end very handy. Empty a can of salmon Into
your pan. make a bowl foil of hotter gravy
end pour over this, then cover with a rich
crnst of biscuit dough rolled three-fourths of
inch thick, cat • slit in the middle and bake
in a hot oven. I add a well-beaten egg to the
E.
gravy. W'ith kind wishes to all.
Wmt

j

j
I

j

Franklin, May lfi, ilia.

Dear Friend* of the M. B. C.:
Have enjoyed reading all your nice letters,
•o thought I would tell you so.
How very interesting for us all to travel with our friends
all over this world of ours, and in imagination we see and hear it all and remember
what we can.
•
1 just had to laugh out loud when I read
tbe poem in the last paper, “Ready in a
Minute *’ How true to life, but there is one
who is not troubled that way and never will
be. Will leave it with you to guess who.
Aunt Maria, I
am
thinking about your
plants this frosty morning. 1 wonder if they
froze. 1 presume many of you are all done
house-cleaning while I have Just begun, and
that some weeks ago. It is really too cold for
me to get away from the fire.
Must say to H. that her pie must have been
a “variety pie,” so I will give it that name.
Wonld like to have tasted it. Narcissus gave
us such a nice letter, hope she will call again.
1 think if abe has returned home she will
find it pretty cold up there this week, I fear
it has injured the buds on our trees, aud the
blueberries, as they are loaded with buds.
East, your letter was fine. Hope you had a
chance to get come views of tbe beautiful
places you visited. I must say to Dell that I
know you are pleased that our governor has
taken a step in the right direction. Now, if
he will keep right on, also the officers that he
has appointed, and the mayors of oar cities,

She Wat So 111—Restored to
Health by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

;

good

Pentwatcr, Mich. —“A yearapo I was
BAYSIDR. 478, BLLBWORTH.
very weak and the doctor aaid I had a
serious displaceThe regular meeting of Bayside grange
ment. 1 had back- was called to order Wednesday evening,
ache aud bearing May 21, by Worthy Overseer Walter
down pains so bad Jordan. The regular business finished,
that I could not sit an
interesting literary
program of
in a chair or walk readings, remarks and music was preand
acroes the floor
sented.
I was in severe pain
The next regular meeting. May 28, will
felt
all the time. I
A
be observed as memorial meeting.
had
committee has been appointed to engage
discouraged as I
l
taken everything
speakers. It will be an open session, and
could think of and all are invited.
1-* was no
1
bettor.
There will be a grange supper Wednesbegan taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg- day evening, June 5. Members wishing
etable Compound and now I am strong information in regard to the affair may
and healthy.”—Mrs. Alice Darunc, apply to H. W. Bstey, chairman of comR.F.D. No. 2, Box 77, Pentwater, Mich. mittee.
_

LAMOINK, 284.

present Tuesday evening.
a
Peace day
that I could hardly stand on my feet. I May. 20. After business,
would feel like crying wit lota of times, program was presented. “Disarmament,”
and had such a heavy feeling in my right by Whittier, was read by Homer Wilbur,
master pro ten. Essays were
side. I had such terrible dull headaches who was
Nineteen

given

day and they would make me feel
drowsy and sleepy all the time, yet I
could not sleep at night.
"After I had taken Lydia E.Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a week I began to
improve. My backache was less and
that heavy feeling in my side went
every

Such letters prove the value of Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for
woman’s ills. Why don’t you try it?

_

Win Ltnn, Maas..

May 18, 1818.

j
|

be

pleasant here.

In

meeting closed, but all
and profitable evening

are

with

WEST B BOOKS VHJLJE.
Howard and Hope, children of Charles
Blodgett and wife, are both ill of measles.
Mrs. Harry M. Tapley, son Emery and
daughter Clara have returned from a visit
in Bangor.
Arvard
into the

Nichols has

new

chased of

moved

home which he

his

family

recently pur-

Gilman Blake.

Sewell and Herman Tapley

are

making
recently

repairs on the store
purchased by Charles Babbidge.
At the parish meeting Tuesday evening,
George M. Farnham, O. L. Tapley and
Jerome P. Tapley were chosen committee
for the ensuing year. Charles Babbidge is
collector.

May

26.

Tomson.

and children shonld be
given Magee’s Emulsion to strengthen
the body. Never fails. All druggists
Invalids

felt that
had been

a

pleasant

spent.

received.

was

was

part.

An

given, many of
At the close of

evening a box supper was enjoyed by
all, the boxes being prepared by tbe
gentlemen. It was voted to have ladies’
night June 7 and children’s night June 14.
NARRAM1M01C.

224, ORLAND.

Narramisaic

grange,
notwithstanding
unpleasant condition of roads and

the

weather,
dren’s

held

day”

in

day” and “ChilMay 24. The grange
by Worthy Master C.

“Peace
one on

called to order

in open session. The lecturer’s
consisted of singing, school children; reading of Peace selections, worthy
lecturer and Mrs. Gertrude Hutchins;
K.

Kiptey

program

quotations; singing,
Miss

school

Jennie Stubbs,

Churchill; singing,

the

children; duet,

Mias

L. Gertrude

children; singing,

“America.”
Credit is due Mias Churchill and Mias
Mildred Cooke Grow for their instruction
of the children, who did their parts so
well m to make very evident their careful

IV, ISIS.

Aunt Madge.

when

the

music ia furnished by the school children.
Best wishes to Aunt Madge.
L. E. T.

Thanks to you all for these nice letters.
“Blest be the tie that binds,” and all the
M. B.’s will say: “So let it be,” in concert

teaching
Mildred Waagatt,
McKinley, apent the week-end at borne.
who is

Mias
at

Dr. Robert L. Urindle, of Mt. Desert, attended the teachers' convention here Fri-

day.
(Japt. Joseph
Smallidge

were

Whitmore
in town

Herbert

and

Friday

and Satur-

day.

training.
Refresh meats were served and a aocial
and games for the young people were

hour

enjoyed.
EABTBKOOK.

Norwood and Mias Helen
Mayo, of Southwest Harbor, were in tow u
Mias

Lena

Friday.
Mrs. Kate Pray and children, of Mt.
were
the guests of Mrs. Kate
Whitmore Friday.

Desert,

Mias Eleanor T. Blodgett, of New York,
ia at her cottage, "Westward Way,”
for the summer.
Mrs.
have

Susie Smith

visiting

been

returned to

and children, who
here, have

relatives

Steuben.

of town people attended
the funeral of John W. Hornet at Mount
Desert laat Tuesday.

Quite

number

a

Ernest Swsn is moving bis household
goods into the house he recently purchased, near the Qstbolic church.

Friday

and

Saturday,

postponed

were

on

account of rain.

Asticou Hebeksh lodge
hood house

hold

will

entertainment and dance at the

Thursday evening,

an

Neighborwith music

by Weacolt’s orchestra.
The seniors of Gilman high school held
a dance at the Neighborhood house Thursday evening, with music by Wescotl's
orchestra. Hefresbmentt were served.
Kt. Kev. Robert Codman, bishop of
Maine, made hisannual visit toSt. Mary V
by-the-Sea Sunday evening, and conferred
confirmation upon

Friends

glad

of Mrs. Henry A. French

to know she ia

are

improving.

Memorial services will be held at the
church next Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Fred DeMeyer, who has been visitrelatives in Bluehili, is home.

TEACH Efts'

one,

some

of the best

speakers

in the State

being prtseot, as well as Hon. H. C. Morrison, of New Hampshire, who gave an
excellent address in the evening. The
Forenoon.
Remarks.Dr R LOrindle
-Social Chemistry*’....W .*> Kuoslton, Mausct
-Measuring Results.”
State Supt Pay sou Smith

“The High School aod Over Age Grammar
School Pupils,"
Supt E L Palmer, Bar Harbor
"Discipline in High School,"
:
Prin W E Stuart. Southwest Harbor
-Opportunities of the Rural Teacher."
Prof A J Jones. Orono
Music
i
Music

Reading...- Mias Andrews
Address Hon H C Morrison, State Superintendent of Schools of New Hampshire
Reading.Mies Andrews

May

26.

L.
_

MARIAViLLK.

Bell, of Bangor,

Lulu

Gem.
_

BAR HARBOR
James N. Emery, of this town, has been
elected superintendent of schools of Dover
and Foxcroft at a salary of fl,200 a year.
Mr. Emery waa graduated from Bowdoin
college in 1906, and after his graduation
read law in the office of Deasy A Lynam
and was admitted to the bar in April. 1912.
He has bAo a member of the school board
of Eden over three years.
For tht* Weak ami Nervoaa.
Tired-ont, weak, nervous men and women
would feel ambitious, energetic, fall of life
and always have a good appetite, if they
would do the sensible thing for health
take
better for the
Electric Bitters.
Nothing
stomach, liver or kidneys. Thousands say
they owe their lives to this wonderful home
remedy. Mrs. O. fthinevault. of Vestal Center, N- Y-. says: “I regard Electric Bitters as
I can never forone of the greatest of gifts.
get what it has done for'me.” Get a bottle
yourself and aee what a difference it will
make in yoor health.
Only 40c and 91.00.
Recommended by all draggists.
—
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A boebel of Liverpool ealt *h*il w»t*h 4Q
pound*, and a bathe) of Turk • Itiao ) »alt
•ball weigh TO pound*.
The standard weight of a bn»bel of potato**
la good order and At for chipping, u «*.
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good ordebaml At for shipping it «o po ind*;
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go pounds; of corn. M
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pound*,
Indian meal. SO pound*;of parsnip*. 4Sp -tndt;
of bar lev and buckwheat. 4* poun 1*
XI pound*, or even measure a* by *grevurut.
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“My de*r, lieten

to

thin,

»nd

trli

me

you make of UtM exclaim-4 the
elderly English lady lo her hushanl. on
whiit

her flr«t viaii to the metertti. held lbe
hotel menu almoat at ann'i langui and
in a tone of horror:
(>,Balted
Indian pudding!
Unn it be poaathle m a
civil used

•poke

cooauyf

Aaumisnnnu*

World’s Remedy

You make no risky experiment
when you use occasionally—
whenever there is need—the
most universally popular home

remedy known,—Beecham’s
Pills, which have stood the
test of time with absolute success

and their World-Wide fame
securely on proved merit.

rests

ta

visiting

her

PIUS
relieve the numerous ailments
caused by defective action of
the stomach, liver, kidneys
and bowels.
Cleansing the
system, they purify the blood
and tone body, brain and
nerves.
Beecham’s Pills act
quickly: they are always
safe and reliable, and you
may depend upon it they

W01 Benefit You
Sold everywhere. tm hecee 10c.. 25*
Every cae~s»erlsHr every we»se »i>oukl
r—d Ike direclkM walk every boa-

father, Frank Frost.
Julia Stuart and children, of Goulds
are visiting her mother, Mrs. Addie
Carr.

boro,

at

a

time.

Mrs. Msry Cross, who has been critically ill st the Eastern Maine general
hospital at Bangor, after having a large
tumor

removed,

May

is

improving slowly.
p.

26.

xU*jrrt‘.£cmuua.

WEAKNESS

drowned in

36.

M
W
15
04

K«iil*hr«, nnneb
roMi'o m Id,
Nt« s^uo*!*, lb,

Reading.Mias Andrew*
-A New Standard of Reading for Grammar
Schools," Miss Maude Andrews, Portland
“Medical Inspection and
Hygiene in
Schools.” Dr Frank R Ober, Southwest
Harbor

Mrs. Elwyn Wilbur, daughter of Orwell
Googins, received the sad news Saturday
was

Potato**, pk.

lOfis

...

Afternoon.

Miss Clara Wilbur will leave this week
Harbor, where she will be
employed during the summer.

the Sevilla river in South America on May
11.
The news was a schock to his daughter, who was eagerly looking for him
home in a few months for his first visit in
nearly fifteen years. She has the sympathy of all.

B*?ed .v.v.v.v.v

Music

for Northeast

May

#17

1»*K

The

treatment.

He

•»«*

Hr it I00H1 per ton.
Haled.

CONVENTION.

The Mt. Desert Island teachers' convention was held at the Neighborhood house
Friday. In spite of the bad storm.it was a
success.
The program was an exceptional

Mrs. Elmira Jelliaon, who is in poor
health, has gone to Sullivan for medical

father’s death.

241»

..

candidates.

ing

of her

S!£

Freth laid. per do*.
1‘OUl't)
Fowl.
Chickrn*

of

class

a

Mrs. Jsne Pool, who has been ill several
months, is able to sit up a few minutes

Mrs. Nathan Bunker ia ill.

!

Creamery P«* *....
*>i*

U

the rite of

membership

Arbor day program
tbe members taking

ser-

Nell spoke of her maybaskets. She was
very thankful, and, like the children, wants
more.
Probably she will write about them,
so 1 will not tell it all.
How well the M. B.’s have done by writing
of late. It must make Aunt Madge smile to
have such helpers at this busy time. Are has
been ill; hope she is better.
I learned last week where Q. is; now don’t
bide yourself any longer, O.; some of us
would have rung your door bell before this
Daix.
bad we known where you were.

for

tion

we

Dtar Auni Madgtl
I have again been to Me Kell and had a fiat
social call and dinner with her brood—two
long tables of little ones. I was so astonished
to see the improvement made with a ten-yearold boy I took to her in April, in only six
Mrs. BUis. the teacher, most be a
weeks.
8he is a sister of Nell
wonderful woman.
and a teacher of the old-fashioned kind, such
as M. V. B. writes about in last week’s Ambbi-

Whitmore Mitchell, of
Mrs. Emily
Lewiston, is visiting relatives here.
Special memorial services were bald st
St. Mary's-by-tbe Sea Sunday morning.

program:

held at the

M*}

evening,

3fc», NORTH ELLSWORTH.
A meeting of Nicolin grange was held
Saturday evening, May 17. One applica-

state armory. Addresses are made by different members of the G. A. R., and

£■ AST SVBBY,

O. Jacobson apent a few days of
week in Mount Desert.
Mrs. Grace Goodwin, of Seal Harbor.

Albert

NIOOLJN,

at

with an
In the evening the services

Saturday

supper will be served.

was

the afternoon

was

assembled the grange in the fourth degree. It was nearly 10 30 o'clock when the

Pine Grove cemetery,
address, and music by the band.
held

are

prog!am

158, NORTH BTCKSPORT.
Floral grange held its regular meeting
May 20, with Worthy Master C. H. Lowell
in the chair. After business was disposed
of recess was declared and all enjoyed a
box aocial, after which gimes was enjoyed
until the tap of the master’a gavel re*

The lilac and cherry trees are in full
bloom. Wish 1 could bring you a bouquet.
Decoration day is near by. I hope it will
vices

short

FLORAL,

potatoes like those raised in this
them since

master next

new
a

1 enjoy my M. B. picture; Aunt Maria
me in recalling the names of the
different ones. I enjoyed Narcissus’ letter. Two of
my seminary chums were
from Presque Isle. 1 think it is not far
from Ft. Fairfield. They used to say there
“no

A

WILL, 378, AMHKBST.
J Good Will grange held its regular ravelling Saturday evening, with only a small
attendance. Arne- B. Jewett, having resigned as master, it w as decided to elect a

assisted

were

telephone

The baseball games between Northeast
Harbor and Seal Harbor, scheduled for

GOOD

yon may.
Glad to say my house-cleaning is all done,
bat am busy sewing. 1 was happily surprised
recently. 1 went out caliiug in the evening*
and had been gone just a short time when a
neighbor came to tell me that my aunt and
uncle from Maine had come to see me. 1
hurried home, and my neighbor was entertaining Aunt Maria and her son-in-law. 1 was
delighted, my husband and brother were at
their Odd Fellows lodge. Early in the evening my husband came home. He went back
to the lodge-room aod had my brother come
to meet them, for Aunt Maria could not call
again as she was going to Whitman for a
short stay before going home.
We enjoyed
every moment.
Hope the next call will be
more
lengthy. Received a card since she
arrived home and was sorry to learn that
Carolyn was suffering with the mumps. Hope
she is better.

in-

MAflftAPAQCA, 477, BOCTH BLt'KH ILL.
There were fifty-three in attendance at
the meeting of Msssspaqua grange, May
22, including visitors from Sedgwick,
East Bluehili, Halcyon and Greenwood
Three were instructed in the
granges.
third and fourth degrees, and a harvest

presented._

>

a

Ctrl Hedges and wife arrived from New
York Saturday.
They will occupy Philip
McLean's new cottage this summer.

feast was'served.

D+nr Aunt Madge:
Will send the poem to yon. and if yon cure
to have it printed in the column at auy time,

county”. Have not seen
parted twenty years ago.

Peace

and all

You may publish this if you wish.”
—Miss Clara L. Gauwitz, R.R. No. 4,
Box 62, Peoria, 111.

wat

Springfield,” was read by Shirley Holt,
joined in singing “America”.

at

pound and

there could be a (treat "house-cleaning.lime",
and it can be done if they want it done
Now I tbiuk I had better clone, for someone else may have a word to say.
With best
wishes to all.
Acst

School

kins; “Some Who Have Loved Their
Fellowmen,” 8. J. Young; “The Arsenal

I continued to take the Comam cured.

away.

“The

follows:

as

William Jordan baa had
stalled in hia house.

were

League,” Eunice Coggins; **The Work of
the Red Cross Society,” Thaddeus Hodg-

so

Wakefield, of Bar Harbor,

Saturday.

Tisited relatives here last week.

Friday, June 20— Meeting of Hancock
Pomona with Penobscot grange.

Read What AnotherWoman Bays:
Peoria, 111.—“I had such backaches

Ur. K. W.

•tuttev.

last

reason.

DATES.

Compound.

Country Pr»ltira

V. R. Smith and wife
in town

MARKKTs

The quotation** below give the
rang*©!
retail price* in ElUwortb:

NORTH EAST HARBOR.
are in Boaton.

pecially

NOT WALK

extensive
Beat Medicine for Colds.
When a druggist recommends a remedy for
colds, throat and lung troubles, you can feel
sure that he knows what he is taking about.
C. Lower, druggist, of Marion, Ohio, writes of
Dr. King’s New Discovery: “I know Dr.
King’s New Discovery is the best throat aud
lung medicine 1 sell. It cured my wife of a
severe bronchial cold after all other remedies
failed.” It will do tbe same for yon if you are
suffering with a cold or any bronchial, throat
or lung cough
Keep a bottle on hand all the
time for everyone in the family to use. It is a
home doctor. Price 50c and $ 1.00. Guaranteed
by all druggists.

This column is devoted to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all granger* for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All commnntcations must
be signed, bat names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. Ali communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

WOMAN COULD

VCI.L8 WORTH

COUNTY NEWS

C'rangtrB.

tt)t

m

a

but is

Bf #

promptly rebered

by the medical nourishment in
Scott’s Emulsion which
■
is not a nerre-qnieter, but nature’s
|I greatest
nerre-builder, without
I alcohol or opiate.
g

Scott & Bownc,

Btoomfiekl, N. J.

1S-25

RHEUMATISM
W. C. Sturm of

Bucksport, Maine,

writ##

I

pleased to Mr GLYUOSA prove*’ to be eJ
they Mid of U.** O. Uakut of Ca»pob#ikn
Am

“I HAD RHEUMATISM 80 BAl» I
Cot* LDKT WALK, and my friend# ell know It
vu GLYDONA that cured me." C. ** Tai I.OB,
Wintnrop, Heine, write# “The Doctor could not
Mr*.
help me, and GLYDONA CURED MK
Hattie M. Davie, Augusta. Me., write#: “U
1# irmosaibie to My enough in PRAISE of
GLYDOXA" geo. a. Lambert of Deer Island*
K. B., Mye: “Had Rheumatism, GLYDONA
cured roe and I RECOMMEND It to other*.
Mr#. Sarah Blac k, of Whiting, write# t bat
HAD RHEUMATISM FOR30 YEAR8audONE
Mr*.
BOTTLE of GLYDONA CURED HERBermk
Larrabkb of Larebee, Me savs she
had Rheumatism in her bread,and# aud shouio*
*
ere, and ONE BOTTLE CU RED HER
Me K rows, of Mar hi a#, Me., waseonflned to the
house for six weeks with Rheumatism, and after
using only one bottle THREW AwAl HIS
CRUTCH and CANE
tfUEAB J
PA.rM ot
Waterrllle, Me., 74 years of age, says she bad
Rheumatism 10 YEARS, and could not go up or
down stairs, and that since the use of Gl ^ DO'NA
she Is RESTORED to HEALTH- Jame«F.
Kmeet of Great Pond, Me., who was tick and
lame and helpless, write#; “Not only my self hut
anumWrof my friends have DERI' ED GREAT
BENEFIT from the nse of GLYDONA. lt
is a valuable medicine.” Jeffbrsos
Loomla, Wash., write# “Please send me another
dollar's worth of GLYDONA.es It is
roe.
I am taking it for DIABETES and GOUT
of 16 years standing." Joint C.
Eh*;®:
Steuben, writes: "Had severe attack of
<
matism, and Twobottlee of GLYDON A
ME." Price SO cents pmrjMcka«e.
of l*«tl
-1#U. Send postal for
druggists
monlala. The Marios Co., Machiaa, Maineears

____

DRINK

UPTONS
TEA
A WORD TO THE WIVES
IS SUFFICIENT

8mITHk°I
he'Pjnf
CamJ'FEL-J*
t.“M,
pamphlet

Aeroplane of Death

The

KITTKIiY TO

HOG RAISING,
[Prof. P. A. Campbell, Farmers’ week, Oroco,
1918.]
The coat of producing the pig depends
upon the coat of keeping the sow (or the
year, also a proportionate part of the
boar’s cost of maintenance, this of course
varying with the number pigs which he is
the sire of! The cost of both sow and
boar includes feed, labor, and overhead

charges.
From this it may be seen that a sow
produces only five pigs in a year
brings the cost of the pigs up to about
twice what It would be if she produced
ten; or three times what they would cost
if she produced
fifteen. Consequently
that

necessity of selecting prolific stock»
handling the sow in such a way
that she will produce thrifty pigs and the
saving of the pigs after farrowing is
the

also of

apparent.
It is also just as essential that good
breeding stock be used in order to produce the right type of pig. ft is a well
recognised fact by all stockmen that the
nearer to the birth period
a pound
of
gain can be made the cheaper will be the
cost of that pond of gain. Any pig that
is

kept merely for fattening purposes
ready for market by the time

The farm buildings of V. M. Estes, of
were burned May 20, with two

Harmony,

bones, four cows, two heifers, twenty-five
sheep, thirty-three lambs, a hog and some
hens.
A gift of flO.OOO is announced from Hon.
D. D. Stewart, of St. Albans, to the Good
Will Home association, to be added to its
permanent endowment fund, and to be
known as the Levi Stewart fund.

Edward Blanchard, of Bradley, aged
forty, committed suicide Tuesday of last
week by drowning. Ill health was the
cause.
He leaves a widow and a two-yearold daughter.
C. Vey Holman, of Bangor, has been
designated by Governor Haines as the
official
representative of Maine to attend the twelfth international geological
congress at Toronto, Canada, during the
week from August 7 to Aug. 14,1913.
L. Snow, a past grand represovereign grand lodge ot
Odd Fellows, and ten years ago grand
patriarch of the grand encampment.
Patriarchs Militant, dropped dead Saturday at his store in Brunswick, aged fiftyfive years.
Frank

sentative to the

Oliver

should be

it is six to eight months of age. It is very
likely that the hog dressing 400 or 600

SMbirf«ment».

CARIBOU.

P.

Hix,

served six terms

Rockland,

of
as

who had

councilman

common

and seven as alderman, dropped dead SatHe was a
pounds
varying in age from a
year urday, aged eigbty-tw'o years.
native of South Tbomaston, and was in
owes the feeder more than the
upward
the market business in Rockland about
hog will possibly sell for.

Putting Tobacco in Tins is Like

“Locking tiie Stable Door-1
—“after the horse is gone.”
Because when tobacco is
into small pieces, much of the flavor evaporates
before the tobacco goes into the tin.

chopped

There is only one way to keep all the natural fragrance and original flavor in tobacco until it reaches \^>ur
pipe—and that is the hard-pressed Sickle plug. And the
natural leaf wrapper is a better protector than any tin,
tinfoil or waxed paper.
Ycu always get a fragrant, s/oie-bumir.g, cool smoke from
Sickle, because you slice it off the plug as you use it. You get
more tobacco, because there’s no package to pay for.
There’s no
tobacco wasted—and the last pipeful is as fresh and sweet as the
first. Smoke Sickle today—all good dealers sell it.

—

HOW TO FIGHT THE
FLY IN THIS TOWN
Ours Is
few

ton

a

country home. but

flies.

we have
Our method ts based

principle of "barring and
itarring.” In other words, we keep
them out and give them nothing to
upon

the

says a writer In the Woman's
Hnme Companion.
fighting the fly In the country la ex-

eat.

ceedingly difficult because of the wide
range and the numerous places where
On tbe farm
the Insect can breed.
the most common of these places are
the barns and manure plies, pigsties,
We tiechicken houses and toilet*.
fan by making the bnrn scrupulously
clean This was not a difficult tasleand
no more than should tie dune on every
Tim "fly part" of the
country place.
barn is the stables, t'slng plauk floors.
Cleaning the stalls both morning and
evening and sprinkling a little powder
«d lime about gave the flies uo chance.
The manure was thrown Into a box
outside, and this box ts on a sled, ready
to be hauled away at once and thrown
on the garden or fallow laud.
I’owderrd lime aprtukled In the box. when
empty, keeps this fly proof.
Then came the "barring and starving” process for the house. Both for
ronvenience and comfort we Installed
t complete plumbing system, with hot
end cold water, to the bouse.
In this
day of gasoline engines, hydraulic
rams and other simple as well as eco
Domical method* of Installing water
•ystems every farm home should have

BEUOVK SlAUUK SWEEt-ISOS AT OSCE

plant of this sort This required a
system, but the oue drain and
line of waste pipe also sufficed for the
kitchen stale aud stationary washtub.
The sewer pipe, which was four Inch
close joint tile, was run down the hill
from the bouse Into a drain, No cesspool or tank was used, but the,outlet
• as converted Into a
veritable flower
tardea
The only Alee that congre|ate about this spot are butterflies
*■> assist In absorbing all waste the
»at!et Is ebanxed from time to time
tbd the former spot covered with
sarth.
»

•ewer

One thing Is very essential, however,

for a sewerage system of this sort—
Hiat Is. a large vent pipe, not less
H>an two Inches, for the toilet and
•Inks. We have such a pipe or pipes,
connecting them to a Anal line and
hutting this Into the brick flue of the
kitchen. This creates an upward draft
which sucks out aud keeps the sewer
Hue and drain clean of all odor and
i>7

H^riuauuK

*at chance to get In.

■..
WARNING.

I* Is better to screen the era
*"d wssr s smils than to
•cod at tha
prsoaution and wear

mourning.

campaigns,

The young pig, while still suckling its
dam, should learn to eat by having a small
trough placed in a run that the pig can
easily get to. If skim milk is available
the feed may be a mixture of skim mil*
and middlings. Bran should not be used
at any time in swine
bly with the brood

dency to take
pig’s stomach

feeding, except possisow

that

has

a

ten-

fat. The capacity of the
is limited and the hog doe*
not digest crude fibre readily.
Although

middlings

on

and

different in food
twice the
| about
that it does from

materially
nutrients the hog gets
results from middlings

bran

are

forty years.
Bangor high won the final debate fn the
University of Maine interscholastic debating league Thursday evenin',, defeating
Bar Harbor

high.

David

Rodick, of Bar

university
scholarship as the best debater. The
teams competed for a silver cup, which
Bangor high has now won twice. Permanent possession of the cup will pass to the
Harbor,

school

was

awarded

the

winning it three times.

not

COUNTY NEWS

bran.

me pig iea supplemental ieea minis
OTTER CREEK.
Second.—In your movements for passway scarcely notices the weaning period,
All are glad to see Mrs. Emma Walls
ing of general cleanup and anti-fly or- and if the sow is
suckling a good number oat again after her long illness.
dinances first secure the Interest of of
pigs and they have plenty of exercise
Mrs. Beatrice Small was taken to the
If you there will be little or
the state health department
no danger from over
Bar Harbor hospital last Friday for treatflni! difficulty In doing this by mere feeding, or
producing a case of '‘thumps”. ment.
force of suggestion, employ other legitFor some time after weaning, a ration of
imate means of atlrrtng tt to notion one
Fred Bartlett and wife, of Pretty Marsh,
part middlings to three parts ski.n
local
or
state
organlzn milk (by weight) will produce satisfac- are keeping house here, while Mr. Bart—petitions from
tlong. boards of trade, women’a clnbs. tory growth. If more skim milk is avail- lett is at work on the new shore bridge.
If
town Improvement societies, etc.
This community was greatly saddened
ble, it may be used, but care should be
the bead of the state health service Is exercised not to
permit enough milk to be by the death May 19 of Mrs. Lucinda
not cordially cooperating with you he fed to create
stoppage, for in such cases Hadley, wife of Elisha Hadley, aged
can be shamed Into It
too much milk is worse than none.
seventy-five years. Mrs. Hadley was a
Third.—Employ similar tactics. If
woman of
beautiful character, and was
As the pig develops, corn meal may gradunecessary, with the health authorities, ally take the place of the middlings until loved by all who knew her. She had a
aldermen and other officials of your at four or five months of age the meal has host of friends, who will sadly miss her.
city or lown.
entirely replaced the milk. Many experi- She leaves a husband, one sister—Mrs.
Fourth.—<let ordinances passed (state ments have been conducted to determine Philena Young, of this place, and one
If possible, local at an; ratei for the whether the corn ground into meal is brother--Eldridge Tripp, of Bar Harbor;
screening of foodstntfs, the chemical more efficient than whole corn. Usually also several nieces and nephews. Funeral
treatment and removal of manure, etc.. the cornmeal has produced the best re- services were held at the church Wednesbut do not think that because ;ou hare sults. With corn at the price it usually is day afternoon. Rev. A. M. McDonald offian
ordinance It will enforce Itself
here in Maine it is safe to assume that it ciating. The floral tributes were beautiKternal vigilance 1* the price of free- will always pay to grind the corn.
ful.
dom from filth and flies
Probably
G.
No saving Is made by cooking the feed,
May 28.
even the most energetic and sympa- in fact not quite so good returns have
SURRY.
thetic health officer will be unable with been made. The only exception to this
the force of Inspector* at his command is with potatoes. The hog likes cooked
John Staples recently lost a valuable
to discover all the violations of the or- potatoes better and will eat them readily,
horse.
You roust help him by vol
dinance.
while he will eat only a limited amount of
Helen Clark is working for Mrs. Rosa
If
then
and
unteer Inspection
reports.
raw ones.
Curtis.
of
In
the
Is
lukewarm
be
prosecution
If
there
are
no
dairy by-products
Della Blodgett, who has been away the
offenders make his position uncom- available, feeding tankage may be used to
past few months, is home.
to
refuse
If tbe magistrates
fortable.
take the place of skim milk. One part of
Mrs. Mary E. Gray and Ella Jarvis spent
Impose fines for proved violations tankage to nine or ten parts of meal (by
make It uncomfortable for them too. weight) usually gives as good results as several days visiting in North Burry last
IPs all very simple If you are in ear
the milk. A ration made up of corn alone week.
Mrs. C. E. Billington, whd has been
neat.
produces a very fat hog, but as corn is
Fifth.—Colorado and Texas have In- lacking in ash, the bone does not grow visiting Mrs. Grace Barron in Ellsworth,
stituted the custom of state wide fast enough so but what the hog is fre- is home.
“cleanup days." Induce \he governor quently too heavy for his bones and the
Albert Withee is working at Bayside.
of your state by proclamation to set common expression is that the hog goes He has moved his family into
part of the
aside a day for such a purpose, and If "off its feet”.
Newell Osgood house.
he cannot be Induced to do so—but he
Barley may be used for fattening, but
Mrs. Lucy Emery, who has been in
probably can If proper representations does not make quite as large gains for the Massachusetts all winter, is home. All
are made to him—at least get your pounds fed as corn, and it is better when
are glad to welcome her.
mayor to proclaim a local “cleanup fed with other Jfeeds.
Kye may be used
Charles Coulter has returned to his work
Pasture alone as a
the same as barley.
day."
Boston. Capt. Scott Treworgy,who has
Sixth-—If you must have "fly swat- rule does not furnish a satisfactory ration in
returned with him.
ting" contests to stimulate Interest In usually supplying little more than a employment there,
Anon.
May 26.
your local campaign let them be held maintenance, but when used with a supaa early In the spring as possible, while plemental grain feed, produces good reISLESFORD.
If sults and more economical gains than
there are comparatively few flieswhen pasture is not used.
One of the
Miss Evelyn Moore is employed at
yon could find and kill all tbe spring most economical pastures is rape—dwarf
flies, as of course yon cannot, there Essex rape is the variety sown. Clover Everett L. Spurling’s.
would be none to trouble you In tbe makes a good pastnre, also peas and oats.
Miss Carrie Spurling, of Manset, visited

Everything considered,

summer.

Seventh.—Re careful to brush np any

flies.that may be lying around with

tbelr feet np In the air looking as If
they were dead: they may be “playing
possum-” Tbe only safe way Is to
burn them. Do not throw them out or
Into the garbage can. as they will become active as soon as the temperature
rise*.
..
A fly in tha milk
baby In tha grava.

JEKYLL

may

maan

a

AND

HYDE

-----71

the

man

who

desires to grow pork in Maine has equal
advantages with feeders in any part of
the East.
Dairy by-products, pasture,
potatoes, barley, corn—all furnish a part
of the hog’s ration, and when convened
into pork provide a manufactured form in
which they can be sold with good returns.
Be a Booster.
Do you know there's lota o' people
Hettin’ round in every town,
Growlin' like a broody ohicken.
Knockin’ every Rood thing down?
Don't you be that kind o’ cattle,
’Cause they ain’t no use on earth,
You just be a booster rooster,
Crow and boost for all you’re worth.
If your city needs boostin’, boost 'er;
Don’t hold back and wait to see
If some other fellow’s willin’—
bail right in, this country’s free.
No one’s got a mortgage oit'U,
It’s just yours as much as hhi*
If your town is shy on boosters,
You get in the boostin’ biz.
to suit you.
And the world seems kinder wrong,
What’s the matter with a boostin'
Just to help the thing along?
’Cause if things should stop agoin’
We’d be in a sorry plight;
You just keep that horn ablowin’—
Boost 'er up with all your might.
If

The fly enters your home ee a hsrmBut once inside he belese insect.
comes transformed into a monster of
horrible proportions, carrying disease
One
to the members of your family.
fly carries over 6,000,000 germs sbout
with it.

A

201

etc.

vmw

rt<Je of lime In and close around the
Iraln now and then we are given no
trouble with this part of the svstem.
tnd It remains continually dy proof.
As a matter of course we have
•creena at the doors and windows.
Oie back porch, next to the kitchen,
*hleh Is usually a harbor for die*, we
tompletely screened in. Thus the
tltchen door can be opened when the
worn Is hot and dllcd with the smell
cooking with no fear of the dies
•warming In. Here, too. we placed
&e stationary washtnb.
Finally, let it be added, that even
*lth all these precautions we are visaed by dies.
They always come when
•uch things as cabbage, dsh and meats
tre cooked, bnt most of them get no
•loser than the screens. A wire screen
killer is kept handy for the few

A

First.—Educational work should be
begun nt oure In schools. women's
clubs and other civic organizations, because If you wait until the Hies appear
In the spring they will be multiplying
by the million while you are doing
erganizntlon work that ought to have
been done during the cold weather.
This committee, as In former years,
will co-operate with local committees,
furnishing literature and answering
questions ns to methods of Individual

—

screen

many lives.

in

time

saves

things just don’t

seem

It you know some feller’s failin’s.
Just forget ’em, ’cause you know
That same feller’s got some good points;
Tnetu’s the ones you want to show.
“Cast your loaves on the waters,
They’ll come back” ’s a sayin’ true,
Mebbe, too, they’ll come back “buttered”
When some feller boosts for you.
The Roller Monthly.

her

aunt, Mrs.

Margaret Stanley,

\

THE NATIONAL

|

Morrell, of Pittsfield,
Saturday for an extended stay
ith her sister, Mrs. Harry Phippin.
Rev. Newman Smythe and Mis* Mary
Mrs.

i

Best Bread—
and More of It

t

—the lightest, finest,
whitest bread and
more loaves to every
sack—
—the ten derest, flakiest
and most digestible pastry—

Collins

arrived Saturday

for

other members of the

the

family

season.

The

to

come

are

ANO

next month.

I

Harry Bowditch and wife arrived at the
Dr. Harry
Bowditch cottage Saturday.
and wife expect to remain for the summer,
but Dr. Vincent and Miss Y’ardley will
remained but a few days.
S.
May 26.
1

I

SWAN’S ISLAND.

appreciates
EVERY
the importance of pure
ONE

All appreciate the
danger in adulteration, the
food.

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that 's milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive
value.
Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit you but

risk in substitution.
You can aid the pure food
movement and at the same
time aid yourself.
How?
Merely by buying articles
that are of known purity and
merit.
IIow can you know these articles? By watching the advertising columns in this paper and in other papers. Manufacturers
who
advertise
have confldence in their goods
and are willing to have
themselves and their products known.
Makers of substitutes and “just-as-goods”
usually hide behind anonymity or use a meaningless firm
name or brand.

Sunday.

Capt. H. E. Colomy left Sunday for
Clarks Harbor, N.S., for his third trip of
lobsters.

Mrs. Sophia Stanley, who has been very
for some time, died Thursday night.

ill

in her

eighty-seventh

year,

and

had been smart and active until her last
illness. She ia survived by one aged sister
—Mrs. Abbie Holbrook, of Vinal Haven;
three sons and two daughters, all of Swan’s
twenty-nine grandchildren and
thirty great-grandchildren. The funeral
services were held at the homestead by
Rev. Harry Barras.
S.
May 26.
Island;

_____

EAST LAMOINE.

Harbor.
Dr. T. J. Murphy and wife and John
and wife, of Bangor, were guests
at Mrs. W. F. Deslsles’, Sunday.
N.
May 27.
Sullivan

W

U1TCUMH. UAVNKS
C. W. G1UNDA1.

Jfc

!

By HOLLAND.

Harry Barras, of West Stanley,
Eng., preached in the Methodist church

was

|

STRENGTH

CRUSADE

Rev.

She

Boston,Mass.

PURE FOOD

—

Dr. V. Y. Bowditch, Miss Yardley, Dr.

Ma.de irv

YOU CAN HELP

arrived
w

H

MUSTARD POT

PURITY

week.

Capt G. W. Gault went to Seal Harbor
Sunday.
Neil Hodgkins spent Sunday at Bar
are.

Prouucts

last

—

Keep ’em Bolus.
“One step won’t take you very far,
You’ve got to keep on walking;
One word won’t tell folks what you
You’ve got to keep on talking.
One inch won’t make you very tall.
You’ve got to keep on growing;
One little ad. won’t do It all,
You’ve got to keep ’em going.”

Stickney&PoorS

PROTECT YOURSELF

CO.

BY PROTECTING
THE PUBLIC.

HARD COLDS
When they first come, the best time to
break them up. One standard remedy—

Auer's Cherry Pectoral.

Sold for 70 yearn.
Ask Your Doctor.

There can be no better
guarantee of the purity and
merit of an article than the
fact tnat it is widely advertised.

IRA B. HAGAN,
Pauper Notice.
coutraded with the City of Ellafor those who
worth
Civil Engineer,
HAVING
support and
may need assistance during the next five
and
Land Surveyor.
legal residents of Ellsworth,
forbid all persons trusting them
my
to

rears

Jr„

care

are

on

ac-

count, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
bouse.
U. J. Dbumhst.

CorrtspoMtewi Solicits.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

I

A

Bucksport has a rock-crasher, and
good roads ahead.

Now
sees

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

Eden will have

SVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

on

automobiles.

roads tc

ELLSWORTH, MAINS,

special town meeting
the closing of certain

a

next week to vote

AT

RY THB

Peuobecot river
salmon for the Craig brook hatchery
commenced Friday. The hatchery hopes
The market rrice
to receive 1,000 fisb.
and f 1 additional lor each fish is paid.

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO
F. W. Rollins. Editor ab<1 M matter.
W. H. TiTLS, Associate Editor00 a rear ; *1.00 lords
SO cents for three months; If pahi
In
advance,
f 1 50, 75 and 38 ceow
strictly
respectively Single copies 5 certs. All arrearages are reckoned at tbe rate of *2 p«t

tNhacrlptlon Price—$-2
months,

Here

▼ear.

TLe

Average per week for 1912,

2,460

Our Next

for rural mail‘‘Postal Guide” for

duty

new

May calls attention of
to an

order

that the carriers report to the
ted
proper authorities ail forest fires dete<
along their routes. This order was issued
at the request of i-e secretary of agriculture.

_

many of the nature-wise folk
know that a fox will tackle a house cat?
Mrs. Lois Trueworthy, of West Ellsworth,
How

looking from the w tnuow early one morning recently, saw a fox in close pursuit of
The fox could outran the
a big coon-cat.
cat, but each time the fox overtook her,

Conamman?

[KfMlern /irgus, dem.J
Tbe Third district, which comprise*
Hancock,
Kennebec, Waldo and
Somerset, will be the most interesting

ground in the State in the
congressional primaries and election.
Judge E, M. Thompson, of Angnsta,

are

progrescongressional candi-

sives talked of as
dates against Congressman Forrest
Goodwin, and against probably W. H.

Pattangall, of Waterville, who is said
to be

willing to enter the fight
Congress in the Third district.

for

This would

jump be'k,

ap^cu way for a tew
again overtooL her.
Several times this was repeated, until the
oat finally gained a safe retreat under a
and the

would

cat

until the fox

i barn.

The fox followed her to the

reluctantly

and

|

gave

barn,

op tbe chase.

and Heselton in the race there
will be something doing politically in

that section of the State.
It is even
said mat former Congressman S. W.
Gonld says that he will also enter the

This

gentleman

soldier,

was

He volutionary

a

and after

returning from the war
settled in Gouldsboro, moving from there
to Durham, where he died. His grave is
marked by a simple slate slab, giving his
name, but there is no engraving on the
stone

to tell that

Revolution.

procured
and

in

tbe

His Auburn descendant

he served

has

from the Grand Army
tbe figure*
over
to 1777.

a marker

changed

This and

flag

a

When tbe British soldiers
from Nora Scotia to make

Margaret

up

came

he will

reprisals, Tracy joined the company that
repelled the attack, lie was one of the
strong characters of the tunes that tried;
men's souls.

fight again.
OLD STEAMKK

Corttapanotncc.

1 hare been asked

publicans

in

my
the final

RICHMOND.

Heco Converted into a Palatial
Houseboat.
Interesting stories of early steamboatmg days along the Maine coast are given

Keys Claims.
North Penobscot, May 23,1913.
To the Editor of The American:
several times

by

re-

representative district

in

a

history

of steamboat mg in the

Maine, which is

now

gulf of

written

being

by

disposition ot the well- Tyler R. Wasgatt, of Jersey City. One of
known Michael Burns and Keys ciaims, the most interesting of these old boats is
once
which came before the committee of claims the steamer City of Richmond,
what

was

in the legislature.

As

a

member of that

committee,
duty to join
minority report, “ought not to pass,”
stated my reasons for so doing in
I felt it my

in

a

and
the

House.

Burn’s claim the majority report
passed the House, but was turned down in
the Senate. It came back to the House
and the House insisted and joined in a
in the

paper at this late day is
some of the older

The

was

amount of local

matter.

news

THE

H<*JUZO>

BIO

HI I*

familiar to everyone on the Maine coast.
The City of Richmond, which at one
time ran to Bangor, was .for years on
the route between

Portland and Machiaa-

port, being succeeded
Jones.
of her later days:

on

steamer Frank

1885,

“In

drawn

the

from

City

of

that

Mr.

run

by

the

Wasgatt tells

library?

this route and

was

for

with-

several

UOISIM

1>KKTIU/.F.H

COTTAOE—

all the short

of

of the House.

J. M. Hutchins.

Icfwer after-cabin has been fitted
swimming pools for ladies and
Her lower forward-cabin,
gentlemen.

complete
that has

automobile road book of
been published. This

ever

Maine

book,

which comprises 168 pages, is filled with
touring information covering almost
every section of the Pine

Tree State.

Pathfinding cars which
by the association last year

were

sent out

covered about
3,000 miles in Maine and 100 miles in New
Hampshire, and information contained
in the road book is that compiled
these

by

cars on

New

their

tripe throughout

routes

were

laid

the

out

State.

covering

Maine's most scenic points of
interest,
and efforts were made to
pick out the

up with

wife

once

used

as

sleeping quarters

for

male

The
passengers, is now m gymnasium.
after portion of her ladies' cabin
is now a well-fitted kitchen; next forward
of that is a pantry and refrigerator room.
The reel of the ladies' cabin is an elegant
dining-room for thirty or more guests.
“Her spacious main deck, from aft to
forward gangways, is an elegant ballroom, 125 feet long by forty feet wide.
Forward of this, where the forward

extreme

gangway was, is a garage for automobiles
fitted so the cars can go right on shore or
be received on board at any stage of the
tide.

‘•The aft saloon on the promenade deck
beet, or which were
has been fitted with thirty elegant
to be immediately improved.
sleep*
The book, which is
handsomely illus- ing apartments and the forward saloon
trated, and contains the most complete is a large billiard room. Outside on this
deck forward Mr. Twombly lands bis
road map of Maine ever gotten
out, is issued free to all who write or
apply at the aeroplane.
“Above this deck the pilot house has
Maine automobile association
touring inbeen fitted as the owner’s den, the pilots’
formation bureau, 12 Monument
Bquare

routes which

were

the

Portland.

Keeps on Piddling.
George Patch, the fiddler ol “The Old
Homestead”, has been fiddling that same
old tune jnst twenty.seven
seasons, for he
was the original in the character
when the
was
first
play
produced.
A native ol Eastport,
Me., he was discovered by Denman
Thompson, while on a
summer trip down the old
seacoast, and
as Patch was
diieovered, so he is to-day,
with ail his quaintness and “down east”

and mates' rooms as a wireless station and
the captain’s room as a sleeping apart*
ment.

“By the mainmast is a reading and
smoking-room and the balance of the
hurricane deck is devoted to promenading
and to
“We

a

very

glad to

see our

old

favorite

ending her days so gloriously instead of
being burned for her metal like the once
popular Katabdin and Lewiston.”

played

CHAM

was

three-

1887.

Mattie

In

1890

be

Wheel den,

of

who survives him.

He leaves

1

iCOCSTA

MRS.

S.

HARDEN.

ibrtp
M H- Mcljrrvfcst, Marlboro. Mr
I3A*TURK-For
borara,

living

Pine street,

on

alone.

summer

spending

weeks ago, after

Bangor. Though
persisted, in spite

in

relatives and

«a»

Harden returned to

Mrs.

Ellsworth for the

where sbe

feeble
of

winter

in
she

health,

of

remonstrance

in

friends,

about three

the

living

alone

in

her house here.

neighbor, not seeing her about the

A

house

as

shortly
Harden

usual
after

lying

Monday,

fallen.

arisen

ttl.intxD.

Mrs.

Harden

from

womanhood

born

was

Urtowi »!•'*»■ -■■•tv of RUnrortli,
published tn UR*. Address VS altuk F

\f

atJL
PtO, Ellsworth.

OIRL8—Por*^br«t

WO«fcN

ASD
"" |
summer
1"
hotels. sporting camps
and year-round hotels. Highest esgri paid.
Cooks, waitresses.
cbamertnaids,
kitchen,
I pantry and laundry help. For reliable hotel
I
position* apply now and always to the Maims
Kom Aoaivrv. »> Main at Bangor. Me.
W

•

at oace:
a few more re
liable men to learn to repair and drive
autos and fill vacancies at salaries of f!&to
• *> per week. Write, stating age. and glee
reference.
Muss
At to
ConrairT, Taylor
street Garage. Portland. Me.

AUTOS—Wanted

KM ABLE AGENT*-To sell

high
stock. fuUjr guaranteed
1>\all nurserytime.
Outfit free.

or

her
in

Write for
weekly.
mass Co., Auburn. Me.

Fsld

Sprrul ;>.0hu&.
persons
VLLGeorge
the

W
town

count of

In her early
years ago.
she was a school teacher.

While teaching in Southw'eat Harbor she
Mr. Hardeo, who was in business
there, and soon after their marriage in
in 1882, moved to Ellsworth, which had
ever since been her home.
Mr. Harden
died Feb. 18, 1903. She leaves two sons
Edward H., of Brewer, and Leon D.t of
Hartford, Conn. Mrs. Harden had been a
member of the Ellsworth Congregational
met

—

NOTICE.
are forbidden to
harbor
Howard or family, on acof Brooksvilie
M I). Chatto,
M. R. LiMm'sska.
F. J. Psaams.
Selectmen of Brookarille.

Approved.

*1 n. Cbatto.
F. J. Ferktns.

¥
JIUHLST FRICE-In cash paid for wool.
11 hide*, calf skins; also shaved Birch
Hoops. H. B. rmuirv, Ellsworth. Me.

atJbmiannmu

church many years.
The funeral will be held at the home tomorrow

B.

forenoon at 10.30

o'clock, ttev. K.

Mathews officiating.

meeting
MSA.

LIZZIE

J.

RAYMOND.

Lizzie J., widow of William A. Raymond, died at her dome on the Lamoine
road early Monday morning, after an ill-

Mitchell, who has been driving
logs
county, is at home.
James W. Carter visited bis daughter,
Mrs. Kubie Cunningham, at Bluehill SunCharles

in Aroostook

Congregational

of but

a

few hours.

who moved with

her

Church

of

Robertson’s, has returned to her
home in Seaville.

Capt.

L.

Centennial

have

been

at

home

ILLS WORTH.

Two schools in one rural township in
Wisconsin are held in private homes, and
each is attended by only one family.
In
each case the school board pays to the
owner of the house |12 a month rent for

Point.
C.
_

_

WEST 8TON1NGTON.
Hester Thurston is having her house

room
re-

to school

month for

his

fuel for

own

children, |5

beating the

room

•TATE

his own house, |5 a month janitor fee for
William McKenzie has returned from cleaning the same room, and in addition
the family received $16 a month for boardj
Portland with a new automobile.
! ing the teacher.
Mrs. Herbert
Billideau arrived from
Boston Saturday, to occupy her cottage
How’s This?
here.

News reached here Saturday of the illness of Ralph Johnson, who Is In a hosin

Boston.

A large stone barge was towed to
Crotch island quarry to load stone for tbe
New York bridge.
Little Shirley Stinson entertained his
little friends on his seventh birthday.
All had an enjoyable time.
Mum.

Mayas.

j
|
|

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo O.
We. the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, sod believe
him perfectly honorable in
all business
transactions and financially able to carry out
any obligations made bv his firm,
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.,
Ioledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally.
acting directly upon the blood and nmcout
surfaces of the systemTestimonials sent
free. Price 75 cents per bottle. Bold by all

I
I Druggists.

1

Take Hail’s

Family Pills for constipation.

gl.
~

mTK or SIAINK.
llsncocft U.
May is, » A jjtj,
this 15th day of Ms-.
JL. hen nr.uuon dsted May ». »
#L.
S»fto#d on a lien
judgment for Um rendered
by the supreme Judicial coart for tb* coastf
of Hancock, at a term thereof t^gun *ad
heid on the second Tuesday of April. s. 4
1913,10 tell, on the 17th dsj of Adm' ]|U i«
fa^or of Merritt T Ober. ool lector of ujM
for the town of Mount Drsert. in «,n ct>j-.r
of Hancock, for the year 1911.p*i K,u»*d
1». Murray, of Boston. Massac hu *u», »E4
aiao against certain real estate sttustr.l ;Bt*e
t.*wn of Mount Desert and detent.**! *» j0l.
Iowa, to wit:
Lot of land hounded on the north by 'and#
CJreelr, Hamlin and otheia. on tt
*,,«
Echo lake, formerly taxed to Lsmoms *&{.
Bar Harbor Laud Co. containing a kw
Reference to Hancock
county rrc;*’.ry of
deed*. book 9T3. page so
For eight dollar* »ad
fttxty one cento debt or damage and «ereB.
teen dollars and fifty-nine cenu cc*t« of wk.
the above described real estate. and hsmf
been attached 00 the original writ and *
t*
sold at
public auction, at the offl. of Fred L
Maaou in Ellsworth. la aatd counts of Ha*,
cock, on the 23d of June. a. .1 tin i: t*«
o'clock in the afternoon, the iea#t uudltidrd
fractional part of the above de*crib<-1 res. m*
late that any person will take aud y»y ;st
amount dua on the execution with »!! r.ecttaary charge* of sale. to enforce the 1
lieu thereon for taxes.
F. O. Hilsiy ■'hrriS
or

T'AKEM

'•TATE
Cot’irrr

OF

HAIM..

Hsmcock, »a.
May 15. 1 d lili.
this 15th day of May.
(r: 1
ta
rp,AKEN
JL execution, dated May I. a 1
.*« .ti
or

lien judgment for taxe«. rendered t-> tie
supreme Judicial court for the count? ! Hsccock, at a term thereof begun sc ! h .iea
on the second
Tuesday of April, a. d. Dll. \o
wit on the ITtb day of April. Itlt. In fa*, of
Merritt T. Ober, collector of tair* for tre
town of Mount Desert, in »ald c«>«i
.*? H*urock, for the year 1911. agstn«t T v
u tv
Burr, of Bangor. Fenobacot county. *ute of
Maine, and also against certain ml estate
situated in the said town of Mount hevert ss4
described a* follows, to wt»:
Land bounded on the north i.y
.vid 0/
road,
(»«org# W Haynes, on the east b> :
south hy laud of llodgdon. on no! r.y Last
place, containing 51 acres.
Lot of. land bounded on north by and of
Maine Company, on east by land f \.iea
Freeman, on south by land of ham-jdt
tate. and on west by the shore. conuitKn* li
acre*.
For twenty-three dollars and *e*es
cents debt or damage and eighteen d*
and sixty-three cents coats of suit, the shot*
described reel estate, and bavin* twea stinched on the original writ, and win be soii
at public auction at the office of
Fre-i LMason, in Ellsworth, In said county f H*-n w
cock, on the 73d day of June. a. d. !>
o'clock in the afternoon, the least
ndhtded
fractional part of the above drsenres. re
tatc that any person will take, and psy '.l*
necesamount due on the execution with s.
sary charges of sale, to enforce the ;»iatiC'»
lien thereon for taxes.
F O. > s -w
on

a

HTATE Or MA1MK.
-iJa
Hiicoci m.
May
this 1Mb day of May. 19 < on » Ik*
execution. dated May 1, s. U. 1W3
on a
lien judgment for Uie«, friul»ml oy
the supreme judicial court for the touuljo*
Hancock, at a term thereof begun »to
on the second Tuesday of
April. » d I9J3.to
wit, on the ITth day of April. 1913, In favors?
Merritt T. Ober. collector of tax*' for tM
town of Mount Desert, la said cou• *f
cock, for the year 1911, against tbf heir***
Howard C©< n, and also against certain rest
estate situated in the town of Mount I>e*en
and described ss follows, to wit
Lend on road leading from Seal H»roofto
Otter Creek. Reference Is made to Hxucoci
county regiatry of deeds, eol. 3«0. pare
For one dollar and forty three cents, drotw
damage, and seventeen dollars and rtny-uia*
cents, costs of suit, the above described re*±
estate, and having been attached on the orift*
nal writ and will be sold st public audio*
at the office of Fred L. Mason, in K.i'.a’sorth*
in said county of Hancock, oo the 83d day «
June, a. d. 1918. at two o'clock in the
«
noon, the least undivided fractional part
the above described real estate that any P«r*
son will take, and pay the amount doeouta*
execution with all necessary charges of w»r.
ta»e»
to enforce the plaintiffs lien thereon f
F. O. Sites*. Sheriff
or

tMj

subscriber nereby gives notice
she has been duly appointed adujiowj
o
tratrlz with the will auuezed of the estate
WILLIAM L. HAYFOED, late of BUCKS*

THK

POBT.
deceased, and given bonds as the Is** dir**”£
All persons having demands against the«»*•**
of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, snd all ,ode. jIT
u»
thereto are requested to maze payment
Joskhiink H.
mediately.
annextd
will
Administratrix with the
1918.

_

that
subscriber hereby gives nottce
adminutrs
he has been duly
tor of the estate of
KM KLINE C. FIBRE, late of SOUTHWEST

THE

appointed

HA&BOB,
in the county of Hancock, deceased.
AH IP*
much]n
uirnw
directs
as me
as
tbe law
uv
•...
given
livcu bonds
es«
sons
haring demands against the

ATRaET.

TShMm. I M 2.

*•_?«£

May»,

MORRISON, JOY l CO. BLOCK.

a

••

HATronjb.

MAINE

OFFICBi

in

ForVffi!

prejgj

Searches made and abstracts
and copies furnished on
short
notice, and at lOSMAUl PtICfS

paired.

pital

EMERY

TITLES

their

schooner, the Charlotte T. Sibley, is loading lumber for New York at Stockton
May 26.

O.

wide circle of friends.

The funeral was held at the home this
afternoon, Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiating.

F. Hutchinson and steward, Ira
while

a

X!

TAKEN

founding
Congregational

at Chase

en.tl’'",£

Ptr.d.on

Cocsttt

Mrs. Raymond,
family about two
day.
years ago to Rochester, N. H., returned to
A report of the exercises at
Y’ernie G. Carter, of Old Town, is here her old home here only last Friday for
caring for her sister, Mrs. George Cun- the summer. Though she had suffered the observance of the
100th
ningham, who is quite ill of bronchitis from heart trouble for some years, she
of the
anniversary
and grip.
appeared in her usual health until Bua- of the
First
day, when she complained of feeling ill.
SOUTH BROOKS'V1JLLC.
About midnight Sunday her condition be- church of Ellsworth has been
D. F. Gray and wife were in Rockland came alarming, and a physician w as sumcompiled and published in
Friday, returning Saturday.
moned. She sank rapidly, passing away
pamphlet form. This pamRalph H. Condon hae bought a fancy a few hours later.
Mrs. Raymond was fifty-seven years phlet is on sale (price 50c
knockabout of Camden parties.
per
She
leaves seven childrenat the bookstore of Miss
Schooner Kmilie Belle, Capt. Gray, is of age.
copy)
Wallace E. and Guy, of Ellsworth; Frank
loading gravel in the bay for Saco.
J. A. Thompson.
The proand Blanche, of Rochester, N. H.; Ralph,
Merrill Carter has purchased a large
William and Mrs. Thomas Spiilane, of ceeds will be
donated
to the
stationary engine to use in his sawmill.
Bpringvale. She leaves also two sisters— church.
R.
Condon
has
a
of
Jay
purchased
piece
Mrs. Willis M. Foster, of Ellsworth;
land for a house lot of Sylvester C. Con- Mrs.
Margaret
McErchern, of Nova
don.
Scotia, and one brat her—John Finn, of
Mrs. Ralph Duffy, who has been visiting Portland. The family has the sympathy
Wm.
ness

,**;>”
,f
UnailJS

<

UKNTB—; Men or women
are
making
to #SU a week selling well ad
JY from
vertlaed household specialties. 100 per cent
profit. *‘Uet busy.*’ Address, F. J. Luavgv.
Medford, ku*
A

bed and

Hampden

couotVof'ni*
LH*f"
3!
JiLg
ini?1!!

grade

Fart
Commissions
terms.
How as

your

She

'■pAKF.N

<

Ji^clp tfcldnUto.
*/

Mrs.

She had been dead several hours.

seventy-eight

Ad-

went to the house

found
noon, and
dead upon the door.

apparently

had

om« of

dress

Augusta S., widow of Artemaa I*. Harden, was found dead Monday afternoon in |
her home

Oftk Point, In Trenton, 10 nilt;
with good-sired lota
summer res-dence
Apply to
I.fs* At Britoixu A»«•*. EUa-

KuLAttotiTH
worth. Me.

STATE OF MAINE.
Cot-FTY or Haycock u.
May is, ,
thl. IMS
d.y o/ Mny.
,,
.* *<»»
1 ntnUoa,dated
May 1 at. 1
on * lien Inclement (Of tate«,
rendered
aupretue (udlcial court for the
cock, at a term tbrreof begun and r',i
“•
accond Toreday of April, a. d
,«
the ITth day of April, 1*1*. In (..or
T. doer, collector of taica for the
Mount Ifeaert. in »ald county o( H.ne
the,ear ltd. agalnat the hei„ „|
1'rr.ey, late „f Monnt lle.cn
county Maine, and aino again.!
relate .Hunted in the loan of
"w
and deaerthed aa folioaa. to nit:
latt of land bounded on north and w.u
land of W. w Hodgkin., on
aouth by land of heir, of \vu
® *•
rrentan. * acre..
Lot No. t. land hounded on north
by
toe,
road, aouth and eaat by land or Allen
man. on neat hr land of helraof Ja. tv ,,,
one acre
Reference to Han •-.•it 0
reglatry of demon, book *1. page .u»
Collar, and forty t»o cent. debt ,.r
and aeeenteon dollar, and fifty.-,.,,, T***
emtaof ault. the above deaerlned
and having
been attached on th. o-i. 7.
writ, and will be eold at public an. tmn at‘tnl
office of Fred L. Moon, id Elian
?
county of Hancock, on the MM da
1(1*. at two o'clock in the alter oon t|„
undivided fractional part of th, .born
acrlbad real eatate that any per.on .,|s u,;
and par the amount due on th. eiecutim
with all nrceaaary charge, of .a.,. to enf„„
the plainttff’a lien thereon for tat..
F. 0. Hilary. nfarrlfi.

COtTWTT

b«lo* Ellsworth.
H'OCIi-At
Hoe location for

one

the afternoon.

furnishing*.

Co 3Lr:.

twice married.
in

bed

stove,

ULIA-Two yearling bulls. Apply to or
addressJkrbmiam Hrnuv. Kllsworth.

1J

Lygonia
Acadia chap-

son—Harry W., of Plymouth,
Mass., and a step-son, Harry I*. Wbeside n, of Ellsworth.
He is survived also
by four brothers-Bewail T. and Clifford
G., of Ellsworth; Luther M., of Btillwslcr, Minn., and Henry W., of Napa,
Gal.
The funermi will be held at the home
to-morrow afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. K.
B. Mathews officiating.
Out of respect
to the former superintendent of schools,
the schools of the city will be closed for
also

C. J. Carter is quite ill.

He Favored Brevity.

A bishop once rose to address the bouse
ways—an unusual character.
of lords and began by saying he intended
Patch, in his youth, was considered by
the wise heads of hiB town to be a sort to divide his speech into twelve heads.
of musical prodigy, for be could
play Lord Durham thereupon got up and
pretty well no less than seven different begged leave to
interpose for a few mininstruments, and in the town band he
utes to tell the house aa anecdote.
was considered indispensable.
But what
was East port’s loss was the
He was returning home, he said, a few
gain of the
country at large, for George Patch has
his old fiddle from Maine to Cali- nights before and passed 8t. Paul’s cathefornia, and from New Orleans to dral just before midnight. As he did so
Vancouver, B. C.
there was a drunken man
trying to see
George is a great admirer of the fair sex the time. Just then the clock
begmn to
-at a distance—and is still a bachelor for
strike
the hour and slowly toiled out
that reason.
Last year several of the
had
twelve.
an alleged astrologer cast
The drunken man
company
listened,
George's horoscope, and he was told he looked hard at the clock and said:
would be proposed to and married against
“Hang you, why couldn't you have said
bis will. The sonbrette in the company
all that at once!”
was let into the secret, and asked him to
her.
After this narration the
marry
George became so alarmed
bishop conthat he wanted to leave the company.
densed his remarks.

was

died

Orrington,

Saturday night.

W.,

full-sized tennis court.

are

a

on Prsnklin *treet. formerly the
H. Orant house; • rooms and
Apply to John O Kiar. Kllsworth

ft Kit 8KT, Iron bad,
couch and other household
Apply st Tti* AM«stca* office.

member of

ss a

Mrs.

married

announce-

no

was

ville, who

interest to the

held

He

Hi* first
Eliza Wasson, of West Brooks-

Royal

Mr.

B. C. Jones,
E. F. Joj
F. U. Tinker.

Harvest Home grange

w

Cocoas,

to

nOUHK
Ueorge

bath.

school board and

the

on

lodge, F. and A. M., and of
ter, K. A. M.

W EST KLOWOK fit.
Mrs.

He

year term.

ment of the fair:

“Her

Maine Road Book.
The Maine automobile association has
issued what is undoubtedly the most

served

stylish,

Masftluehlll, Ms.

Jo**.

mi l'll

superintendent of schools.
elected assessor last spring for

All honor to those young ladies
of 1856!
Here are their

house-boat in the world.

class

as

had also

horse,

driving
UO&8K—First
good roadster, fear
Apply
Peter* Point,

served the city many

as

—

tion

genius, with
calculation at his

assessor, and possessed a valuable knowledge of real estate values. He

terms

conference, to which the years was run from Rockland to Machias,
at Rockland for Portland with
claim was referred, where it died in
peace. connecting
In regard to the Keys claim, there were the Maine Central.
Another item in the paper announces
“Afterwards she came to New
three reports
one to give him the
York, the appointment of the following deputies
money
where
she
was
he invested in wild land tax
used
as
an
excursion
titles, to- j
by High-BberifT Isaac M. Thomas, of Eden :
gether with interest thereon for the past steamer for a couple of years, and then George W. New begin and Calvin P. Joy,
sold
to
ten years; second, to give him fl8,000. and
8h* was there of Ellsworth;
go to Florida.
Joseph P.Thomas, Bluehill;
the third, which 1 signed, was to
give called the City of Key West, and some- Nalban Walker, Orland;. William Wasson,
times
him nothing.
went to Havana.
Still later she West
Brooksville; J.0.Sargent,Sedgwick;
The second report, to give him
118,000, was purchased by the Joy line and ran William Mahew, of Ellsworth, jailor.
between
was accepted. At the next session the acNew York and Fall River.
There are many other items and adver“A few years ago she was out of comtion of the House was
reconsidered, and
tisements, adding their bits of history of
the report killed, never
reaching the Sen- mission and laid up at Perth Amboy, N. Ellsworth of nearly sixty years ago, and
J. This year Ira C. Twombiy, a wealthy
ate, where certain death awaited.
interesting to readers of the present
Both claims involved a
saving to the New York gentleman, has purchased her generation.
and fitted her up as the largest and finest
State of about f20,000 over the
original accommittee

Kllsworth.

almost to

rules of

finger tips.
Mr. Royal had

Ellsworth

E. F. Pood,
E. D. Shaw,
H. L. Jordan,

I.NAHM-At Lainolne. » seres, including
carriage1
wood-lot, Da story house,
bouse, burns, wood-shed. sll in good repair.
Spring water in house. Apply to M*Jim B.
Yot*wo. Kllsworth.

He also taught
of lumber.
Ellsworth and vicinity, being
Pair bsys, 2400 lbs.; good
assigned to some of the notoriously
Also *e
workers; also light horses.
coad-bsud
cart*,
single and double. Also
which
he
schools
of
the
unruly
city,
seversi cows. F. H. Osuoon. Kllsworth.
with
without
tact,
trouble,
governed
All kinds »: the lowest
rather than with physical force, though
price; also pressed hay of eery best
be had the latter in reserve if occasion quality at III per too. at house of Jons O.
Kiar. Franklin *t.
de manded.
M> collage at P1ea«snl beach.
Mr. Royal was particularly expert as
Hay side; also my house on Water utieet—
a mathematician, having an aptitude for
the Avery bouse, so-called. C. H. Ousdal,

figures amounting

signed to the public

MILK—All

ia

as

■»r>

otitis.

have recently been Inspected by Dr. W. L. Wwt, Mtatu inspector; nil found O. K. Now In position to
•upnly prrwnt customer* the year round, and
would like more
8. 8. Kstbt, Kllsworth,
klc K F. D No. 1.
cow*

my

schools In

AT

Payment Plan

Easy

Sox Salt.

surveyor

present generation is the announcement
a fair to be given by young ladies of
Ellsworth “who have tried to imprest
upon the minds of their elders the importance of a library for the use of the rising
generation of tbit thriving village, probably the only one of ita sire in the State
that cannot boast of at least one of these
invaluable institutions”.
The fair was held to raise money for the
nucleus of a library fund. Was this the
nucleus of HI Is worth’s present excellent
of

principally

the

on

H-l-N
I I I t-H”!
II 1 t I >
I niM
I
I I I II
I I I III

Bucksport seminary.
After leaving school, be was employed
with his father in lumbering and mill
operations, working

and

CasH

few

as

worth and at

of

names as

Richmond

special

For

ill.

was

Player Pianos

Small Instruments of all kinds, and everything In
th« music l'ne. Talking Machines. Sewing Machines
and Supplies, Cabinets. Bicycles and Sundries, Vacuum Cleaners, l’ost Cards.

was the son of the late 8amLucy Milliken Royal, both his
father and mother being descendants of
He was
the
first Ellsworth settlers.
born in Ellsworth June 27.1838. He wss
educated in the public schools of Ells-

On Tuesday, the 27th lust.. the big ship that
has been building in this town during the
past year, and concerning show exit from
the blocks considerable anxiety had been
felt, was successfully launched, partially
rigged, and slid into her deatined element in
most beautiful and magnificent style. This
was expected under the direction of Mr Isaac
Ewell, master builder, of Medford, Mass.
This ship, which In and of herself is quite a
little
the
world, is significantly named
Horizon, and is 220 feet long, 42 feet broad*
and 2ft feet depth of hold, and measures about
In tbe
1300 tons, with three full decks.
building, finishing and fitting of this fine ship,
no expense or pains seem to hare been spared
in rendering her fully equal to tbe best ships
of New England. The Horizon is intended as
a freighting ship, and her model and design
seem to combine both capacity and speed.
This noble ship is built and owned by Seth
Tisdale, esq., of this town, and is only one of
the many enterprises of that gentleman which
have so largely contributed to the growth
and prosperity of Ellsworth. We understand
the Horizon will be completely finished for
sea. and
proceed to Boston with all convenient dispatch, in charge of CapL William
Reed, of Chelsea, Mass.
Another item of

Carries Pianos and

Royal

Mr.

A two-

ft

community,

to the

Clement’s MUSIC Store

uel and

ooiumn editorial is devoted to a Fast-day
sermon delivered at the “Congregational
meeting-house” by Kev. J. P. French, “a
Methodist clergyman of this town.
The most important item of local news
was a report of the launching of the ship
Horizon, w itnessed by 5,000 people. Here
is the report of the launching:
THS

shock

a

knew he

Young A Jordan’s store. Main street”.
four page, sevenThe Herald was a
column paper. The first page was devoted
entirely to reading matter—mostly literaThe
ture-stories, essays, poetry, etc.
last page was devoted to general news
from this country and abroad.
The inside pages also carried a
large
proportion of general news and literary
a
matter, and
comparatively small

II<19

The Burns and

of the

of interest, especially to
residents of Ellsworth.

Kt IJ WORTS-

Tracy, of Auburn, will perform a
field dnty for his paternal grandfather,
Christopher Tracy, on Memorial day.

place over the
is thought easily, for the purpose of grave Memorial day. Christopher Tracy
was in Gouldsboro when the patriots, led
making a fight for Congress.
the British vessel
With Pattangall, Goodwin, Thomp- by O’Brien, captured
la.

son

Herald of April 20, 1855, and had
presented it to the Ellsworth city library.
worth

LACSCfl OF

N. B.

the

In fact, it is said that the reason
that Mr. Pattangall withdrew from
the race for United States district-attorney, which he could have won, it

her cla

use

fox to

the

cause

[yards

contested

who got the complimentary vote of
the progressives in the legislature for
United States senator, and George W.

and

would turn

the cat

!

Nancy M. Dutton had
found among the papers of her father, the
late Samuel Datlon, a copy of the Ells-

perusal

I' I M I I 1 |.+
niTumifi...iiiiiin

John F. Koval. one of Ell*worth * old
and esteemed citizens, died early Monday
evening al hi* home on Birch avenue, after
an illness of but a few days.
Mr. Royal, who waa one of the board of
assessors, went home from the office of
His
the board Thursday morning, ill.
physician pronounced it cholera morbus.
Owing to his advanced age, and a weakened
condition of his heart, the disease took a
strong hold of him, and Sunday his conHe failed rapdition became alarming.
idly Monday, passing away about 6.30
o’clock in the evening. News of bis death

the fact that Miss

A

» I-'l-H'-H-l' I H « l-l- l 1 I I I I I I I

JOHN F, ROYAL.

Gleaning* from the Ellsworth Herald of 1858.
Last week The American mentioned

publishers of the Herald at this
poetmaaters and time were J. B. Osgood A Co. and the office
of the postotUoe was in the
“Telegraph building, over

department

MAY 28, 1913

Heselton, of Gardiner,

a

The official

rural carriers

Business communications should be addressed
to, and aii checks aud money orders made p»>
able to Thk Hancock County Publishing
Co, Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s edition of
American is -.550 copies.

is

carriers.

Advertlstrg Rates—Arc reasonable and will be
c ade known on application.

WEDNESDAY,

collection of live

The

a o orrustmf nts.

OBITUARY

INTERESTING OLD PAPER.

COUNTY GOSSU*.

t£bc tfrllscoortl) American

MS

said deceased
desired U>
are
desirea
the same for settlement, and sll
thereto are requested to make
William H. Holm**
mediately.
Southwest Harbor, May 18, MM**

of

jL.
—

Jfot Sale.

for

sale;

RAISED DECK CRUI8ER

27 feet long, 7 feel beam. 24 laches draft.
H. P. 2 cylinder, 2-cycle
▼eree

gear.

Good

aea

Smalley engine,
Inquire of

8-1*
re-

boat

Isaac L. Hodgkins, Ellsworth, Me.

aWwrtiBnnmU

LAMSON
AND

HUBBARD
STRAWS

selected braids
The
the

eyee an admrt,<«m«n( catckee I
doUare it te worth.

more

more

supenor Finish
HKLIABLE

CLOTHING CO-

forkst kirks.
Wardens l«nfd bjr Fire
Contmlsaloner.

to

<)rriPi-«

of August*, Bute land
BUin» 8. Vilen,
ia sending
,)t ani1 foreat eommlaaioner,
tar containing tnatroetiona to
0„t a let
«re warden*. The letter 1* aa fol-

chief

low*:
of a aaaaon when
Wears at the beginning
more or lee* destruction to the
8rr, will can**
of thl* toaa
eatent
The
State.
torref of ‘hr
weather condition* and also
dfi.ctuis upon
cf the forest-lire pro0~>n the effectiveness
system. Thl* system ha* been tn force

K„r»l

ye*re.

Bach aeaaon aee* Improvetroat that the coming year wilt

jarnU. and we
further development.
warden* hare been selected
The (Ire chief
after conlerencee with
a„d c>'til missioned
in tlmherland protection
those interested
throughout the Wale. You are the earn who
of thoae who are vitally
hsv. the confidence
I*>t no man ahnne thle trnat.
int< rested
I OOKOtlT STtTlOVS.

lorlted auggeatlon* In a prertona
to the advisability of conatructlng

hare

We

»•

Irttrr

Heveral chief wardens hare
atatlone.
,.lv„r.t buitdto* new stations. Thla dethe case# fully
partment has investigated atattona
will be
all or more
a rot aa a result,
VVe atilt believe that station* can be
6ajlt
other sections. Because
halll to advantage In
of this department,
cl the deficit In :he fund*
to postpone the conbeen
obliged
ee bsve
struction of station* where the coal was unroor,

usually large.

station is supposed to he equipped
good map of the locality. Vpon this
wtlh the station as a
cup should be a circle
Hv h

with

s

not over ten
a radius of
C( tjter. sod with
be graduated wtlh
inches: this circle ahould
the degree o! the compass. There should he
the map can he mounted,
a hoard upon which
so that It may be
ai d a support for the board
held In convenient place; a tripod la usually
for thla: there ahould bean alidade for
determining the direction of a (Ire, and also a
A good scale
set of good observation glasses
for the map* Is one Inch to two miles. If the
aro not
district
in
stations
or
your
station

equipped
infot

as

above,

please notify thladcpart-

«t once.

men who are
appointed on recommendation
of the chief warden* mu at be
capable woods*
men. and men who can be of
practical uee.
They should wear their badges ao that those
who travel the woods and meet them will
know that the forests are being
patrolled and
that infringement of the Are laws will be

prosecuted.
They must keep accurate reports upon the
blanks furnished them and make prompt return of the earns to this department and the
chief warden of the district. Do not overdo
this matter of patrols, but when it is
necessary
put on some good men who will do some good
work.
It is important that each section be well
posted with Are notices that those who travei
in the forests may read and remember This
work cau be done by patrolmen. Do not
allow a deputy-warden to run up an uncalled
bill in this work.
This department is fully aware that the
men on the ground are
better acquainted
with conditions than the forest commissioner
can possibly be.
He will rely on the chief
wardens to set the lookout men and patrolmen at work, when, in his judgment, it is
necessary. He will hold each chief warden
responsible for the protection in his district. No man should be put on patrol or on
lookout stations without first being commissioned by this office, and notice must be
given the office when men are placed at work
and taken off.
HE PORT VIRES PROMPTLY.

All fires must be reported promptly and the
office informed of conditions in each district
at least once each week.
If fires occur, get
men there as quickly as possible and use such
measures

practical

seem

as

to

the

on

you

ground.
Its sure that the expense accounts of yourself and those working under your direction
are rendered promptly at the close of each
month. All expense accounts of employes in
your district must be approved by you before
they will he paid.
Several amendments to the forest district
law were added and other acts passed by
the last legislature.
This legislation will
go into effect at midnight, July 11, and a circular letter will be Issued to you before that
date that you may have knowledge of those

Height of Fork
people, through

Some

vation, believe that the fork of a forest
gradually grow higher from the
ground. If they would investigate, it
be

found

same

In case he i* unable to get
ttiephonic communication to *tart out on the
line and find the trouble. It be It unable to
repair the same, have him keep on traveling
until be cornea to torn* place where he can
get Into telephonic communication with you
and

the

man

receive instruction*.

ahle to leave and mail them.
Have the watchman have a good supply of
provision* on band to carry Jhim over an extended period of dry weather when he caunot
leave the station. Instruct him, io *o far a*
yoi can, in lh* care of the telephone InstruIt i* alway* well to have
ment* and line.
the station, a
extra batteries at
pair of
climbing iron* if the line U high above the

ground, and extra arlra, inaulator*. etc.
Supply him with a few tool* for fighting
he flud* a email blase that he can
Instruct him aa to
and extinguish.
In the locality,
tac telephone connection*
whom to notify in case of Are. etc.
ca*e

reach

The lookout watchmen are employe* ol me
foleral fovernmeut who work under the
The
direction ol the State fore»t Are officers.
foreet commissioner la in officer of the
I'uited State* forest service.
The federal government pay* the watchmen

month, and in order that they may receive prompt payment, their expense accounts
must reach the foreet commissioner by the 26th

once

a

of the mouth. He then makes up the payroi!*aud forwards It to Washington. The expense accounts of each lookout watchman
must he approved hy the chief warden of the
district, and may be made up for the full
mouth and forwarded to reach the forest commissioner by the 26th. lo case the man doe*
not work for all or part of the month after the
Cth. the chief warden should wire the forest
commissioner, who may change the account
accordingly. ThU arrangement is followed
simply to Insure prompt payment of the men
If the account comes to the forest commissioner lste, payment will* be delayed one
month.
The system of foreet fire lookout stations
which has started in Maine has extended over
the country. It seems to be an effective way
of controlling forests fires by discovering
them at their start and getting men to the
place before they have become unmanageable
The system should be improved and extended
and all measure! taken to make each station

effective.
nan tools os hasv.

An adequate
fire should be

supply of tools for fighting
kept in convenient places io

chief fire warden's district. The tools
should he well housed, and collected after use.
»nd they should be used for no other purpose
than that of fire-fighting. If your district is
not
properly supplied, please uotify this
each

department at once.
A limited number of patrolmen

Prof. W. L. Slate,

jr.. Farmer*' Week. Orono,
191.1]

It ha* been Mid that a weed is a plant
of place. Tbia is undoubtedly true
from certain standpoint a, but for the
farmer, the weed ia more-it is a pest, an
enemy, a source of financial loss. Keeent
experimentation even suggests that It is
weeds, uot the lack of mulch, that lowers
our corn crop.
However that may be, we
do know that they reduce our crop yields

<}ut

and values.
Weeds injure crops, by using plant food,
by using water needed for the crop, by

crowding

are

un-

doubtedly necessary in each district when
the woods are in a dangerous condition. The

plants.

out economic

venience in

Inconvalue of

harvesting, reducing
in hay, and harboring of
crop,
fungus diseases, are some of the other
ways in which weeds injure crops.
Jt often occurs that a new weed appears
on
a
farm, takes possession of whole
fields, and one is at a loss to know how it
came there.
The most frefjucnt sources
weeds

as

waste

are our

pastures, fence rows, road-

places.

sides and other waste

Have him make out hia report* fully and
mail one to you and one to thl* office at the
clo*e of each week If the condition of the
wood* will allow him to do to. If It t* danto
gerou* to leave the station. Instruct him
hold the report* until auch time a* It ia *uit-

fire in

WEEDS AND HOW
TO CONTROL THEM

allow-ed to

riot here

run

wind, by

the

the fork of those trees that

laws that make
weeds

seed bring

it

arc

have

misdemeanor to let

a

Grass

and clover

weeds to the farmer than
he realizes. With this in mind, we have
paased pure-seed laws, so that a purchaser
may know when he is getting poor seed or
good.
In combating weeds, tillage is necessary.
more

Better have

less

tools

Modern

rotations

Hbort

and

area

are a

keep

are

for

necessary

many
meadows.

weeds form seed.
herbicides

is

receiving

considerable attention. Copper sulfate and
iron sulfate are being used with success,but
care

must

be taken that the work is done

thoroughly and under prt>per,conditions to
Twelve pounds of
obtain good results.
copper sulfate (blue vitriol) in fifty-two
gallons of water is effective on common
mustard, prickly lettuce, and goosefoot.
Spray w hen leaves are dry. Iron sulfate,
100 pounds to a barrel of water, has been
found most effective

on

mustard.

Spray

plants are six to twelve inches
It may be
high and the leaves are dry.
The
necessary to repeat the spraying.
coat w ill be about fl.35 per acre.
<^uack grass twitch or scutch grass)
Tillage is the best means to clean up a
field. The root stalks are persistent, and
must be turned, up to sun or frost until
For a thorough discussion,
killed out.
see Farmers’ bulletin No. 4&t.
wben the

It should be remembered that the base
of a fork or a branch of a tree will always
remain at the same distance above the
ground. The side branches of some trees,
such as the elm, usually continue to grow
upward, white those of other trecfe, such
as
the maples, incline upwards when
young, and as the tree grows older the
weight of the branches gradually brings
them to the horizontal. The latter often
makes

the

removal

Years of Suffering
Catarrh

of

Diseaseand
Blood
Doctors Failed to Cure,
Mls» Mabel F. Dawkins, 1214 LafaySt., Fort Wayne, Ind., writes:
JtJe
ror three years 1 was troubled with
catarrh and blood disease. I tried several doctors and a dozen different remedies, but .none of them did me any
*°°d.
A friend told me of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. 1 took two bottles of this
medicine and was as well and strong
*•
.ev*r* 1 f*el like a different person
and recommend Hood’s to any one sufwring from catarrh.*’
Get It today In usual
liquid form or
Chocolated tablets called Bars a tabs.

large

kills the tree.

soon

£ No street

roadside tree should be

or

mitted to form

a

allof t be brauches to the
be removed

so

adjacent crop

perfeet, and
height should

fork below ten

that

less.

same

they w'ill shade the

growing along bis fence should see to it
that it is properly pruned before springcomes.

LIST

MARINE
Ar

“Clarion”, it i»
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Baugor. Sold by

Sorrel

—

sorrel is

an

There

is

a

common

indication of

sour

idea that

land.

This

true, but may appear so from the
fact that use of lime is followed by the
disappearance of sorrel. The fact is that
is not

lime encourages closer growth, and
this keeps the sorrel from taking possession of the field
By all means see that
clover seed is free from sorrel, since this
is the chief source of the weed.
Mustards
Tillage, clean seed and
the

J. P. ELD RlIHiE,

Note these Bargains:

20C
Clams, 3 cans.25c
Spring Suits, & $8.98 up

CriSCO, regular price 23c,

factor.

Hawk weed—Since the root stalks are
fairly close to the surface, this weed may
be handled by plowing shallow and surworking, much as for quack grass.
On
A short rotation is also essential.
fields where this is impracticable, salt
may be used, about twenty pounds to the
square rod.
Daisy or white weed—A short rotation
again applies here. To prevent spreading, the grass should be cut early. The
weed seeds are not ripe at that time, and
later, plowing will destroy the plants.
When

gins

to

a

man

take

care

loses

his

health,

he

be-

of it.

Hot milk added to potatoes when mashing them will keep them from being
soggy.
W rap cheese in a cloth soaked in vinegar. This will keep the cheese moist and

prevent it from molding.

now

Dorothy Shoes,’"ST $1.98
Regular
H. P.
3S Main St.,

»;! Goods.

Ellsworth

PLUMBING,
hot Water heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK;

HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all
s.
Telephon
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant

St., Ellsworth,

BLAKE—At West Brooksville, May 24, to Mr
and Mrs Fred M Blake, a son.
CARTER—At Brooktin, May 19, to Mr and
Mrs Delmont L Carter, a son.
EATON —At Deer Isle, May 17, to Mr and Mrs
Mace R Eaton, a son.
HERRICK—At (South Penobscot, May 22, to
Mr and Mr* Merrill C Herrick, a son.
HINCKLEY—At BluehiU, May 17. to Mr and
Mrs Thomas I Hinckley, a daughter.
MOREY —At Deer Isle. May 12. to Mr and Mrs
Will is B Morey, a son.
NEVILLS—At Bluehill. May 22, to Mr and Mrs
G Clifton Nevllls, a son.
OBER—At Brooksville, May 15, to Mr and Mrs
Foster A Ober, a sou.
At Sfconington, May 21, to Mr
TKDESCH1
and Mrs George Tedescbi, a sou. [Carlo
Ted each LI
WEBB—At Oceanville. May 18, to Mr and Mrs
Russell Alcott.J
Harold A Webb, a son.

Albert L.

Clothes
designed for
dinary-looking

ARE

men

who

are not

We

clothes.

satisfied with

are

now

or-

showing

all the newest creations for Spring and Summer
A season’s wear will satisfy you that these are

the clothes you

best afford to

can

buy

and well afford

to wear.

For Style,
Quality and
Good Looks
America
has

never

Me.

Telephone fr-fl.

I JOHN.

Collegian

wear.

CARTER,
...

Port.

Huncork County Ports.
West 8ullivan-81d May 22, sch Harriet C
Whitehead. New York
Sid May 27, schs Lydia Middleton, N Y';
Oeorgietta. Boston
Hass Harbor —Ar May 22, sch Lillian, cargo
salt (or Frank McMuIlin
May 26. ga * Eva M Martin from Nova Scotia
Southwest Harbor—Bid May 21, sch Mary
Ann McCann, Walton. N 8, for New York;
ga A Hilda Emma for Grand Harbor, N B
May 22. g* h Louise McLoon for Westport,
N H
In port-May 26, sch Jost (Br)

Adler’s

Ellsworth

Main Street,

May 27, seta Seth Nyman, Northeast Har-

Whipple,

CIVIL»*MECHANICAL Engineer

produced their
equal

SORRENTO, MAINE.

Land Surveying, Designs,
Specifications and Estimates
of costs of Dams, Retaining
Walls, Mill, Factory and Hydraulic Structures and Equipments.
When selecting your Cap ■
1
Buu the best
liadt

M

by

LAMSONI

»

AND

v

^HUBBARDI

LAMSONs)
HUBBARD\
AND

STRAWS

Best in America
For sale by

|

Reliable Clothing Co.
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

for sale by

tvr.lj

AnliK

» W.

ILWIIII.Vi

—

>1A KitIKI).
BRAGDON-BCNKER-At Franklin, May 21,
by Rev*. Mayo, Miss Della A Bragdon, of
Harris W Hunker, of Mt Desert.
BATON—PHILBHOOK —At Deer Isle. May 17.
W
H
Collins. Miss Nina B Eaton to
Rev
by
Rodney W Philbro- k, both of Deer Isle.
KIMBALL—'WITHAM-At Levant. May 18. by
Rev C W Fernald, Miss Leoua Fern Kimball
to Thomas V Witbam. both of Bucksport.
At Franklin. May 22. by
LOW—BUNKER
Rev G Mayo, Miss Florence E Low. of Steuben, to Lea/ie Earl Bunker, of Franklin.

Dr.HW OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day : FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Grove St.

WANTED—LADIES
To Know I Make Switches
From Your Combings.

DIKI).
BRACY—At Portland. May IX, Mrs Eraogene
Hracy, of Brooklln, aged 59 year*.
DAMON—At Deer Isle, May 21, Mr* Emma L
Damon, aged 83 year*. 8 mouth*. 24 days.
HARDEN-At Ellsworth, May 26, Augusta S,
widow of Artemas P Harden, aged 78 years,
6 months. 2 days.
JORDAN—At Otis, May 22, Nathan CJ Jordan
aiced W years.
At Waltham, May 25, Eliza I,
JORDAN
widow of Aaron Jordan, aged 81 years.
PERKINS—At North Castine, May 23, George
W Perkins, aged 80 years.
RAY—At Ellsworth. May25,Dorothy,daughter
of Mr and Mrs Ernest Kay, aged 1 year. 3
mouths.
RAYMOND—At Ellsworth. May 26, Lizzie J,
widow of William A Raymond, aged 57 years.
ROYAL—At Ellsworth. May 26, John F Royal,
aged 74 years, 10 months, 29 days.
SMITH—At Sedgwick. May 25, Mrs Abbie E
Smith, aged 71 years, 9 months. 28 days.
STANLEY—At Swan’s Island, May 22, Mrs
86 years.
j Sophia Stanley, aged
WENTWORTH—At Franklin, May 22, Lester
A Wentworth, aged 25 years, 6 months, 26
—

<£

HARRIET N. MILLIKEN,

—

1-:, TUEMONT STREET, BOOM 57
BOSTON, MASS.

professional CarDe.

[[# EYERETT

H A LI.,

TEACHER OF THE

P
Organist

I PE
O R G A X.
and Choirmaster Unitarian

Church, Hangor.

Instructor in music at Higfpos Classical Institute. Will receive a limited number of puin Ellsworth on Saturdays.
For particuars inquire of Rev. R. B. Mathews.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water Street, Ellsworth, Me.

f»ila

H.

ALICE

SCOTT

TVPKWurnsU,'TACCOUNtTNO

AND
OKSKRAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
AgenJ Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Druf
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

J)R.

P. J.

THE BUICK—Five Models
THE COLE—Three Models
THE GENERAL MOTOR CO.’S
Trucks from 1,000 lbs. to 5 tons.

Models of Above Cars carried in Stock

FLAGG,

V ETERIN AKI AX.

aWjKttKWfHlfc

OFFICE

AT

AMERICAN HOUSE STABLE,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

1913

1882

Memorials
in granite ami marble furnished
in best material and workmanship at lowest prices. Work
set anywhere—in the .State or
out. Shops at

J)R

WILLIAM

H. W. DUNN.

IN’ ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS

Bangor office: The Colonial.
2

Ful

Lines of

AND FIXTURES.

Hours

5 p. m.

Cotntmggion fHrrct).uug.
The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

ELECTRICAL :^*c“nd
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.

Water St., Ellsworth,
Glen Mary St., Bar Harbor.

—

sprays are the means at hand for combating mustard. Grain fields may be sprayed
with little or no injury to the crop, and
the expense is not great enough to be a

to meet eTery

If this is done the tree

will grow a saw-log below the
branches.
Every farmer who has a tree

in time

time

range or a fui

a

nace—if It is a

sure

branches

necessary, which not only spoils the symmetry of the tree, but usually starts decay,
which

Whether it’s

—

face

jSbocrtienurnU.

formed

trees.

it clean.

tend to infest our
Mowing and burning often are worth
while, but should be done before the
with

have

CLARION.

great aid in this fight.

weeds that

Spraying

and

THE—

higher lands,

Home slates

grow.

forks

forks below the fence-post length, believing that in years the fork would grow up
and a fence-post could be cut below the
fork. This erroneous belief is the cause
of much of the delay and neglect of pruning in early life of street and roadside

spread by

are

the wash from

by auimals and birds.
noxious

arid

Weeds

the

noted.
The state forester, in inspecting locust
and catalpa groves throughout the state
found
says the Indiana Farmer, has
owners who have not removed one part
of

Ellsworth

frequent inspect Iona of the elation* a* possible
Ser that be ha* a supply of tool*, instrument*. etc., and know* how to o*e them,
When the condition of the wood* allow*, hare
(be man engaged in making permanent improvement* on the telephone line, station,
camp, trail*, etc. The elation* are permanent
and should he improved each year.
Have him communicate with wm* one by
telephone *t !ea*l twice each day. that you
may be sure the man U alive and that the
* tat on
A
without
telephone i* working
telephonic communication t* o**2e*«. Instruct

that

of fruit trees are at exactly the
point where they were when first

“heads”

WATCWMX*.

We have had iMBf application* for po*tt; >u# and of co«r*a we could (lil only!* small
percent. Persona recommended by the chief
warden* or other* l»t»re«t«d in the system
have been M-iected. The tendency with any
man. if left Alone, 1* to become negligent. and
Chief warden* *re directed to keep in a*
ck>«« toufh with the lookout men a* possible.
Takr *n inventory of the property Horned
o.rr to (be watchman and hold bint rrsponathie tor the »imt. f>o not allow him to leave
bi« station wlthont your knowledge. Make a«

obser-

careless

tree will
would

'3t>tbcrti»emmt*s.

astomistmnug

of Trees.

>.

BOSTON

,,

Emission merchant*

Wiriot ssd Supplies Cheerfully Give*
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth
Kstey Building. State St..

Veals and Lambs

KI.LSWOUTH

After June 30 it will be necessary for the.se to be inspected at
If not so
the time of slaughter.
inspected and stamped, they will
be liable to seizure under the Massachusetts law.

Esiiaates

os

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
PAY, NO WAflHItl."
All kinds of laundry work done at short notloe
Goods called tor and delivered.
«W4k

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.
Ellsworth. Me
Istey Building. State St..

Camden
Woolens

A desirable house and lot 2 1-2 miles from
Postcttice. Buildings in fine repair and
well situated.

0. W. TAPLEY,

ately.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
owners will be

F. A. Packard, Mgr. Retail Dept.,

Chamber of Commerce, Boston

BOX J5 CAMDEN, .MAINE.

Reference: Beacon Trust Co.

MAINE

Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

HAY WANTED Fire
PHELPS,

REAL ESTATE
ELL8 WORTH,

Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

Property

W. J.

INSURANCE AND

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late

Have money by buying dress materials ami
men, women and children direct
from Camden Woolen Mill. Write for samples

auitings for

SALE

FOR

Insurance, Real Estate.

protected from

fire

by placing their

Insurance

with E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

Fred F. Ward veil and wife returned
Saturday from a week’s visit to their son
Hay in Brooksviile.

FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Percy Ha a scorn
Glen, N. H.
Frank E.

Blaisdell

has

was

in

returned
Bangor

t

*

Oapt. Isaac Gray and

01 1

William P. Goodwin and wife, of Wes
Sullivan, were in town Monday.
Star

•‘Elopement

Comedy Co. repeated th<
Ellen”, Monday evening

of

The memorial sermon by Rev. W. H ! the winter.
May 26._
Dunham Sunday afternoon was lietenet I I
It received man’
to by a large audience.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
favorable comments.
R. C. Hagertby has had twin
Oran L. Fernald died at his home Mon
added ho hi* herd.

day

afternoon.

He

was a

citizen wflb- ha(

from

Mrs. Helen
Kathleen

relap*"

for

a

few

James N. Berry, wife and daughter, of
Everett, Mass., were guests of J. N.
Walker and family over Sunday.
Mrs. MaryOber, of Hardwick. Vt., was
by the illness and

ves

death of her

evening,

father, Lewis Somes.

this
Wednesday evening
place and Beech Hill met at the home of
J. N. Walker and had a shower in honor
of his daughter Dorothea.
the

|

a

id

There was a pretty home wedding at the j proved,
is again quite *11.
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Brag ;
Mrs. S. H. Mitchell, who was called to
don Wednesday evening, when their eldthe serious illn as
est daughter, Della, was married to Harris I Campobelio, N. B., by
W. Banker.
They were attended by ef her father, has returned home.
Mrs. Nettie Higgins, who spent the
Hazel, sister of the bride, and James
Bunker, cousin of the groom. The color winter with Mrs. K. W. Orsnt, has gone o
scheme for room decorations was green , Franklin and Luber* to visit relati ea
and white, the bi idal party standing with- hefore going lo ArooetocK.
in an arch of green with overhanging bell
E. J. Wooster, who ha* been in a h •*of white. Miss Marcia Br&gdon played
at South Portland tor treatment, re|
pital
the wedding march as the couple ad- turned to the borne ot hi* sister, Mrs.
vanced. Rev. Gideon Mayo performed the Martha Walker, in very poor health.
single-ring wedding ceremony. The bride
W.
May 33.
was gowned in shimmering messaline with
Miss Hazel
LAMOINE.
lace and crystal trimmings.
The wedded pair are held
wore blue silk.
Mrs. Samuel Davis, who has been seriin high esteem by a Urge circle of friends, ously ill, is improving.
a

visiting in Bangor

daughter

weeks.

|

bad

are

Richardson and

called home last week
cal

Francis Dunham, of East Orland, is
high regard of his townsmen.
employed at K. C. Hagertby’s.
anc
of
Loren
son
of
funeral
Lester,
The
C. H. Wooster, of Ellsworth, sp nt
Jennie Wentworth, was held at the Bapw ith his brother, E. J. W’ooster.
{
Sunday
Rev.
G
tist church Sunday afternoon.
who has been much l a*
E.
S,
Gould,
j
Mayc officiating.
the

daughter was born to Mr. and Mn.
Forrest Dickey May 22.
Mrs. Ruth Frasier, of Northeast Harbor,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary A. Leland.

F. Wsrd-

vessel

C.

A

fishing
running
Outer Long Island to Belfast.
Mrs. Sylvester, of Scars port, is «mMr. Perry
ployed at H. C. Perry’s.
recently moved bis family to his ho rie,
from his fa.her’t-, where* they had sj nt
well

business last week.

The

Charles

a

are

at

MT. DESEKT.

Hyaotn,

of

Cambridge, Mess.,

called here

by

the sudden death

Mrs. Edith
who

was

ladies of

C. Johnston, of the moving pietun
a special program foi
May 30, with special

8TONINUTON.

company, will have
his engagement of

Tbe Elite mandolin dab will give a
dance at tbe Opera booae Monday evening

music.

Mr. McMeno’s family have arrived from
Lubee, and are occupying room* at Mrs.
F. 8. Small's.

Capt. F. M. Seavy, Louis; P. Cole and
Mrs.

J. W. Stinson

Pythian

delegates to th<
Iasi
in Portland

were

convention

week.

Miss Doris Colwell ha* returned from
vacation, accompanied by her sister,
Miss Evelyn, who will spend s few week!
with Mrs. Eddie Cole.

26._C.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Anthony Bye spent Wednesday at

Stonington.
David, the little son of Stephen Stanley
wife, is very ill.

and

The bride and groom walk of life.
were present.
left for two weeks at “Uncle Tom’s Cabin’’, j
May 24.
after which they will go to Everett, where
a

home awaits them.

They

have the

K.

Mrs. Edward Johnson arrived home
from Boston Saturday. Her son Ralph,
who was taken to the hoapital, is improving.

To qoick relief
to lasting results.
American readers can no longer
doubt
the evidence.

mer.

Mrs. Joseph Briraigion, Mrs. Ada A.
Frink and Mrs. C. Fred Eaton are attendng tbe grand chapter, O. E. 8., at LewisThe church people gave a reception to
new pastor. Rev. Mr.
Pelley and
family, at the Methodist church Friday

their

evening.
A span of horses weighing 1,500 or 1,600
pounds, owned by John L, Goes, was
brought here last week to work oo the

EGYPT.

good

Headers

Doan’s Kidney Pills bare stood
the tot
The teat of tlma-tbe hardest test
ol all
Thousands gratefully testify.

ball’s

uncle, J. W. Somes, left Friday
for her home, accompanied by Miss Mildred Knox, who will remain for a few
Guy Cleveland, who is employed in
weeks visiting Miss Hysom and friends.
Canada, came home Wednesday for a
Saturday at noon, at the home of J. N. visit with his family.
The death of Charles Presscy at Deer
Walker, the marriage of his daughter
Dorothea, and Bernard Berry, of Everett, Isle came as a great shock to his many
Mass., took place. Only immediate rela- friends here. He will be missed in every

American

Capt. Stephen Sellers baa gone od a
trip to Portland, lie has been
lately appointed fish warden.

Mrs. John Jordan bas gone to Kimisland, where she *111 be housekeeper at the Smith house for the sum-

of Southwest Harbor, was
here Thursday calling on friends.
C. K. Bye, wife and daughters Clerroent
and Arlene spent Sunday in the village.

tives

Kind

Cannot Doubt,

business

Mrs. Rack 1 iff,

of her

The

Capt. Mel! Thom peon, who has been in
Camden painting on the Eastern Steamship Co.’s boats, U at home.

her

May

ABbrnucmcnt*.

COUNTY NEWS.

made improve men t* in her Iuncb-roon
south end, and will open it June 2.

NEWS.

COUNTY

district, died at bis home Friday night,
after a lingering illness.

COUNTY NEWS.

—

It’s convincing testimony
well conflmed.

—

twiw toW

and

American readers should profit
by these
experiences.
Frank K. Fernald, Ellsworth
Falls, Me
“Off and on for two or three
years 1
annoyed by attacks of backache
dull pains through my loins. I bad
severe
spells and could not stoop. After 1 sat

says:
was

down It

was hard for me to get
up. Htv.
ing read a great deal about Doan's
Kidney
Pills. I got a supply and it required
only
one box, obtained at Moore’s
Drug store,
to effect a cure." (Statement given F,bi

ruary

7, 1906.)
A

LA TEH

EXHORSKMENT.
Hardison and wife are improving
new wharf.
When Mr. Fernald was interviewed reSunday, May 25, was Memorial Sunday. ! in health.
Capt. Charles Chapin, of Camden, for- cently be said: "Tint* bss not altered my
In the
morning Rev. J. N. Walker
Norris Savage has gone to Bar Harbor,
bigh opinion of Doan’s Kidney l>i||t, i0’r
mer of the Day Dream, is iu town.
preached a helpful sermon. In the after- where he has employment.
the core they made bas proven
permaJ. A. Gott bas gone on a business trip to
noon the children of the Junior Endeavor }
Sophia Clark has gone to Seal Harbor to
nent. I willingly confirm my former enBoston and vicinity.
held exercises, after which they formed
work through the summer.
dorsement ol them and antborin its conNihil.
who wish them many years of happiness
»n line, marched to the cemetery and laid j
May 2&.
Neil Leach, wife ind son Lawrence are
tinned publication.”
Amos Clark and wife, who spent the
Miss Julia Macomber
and prosperity.
wreaths on the soldiers’ graves, many of
of James Covey snd wife.
guests
For sale by all dealers. Price rs) cents
in Exeter, N. II., are home.
winter
There was an attractive
In the
was
usher.
the older ones going with them.
BUTTON.
It is hoped that many will Join the
Foatar-Milbure, Co., Buffalo, No fork
Samuel West, of Lamoine, is here to
MarMisses
of
were
short
addresses
there
gifts.
by
display
evening
Wilbert Rice bas sold bis cows and sola
and participate in the Me- I
agents for tbs I'mted States.
Deacon James N. Berry, of Everett, Mass.. help bU brother WaiUand on his farm.
jorie and Ellen Bragdon, cousins of the procession
j
joined tbe vessel with hi* brother HerRemember the name—Doan's-and ukc
mortal day exercises st the cemetery
Dr. R. L. Grindie and the pastor.
bride, served delicious refreshments before
Miss Lelia Clark, who has been em- bert.
no other.
Friday. A meeting of the Forest HilJ
the departure of the newly-wedded couple
! ployed for the winter in Bar Harbor, is
will be held at the
The State tax has come, and the selectOBITUARY.
on the late train.
They will visit Port- Cemetery corporation
home to spend her vacaction with her parmen have
been busy for several days
forenoon
church in the
immediately
Death again visited this village Monday,
land and other points on their trip.
ents, L. B. Clark and wife.
the exercises in the cemetery.
finishing
and called one of our aged and reup the town tax.
following
19,
B.
May
26.
M.
26.
May
May
It looks as if we are to have a dull
Thursday a party of men met at the spected citizens, LewisSomea, aged eighty*
WEST SULLIVAN.
had been in poor health
PARTRIDGE COVE.
season; more than half the cottages here
grange store and under the sble direction one years. He
Edward Johnson and wife, of East Sulli- of Capt. Fred Hodgkins, the store was over a year. He was esteemed by old and
A. H. Mears spent the week-end at his are not going to be opened.
and young. He was twice married, his first home here.
into a dining-room
van, w ere calling on friends here Sunday. transformed
Ospt. Charles P. Black i» still very ill.
wife being Miss Emma Newman. Three
The end of the stone-cutters’ strike is kitchen. The counters were removed,
is His daughter Jennie has been hete the KIIKTNA Act* on Kidney*. Mvtr
Frank Burkhart, of New
York,
children from this union survive him
not in sight, and everything is at a stand- floors scrubbed and the tables and fixtures
ten days with his family here.
And (Mood the First Day and
past week helping care for him.
Mrs. Carrie Fernald, of this place; Mrs. spending
from the third floor were set up so that a
still.
Out Gom I’rle Arid Poison.
will be an entertainment at the
There
Philip Bunker attends school at NorthOber, of Hardwick, Vt., and Arthur,
most convenient dining-room and comMary
east Harbor, and boards at home, going
The three-master Lydia Middleton is
Anybody can afford to pay 50 cents to
His second wife schoolboue Saturday evening, May 31.
The of Southwest Harbor.
modious kitchen were arranged.
get rid of terrible Rheumatism, Sciatica
loading paving tor Dunbar Bros., for
and
Home-made candy
popcorn-balls back and forth in his motor boat.
ladies will soon meet to clean the rooms was Mrs. Emma Some*, of this place, who j
New York.
Ethel Bunker came home from South- or Gout, and that’a ail RHEUM A costs it
survive* him. The funeral waa held at the will be for sale.
more tborogbly.
U. A. Parcbor'a and he says it it doesn't do
Perley Bailey has gone to Bar Harbor,
Mrs. Meredith Emery, of Bar Harbor, west Harbor Thursday, as there was no
home Thursday afternoon, Uev. J. N. |
R. H.
May 26.
all that is claimed for it, money back.
where he expects to floe employment for
who has been at William Emery’s the school on Friday, tbe teachers going to
Walker officiating.
It's wonderful bow speedily this simple
the summer.
NORTH SULLIVAN.
H. L. B.
paat lwo weeks, returned home Saturday, Northeast Harbor to attend tMnaacbera’
May 26.
remedy lake* bold and how the sore
convention.
who
Mrs.
will
William Booth, ot New
York, and
Emery,
by
accompanied
»
severe
George S. Hooper is oat, after
muscles limber op and the swollen joint!
WINTER HAKBOK.
visit there a few days.
Tbe schooner Kate L. Pray arrived here
George Chillis, paving inspector, were in attack of grip.
come down to normal.
Make no mistake
IkBBA&D.
26.
from
with
town Thursday.
Steuben
of
May
l>r.
G.
A.
Sullivan
pulp-wood
yesterday
Phillips
spent last
Mrs. T. H. Peters is home from Boston
RHLUMA cost* but little, but it's the
She
is
commanded
for
Yarmouth.
week
in
town.
by bast
Miss Doris Hooper is employed in the for the summer.
remedy you can And to drive rhea*
OOTT’S ISLAND.
office of the Eastern Steamship Co. in Bar
Capt. Herbert Rice, the place made rustic
Mias Harriet Smaliidge had her throat
poison from the system and bring
The strike of stone-cutters continue*,
vacant
the
sudden
death
of
his
Prank
went
Tinker's
Island
brother
to
by
Harbor as stenographer.
Babbidge
operated on last week.
health to misery-racked bodies.
with no prospects of a settlement.
for bait Friday.
Coring.
Dr. H. A. Holt, who has been confined
“I had Rheumatism for a long while
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas, of Eden, are
from
Moon is
home
Mias M. E.
Tor.
May 24.
Charles Harding and William (iott went
to the house, is out, and his friends are
and tried many medicines, but was not
guests of their daughter, Mrs. C. A Higfriends
a
with
at
two-weeks’ visit
to Cranberry Isles recently to get a lot of
cured until I used RHEUM A. I cannot
pleased to meet him again.
g»DS.
West Goulds boro.
l)KKtt ISLE.
pigs.
E. W. Ash, of Washington, D. C., is
praise RHEUM A too highly. My advice
A.
J.
left
for
Capt.
Guptiil
Wednesday
Leonard Grant, of Mt. Desert Perry, is
H. B. Webb, of Ooeanvills, in getting op to those suffering from Rheumatism is to
N. Bonaparte Trask and family, of At*
calling on friends here after an absence
where
he
will
hare
command
of
Rockland,
his niece, Mrs. Bridgbam Gordon.
use this great remedy, as 1 believe it will
of a year. He is on his way to Bar Har- visiting
Untie, are visiting Charles H. Harding and a clam of violin students in town.
the tug Cumberland.
Mr. Grant has been
very ill, and his
C.
wife.
effect a permanent cure in any case.”
Mina
Miaa Walker and
Mansfield,
bor, where he has employment with Dr. friends are
L.
E. Foss and wife, of Rockland,
Capt.
pleased to know that he is
Cleaves.
of Pennsylvania, are guests of B. Laabam, datum, W. Va., April r, 1912
liar*
teacher*,
V.
went
to
Southwest
M.
Babbldge
were in town last
week to attend the
recovering.
Mr*. Emery Pickering.
bor Tuesday on business.
For observance of Memorial day next
Friends here of Frank O. Robinson, of funeral of Capt. 1. B. Foss.
Miaa Merle Small leaves to-day for New
Friday, the comrades of D. L. Weare post
Dr. PhilUps and bis family, of South*
Miss
the
intermediate
to
know
be
interested
teacher,
will
Croak,
Mass.,
Lynn,
will meet at the hall at Prospect Harbor at
west Harbor, were the guests of Den nil
York, where she will be the guest of her
that be has had a relapse of typhoid fever spent the week-end at Prospect Harbor,
9 a. m. At 9.30 the post will form in line,
Driscoll and wife Sunday.
aunt, Mrs. W. L. Staples, aboard the
at Margaret Pillsbury hospital at Concord, the guest of Miss Alta Cole.
escorted by the Franklin Granite band,
schooner S. 0. Haskell.
May
N. H., whither be had gone to recuperate.
24._Chips.
Mrs. Alvab Mayo ia home from Lake
and K. of P., Hedmen, W. K. C. and school
The baccalaureate address was delivered
He is now out of danger, however, and View, where she spent several weeks with
COREA.
children and will inarch to the cemetery,
to the graduating class at tbs church Sononce more on the road to recovery.
her husband, who has employment there.
Mias Zona Jones, of Jonesport, is visit*
where services will be held. The post will
day afternoon by
Saperintendent-ofM.
May 26.
Mrs. C. C. Hutchings, who has been ing her aunt, Mrs. Hiranf Davis.
return to the hall, where dinner will be
Schoola William H. Patten.
here several weeks caring for her father,
aerved by the ladies of the Methodist
The Christian Endeavor rally was held
The school board met this week and asSEDGWICK.
church. At 2 p. m. the memorial services
Capt. 1. B. Foss, duriag his illness, has, here at the Baptist church last Tuesday
signed the common schools for the comCharles Cloeson has returned from Ben- since his death, returned to her home at
will be conducted. Kev. Edward S. Drew,
There was a good congregation, and eact
In mtny of the schools the
ing year.
of Winter Harbor, will deliver the ad- ton Falls.
Prospect Harbor.
place was well represented.
seme teachers as last year will be retained.
Used 102 years for indress. All soldiers and sailors are invited.
some
Grant
is
having
Maynard
The funeral of Capt. Ira B. Foss was
repairs
Mrs. C. L. Leighton, who has been ic
of Brsinard Bray, who was lost
The
body
ternal and external ills.
26.
made
on
his
at
Carter’s
DlBlOO.
May
cottage
point.
held at the Baptist church May 13.
Capt. poor health for some time, died Toesday overboard from the
yacht Viking on Long
Foas was a genial, kind-hearted citizen, She leaves, betides an invalid husband
Mrs. Eva Weed has moved her houseNORTH LAMOINE.
Island sound, was recovered, and sent
It alleviates coughs,
hold goods into Mrs. E. F. Staples' house. one who will be much missed. Daring his two children, a mother, sister and a half’
home.
Funeral services were held at the
Roy Smith, who is employed at Franksore throat, colic,
colds,
The young ladies who are ill of typhoid last illness he was tenderly cared for by brother. Although she had the miafor house
Sunday, Kev. W. U. Collins officiatlin, visited his home here Tuesday and
fever are getting on finely. The disease is hia two daughters, assisted by the masonic tune of being deaf and dumb, yet shi
and bruises.
burns
cuts,
ing.
Wednesday.
had always seemed cheerful, and will tx
believed to have been contracted from fraternity, of which he was a loyal mem26.
Hex.
May
Margaret Young will go to East La- eating sandwiches made from canned ber. He leaves two daughters and a son v greatly missed,
25c and SOc
moine this week to be employed with
the latter was unable to attend
the
S.
chicken.
j May 26.
SAL1SBUBY COVE.
Mrs. Nathan King for several days.
funeral.
Mrs. J. E. Wilson, who has spent the
Mrs. Ida Bleb, ol Bar Harbor, baa been
8.
May 24.
WEST TKEMONT.
Invitations have been received to the winter in
Waterloo, Iowa, with her
the guest at 8. N. Blob during tbe past
LS.
wedding of Harvard Wilton Kittredge,
F. W. Lunt and wife spent last week in
daughter, Mrs. Friend, returned to her
HULL’S COVE.
week.
formerly of this town, and Armetta home here Thursday.
business.
Her
Uangoaon
daughter
JOHNSON
Mrs. Jessie Higgins is in Boston (or a
Maude Carter, of Reading, Mass., on
Tbe many frienda ol Mias Florence
Mrs. Henry Thurston went to Portland
Marion, who teaches in the Bethel bible week.
June 7.
Trutt, a student ol Cbatlne normal acbool,
& CO.
school at Spencer, Mass., joined her here
last week aa a delegate to lbe K. P. sisters’
Mrs. Frances Brewer was iU a few days
regret to learn that a be la ill at ber borne
ruts
Redford Watson, who reoently died at Saturday.
eon .'ention.
last
week.
here.
his home in Hyde Park, Mass., and whoee
H.
May 28.
Mrs. W. B. Bobbins is borne from
Mrs. Ida Rich, of West Eden, visited
One of tbe social events ol the season was
body was brought here for interment,
Bockland, where sbe baa been visiting tbe
MARLBORO.
was a native of Lamoine, being born here
friends here last week.
banquet at the ball given by tbe men's
her husband, who is employed there.
Rev. A. W. Lon me r expects to have a
bible class last Monday evening.
Tbe
forty-four years ago. When an infant,
Bev. Oliver Dow Smith,
of Ashland,
Miss
Nellie
Mias
Mary
Eggleston,
his limbs were not strong, and when be chimney and fireplace built in hi* cottage visited here last week.
tables were prettily decorated.
About
Mrs.
Reed
attended
W
and
Kena
hittcnaoae
was a year old he had an illness that left
this week.
fitly men sat down to a delicious supper
Mr. and Mrs. Cousins, of BlnehiU, visited the tear hers’ convention at Northeast
him in such a feeble condition that he was
served by a corps ol ladies.
Walter Wagner and wife, of Northeast
After the
at Serenas Higgins' last week.
Harbor
23.
May
How often do we bear that exclsm*.
six years of age before ne could walk. In
friends
here
last
Harbor, called on
banquet speeches were made by prominent
Thelma.
Mrs.
Nellie
Nason
and
little
oI
2IL
daughter,
tion about a certain woman's or man s
May
this weak condition he was a good subject
men from Bar Harbor, among whom were
Wednesday.
visited
here
last
week.
relatives
hair.
Bangor,
for rheumatism, and bis hands were badly
E. L. Palmer, superintendent of schools,
Rev. A. B. Lori me r and wife, of Lynn,
A prominent scientist and hair
BOUND.
Miss Marion Stanley, of Bar Harbor,
C. F. Paine, treasurer of Eden, and Thomas
drawn, and were a handicap all his life. Maas., came Thursday for a week. Mr.
specialist emphatically states, and has
moved
Rockto
The Porter family have
and Sunday with friends
Still he bravely persevered, and became a Lorimer has
director of tbe Y. M. C.
Saturday
Graves,
spent
physical
and
Daniel, Peter, Joseph
that any man or woman can
land.
A. Julian Emery was toastmaster.
Tbe proven,
sign painter, and finally took upon himself George McIntyre working on his cottage, here.
have luxuriant, lustrous hair by usings
is in Waterville attendBordeaux
C.
G.
the responsibility of husband and father. which he is
evening was a moat enjoyable one, and famous prescription called l'AKl'IA>
Rev. H. B. Smith spent a few days last
enlarging and repairing.
ing the grand chapter, O. E. 8.
Beside the wife and one son—Lawrence,
much credit is due tbe committee which Sage.
in Portland, attending the convenMias Alice Tracy la home from Bar HarDr. Howes, wife and daughter Marion week
he leaves a mother—Mrs. Sarah Hamor,
consisted of Harry McFarland, Leon L.
1‘ABISIAN Sage is now made and
tion.
bor, where she has been for treatment.
and one brother—George, both of Hyde came from Bangor Saturday, returning
G. A. Marcher, the
and Julian Emery, president of tbe sold in America.
Smith
enthe
of
William
Ellsworth,
Holt,
put
Park. Interment was in the family lot at
John Kilbride and wife and a stableman
Sunday. He has engaged Homer Wilbur
is the agent in Ellsworth,
; claae,
druggist,
in Sidney Bracy’a boat last week.
Forest Hill cemetery.
gine
Mrs.
Herbert
it in arrived Thursday with
to paint bia motor-boat and get
and the readers of Thk Amu:ka>
attended
the
Miss
Harriet Curtis
May 21.
K.
Y.
May 26.
can buy from him for only 50 cents a
order before they come to their cottage Parsons' horses. Mrs. Parsons will arrive i teachers' convention at Northeast Harbor
for the summer. Adelbert Hodgkins will this week.
large bottle.
Friday.
NORTH CASTINE.
G. A. Parcher knows that I AIUBCD.
build him a tender for his motor-boat.
Know Paint.
The graduating class of the grammar
May 28.
Mrs. C. M. Leach, who has been ill of
SIAN
Sage will beautify the hair, cure
school gave an ice-cream social in the
26.
Are.
There’s a paint-education in this adMay
dandruff and stop falling hair, ana
Neighborhood house Wednesday evening.
pleurisy, is better.
SEAWALL.
vertisement.
for that reason he sells it under a
The proceeds, about (13, will be used to
EDEN.
Mrs. Marie Conner is home from a visit
Lewis Newman is working for B. 8.
Buy by tbe job, not gallon. Buy by tbe guarantee to cure, or money bacs.
help defray the expenses of graduation.
in West Penobscot.
Miss Josephine Leland is visiting her
King at Manset.
! paiut put-on; that’s tbe job.
Anns.
Price 50 cents.
May X.
Charles Hill and wife, of Malden, Mass.,
Tbe price of paint is so much a gallon;
Miss Vera Dunbar returned to the high sister, Mrs. John Mitchell, at Bar Harbor.
are here for the summer.
tbat can’t be helped,
school Sunday, after a brief visit home.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Miss Florence Trott, who has been atbut
amounts
to
Mrs. Lucy Ring, who has spent the
Frank Perkins, of Caetine, spent Sun- tending the normal school at Castine,
winter with her daughter in Danvers, nothing.
Ralph Newman has a new automobile.
I Tbe price of painting is so much a
Drives Out
All are glad to see her.
is borne.
week
ill.
came
home
last
Mass.,
day; EZO, a Refined Ointment,
day with his mother, Mrs. Alma Perkins.
Mrs. Irving S. Ray was a guest of Mrs.
E.
D.
tbat
can’t
be
26.T.
Misery
but
Pain
and
amounts
May
heljted,
to
Soreness,
Mrs. George Cleaves and family, of Bar
W. E. Ordway and Neil Ward well went
Harvey Ray, of Corea, a few days last
No matter how many foot retnedi**
nothing.
to Otis Saturday. Mr. Ordway purchased Harbor, are occupying the Herman Rich- week.
that is so
ot ;
Put tbem together. How can you do Itl you have tried, here's one
PNEUMATICA
your
pain
stops
ards cottage for the summer.
solutely guaranteed.
a horse.
Miss Alice M. Cole arrived the last ol
Get a f&cent Jar of EZO to-day. Jus*
It’s ; You’ve got to or lose perhaps ball of your
; breaks op your cold in one hoar.
[
Mr*. Winthrop Reed, who has been the week, after spending the winter ix
rub It on and you’ll be rid of all
Alphonao E inert on, who has been car! marvellous. Applied externally. All money.
neaa, tenderness, burning, perspiration,
ing for G. W. Perkins, has returned tc visiting friends and relatives in Boston Waterville.
10 gallons enough for tbe average aching In a few hour*.
Devoe,
wnlL
and vicinity the past month, is home.
Oh.
but EZO will surprise you.
Blue hill.
! Mrs. Ells Campbell, who has been at I druggists.
*
Job; an average paint, 16. Now reckon and If my!
you have corns or bunions
Mrs. Caroline Richards, who spent the ; S. Whitaker’s six weeks, returned to hei
y°_u
wllh agony.
agony, 9your cost. Count labor a day for a gallon. seem to be overloadedj with
George W. Perkins, a life-long residenl
sunburn,
for
must
fine
get EZO; It's
Devoe 10 days; the other 16.
and much-respected citizen of the chape past winter with her daughter, Mrs. ; borne in Uouldsboro Sunday.
ai
and
after
chafing
chafing
anc
Vernon Waagatt, at Bar Harbor, is home. I Mrs. Emma L. Stanley has enlarged
Devoe about
the
druggist*.
wishes of their

Jriends here.
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JOHNSON’S
ANODYNE

LINIMENT

everywhere

1

What Beautiful Hair!

■

|

I

Oh! My Poor Feet

■

-*

Wonderful Skin Salve*

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve is known every
where as the Seat remedy made for ah dia

of the skin, and also for burns, broisei
Reduces inflammation and ii
boilsSossaman, pub
soothing and healing J. T. N.
C.. writes tba
lisber ot Sew, of Cornelius,
ailment arte
one box helped hi«
Only 16c. Hecom
other remediea failed.
mended by all druggieta.
eaaes

and

•f'Jooa.Ma

!
I

The chicken-pox is prevalent in town.
V.
May 26.
__

“I suffered habitually from constipation.
Doan’* Reguleta relieved and strengthened
the bowela, so that they have been regular
A. E. Davis, grocer, Sulphur
ever since.”
Springs, Tex.—Advi.
—

Constipation Cured.

!

King's New Life Pills will relieve con
stipstlon promptly aud get your bowels li
healthy condition again. John 8upatc, o
Sanbury, Pa ssvs -‘They are the best pill
Dr.

I ever osed, and I advise everyone to us
them tor constipation, indigestion and lire
Will help you. Price 26c. Rec
ommended by nil dr uggiata.

'complaint."
j

IA
CASTOR
and Children.
Tor Infants

Tbs Kind You Han

Always Bought

__

|60;

about |70

average paint
tbe dearer tbe labor tbe

f80;
difference, always tbat way.
But that’s for the Job. How long Is il
going to last? One twioe as long as tbe
bigger

or

the

other.

MoEiuaoN-JoT Co. sell It.

DEVOE.

SOLD AND

GUARANTEED BY

O. A. PARCHES-

NEWS.
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MROOKUN.

Rol.nd

u„.

HlJ» U very 111.
•• ln *own *•"»
»'

A.

joarpU K*v.

family

returned

i»le.U>ro Friday.

built

will have » bungalo»
Harbor street.

j»o»*Tjl»r
Center

„

K

J^n.

Henry am^ Arthur Dunbar have finon Dr. Abrams’ bouse, and are
making repairs and changes on the Bell

ished work

Pendleton end
M

n town
Wednesday to attend the tnnerai
of her nephew, Alva Pickering.
On account of rain, there was a small
attendance at the Priscilla club meeting
Thursday with Mrs. Carrie White.

p0«en and Oleanon Alien, of
auramer.
have arrived tor the
Urindle end wile ere receiving
on tb# birth ot e eon.

camp.
James Pickering and wife have the sympathy of their friends in the death of
their eldest child, Alva, who died of tuberculosis.

Augustine

and

North Bluehtli

T. F.

Mason

in

were

day last week on a
bee-hunting trip. They returned with a
uuie Flye, ot Boaton, U viaiting large
quantity of honey.
W. Flye end wlte.
^parent-, Henry
Mrs. Karl Blaisdell, who was operated
little daughter
end
Tepley
Mr, Herbert
on for appendicitis at a
hospital in Brewer
trie ode at West Brook.ville.
v Siting
Wednesday, la doing well. Mr. Blaisdell
on
the
State
road
is in Brewer for a few days.
Work bee been begun
street, continuing eastward past
M.
c0 Mem
May 2B.
.tore.
],]. Bridge.'
BLUE HILL.
and daughter, ot Oamilerrica
Charles

tonraiuUtion.

one

' sloe

«erf in loan laat week,
death ot hla »Uter, Mr*.

„

byl’i»

called here

Bracy.

of Mr*.
Xhe many triend*
in the Maine
further. who ia
are glad to know ahe la

WUliam
general
improv-

hospital,

|

lM.
.New York, who
gia* lira Ttbbettc, of
called to Rockland by the illneaa ot
her aunt, Mr*. Lucy
MI lather, la viaiting

.Sutter.
Brandt and Mia*
jl„. Winifred Bracy
gaadr, ul Attleboro, Maaa., were called
last week by the death of her mot he.,
Mr

•Jtu. Emery Bracy.
went to Rockland
Chpt. Joseph Tlbbetta
for an operaHoliday to enter the hospital
He ia improving. Albert Kane action.

N. P. Merrill and wife are the guests of
Frank P. Merrill and wife for a short stay.

The Bluehill academy ball team will go
to Bar Harbor Saturday to play the high
school there.
Misses Whillsley and Burrili, of Cleveland, O., bare opened their cottage,
‘'Inwood,1’ for the season.
Curtis Walton, of Cleveland, O., la in
town on business connected with the
cottage being built for Coburn Haskell.
The Misses Owen, of Philadelphia, arSaturday to spend the summer at
their cottage, “Ty’ny-cord," on the eastern side.
rived

The basket-ball team gave

an

COUNTY

hmtry unicy
fgoogbt borne Tuesday from the Maine
ivoeral hospital, where she died Sunday
Earning, May 18, ol cancer of the atom*
tch. Although Mm. Bracy had been far
from well for several months, her death
v*ss great shock to her many friends,
S^< entered the hospital jost two weeks
From the first the
before her death.
no
doctors ♦ nlcrtatned
hope for her
The feouufli of mm.

George Graves is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Delia tally.
Mr. Purington is here lor a week’s visiting, Ashing at Beech Hill lake and the
streams in this vicinity.
W. O. Fogg and wife, of Hall’s Cove,
who came to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Fogg’s brother, returned home Sunday.
Charles Kenney, wife and little daughMadeline, of Eddington, were here
Sunday, to visit the homestead, guests of
James Jordan.
ter

W. T. Warren and wife, of Eddington,
arrived Saturday for their annual outing
trip. They will tent at Kimball’s point
for a week.
Mra. Dura La Belle and infant son refrom Bangor last Thursday to the
home of her sister, Mrs. Daniel Young,
turned

where sbe

spent the winter.
Nathan C. Jordan died last Thursday
morning, after a gradual decline, at the
age of fifty-six years. He leaves, besides
bis sister
Miss Nancy Jordan, with
—

whom be lived and who has faithfully
cared for him through all the years of
Mrs. Mary
feebleness, two other staters
E. Palmer, of Brewer, and Mrs. Jessie
of
Hull's
and
two brothers
Fogg,
Cove,
Freeman, of Ellsworth, and E. Jordan, of
Clifton.
The funeral was held at the
home
afternoon. Miss Isabelle
His
Jordan, of Waltham, officiating.
brothers and his sisters' husbands were
the bearers. The floral tokens were beautiful.
Interment in the family plot in
district No. 3.
—

—
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May

excep-

was

with

her

past few years. Mrs. Bracy
of Center Harbor Kebekah

too

daughter

the

was a mem tier

lodge; also
grange. She took

of Brook I m

me airier

a
a

to

everything pertaining

interest in

of the church and town, and
her place ta one that it will be bard to fill.
She le*v
s huaoand, twodaugbtera-Mrs.
Harry Thurston, of North Hedgw ick, and
Mr». Uarrv Brandt, of Attleboro, Mas*.;
the welfare

vice#

>Ti«

by, of North
di ».«tmg. The floral tributes
sul.
The sympathy of the
a out to the bereaved ones.
g
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Conary

B«r Harbor.

Horace

were

in

business.

P-

has been called

Simon Flood,
feeble.

our

oldest citiaen, remains

very

»,

li«

iorcl

in town Hun day

intiiT, Henry stoistoy, who

m

Lb.

Arthur I** fora aud

wife, Henry

Lasr-

Thomas Hearts, of Bar Harbor,
in to* n
Sunday.
Mrs. Samuel Hentt, forraetly ol this
to»neud a late resident of Eddington,
1i«l May 14, alter a abort Ulneaa ol paeeia«-ia. Tba remains war* brooiibt bam
Saturday lor burial. Among tba rateii-ti

lira* ol tbe deceased who

war*

here

*'iUiam Scott and wile. Onto
*>!•. ot Bangor, and Samuel
May20.

*n<)

«*n

Duafaaa
Scott.

C.

_

Crban Clarita baa gone to Davidaoa.
H*°rge Orcutt went to Bangor Mood*}
<® business.
Mra. Sarah Kannay, who baa bean visit-a

relatives bare, ralurned to bar burnt
Bolden Monday.

Harold Kenniaton returned home Bor1*y Irons Bata Harbor, wbara be baa been
mspectmg State roada.
Horace Watu, Jr., wbo ba# been an
Bangor working on the electric*, to at

Mrs. M. II. Waagatt has returned from
w here she has spent the winter

Kittery,

with her
Mr*.

Charles.

son

Abby Mayo,

who has

few

spent
niece, Mrs. K. A. Sinclair,
j
Mrs. Mayo in
went to Eden recently.
j aboot eighty^five years aid.
C.
May 26.
a

week* with her

—

W KjST

bcbky.

(inndle, who has beon at Ells-

Falla, ia at
Fred R. Warren,

worth

biw

home

while

tanning.

fanning

unearthed

bevneslead

on

bia

some

a vacation.
Mr. Herrick, I be
photograpber, who ba«
Been here several
montba, ba# gone to
Hark Harbor lor tbe summer.
The Sunday school beld its session Sun-

Bay at the borne ol Mrs. L. A. Edgerly.
Bibles were presented to the pupils, gilts
May

Sunday

school.

C.

26.

EAST ORLAND.
Miss Or* Mead, ot
Foxcrolt, to tbe guest
01 her
sunt, Mrs. Frank

Gray.
recently purchased

Henry

Dunbar bas
Hue work horse ol E. E. Gross.
the BiUkin club
postponed its dauce
u:-til
May 2kon account ot tbs storm.
H A. Snow
has purchased an antoix
»Ue lor use iu
bis passenger service.
Mr. *nd Mr*.
Coleman, ol Bangor,
(i><> W. L.
Wentworth bungalow.
H- A. Snow and
wile, Harold Part
•“B vile
and Min Harriet Parker were
»

BluebiU Sunday.
Mrs. Ralph Cowell
usrlotie

°bcksport

are

at

little daugbl
from a visit

and

home

20

27*

11

and Millval*.
I* Wentworth
began operations in
/* mill again this morning, it having
seen closed
lor several days.

Mrs. Benjamin
Stanley, of Brewer,

was

A

uxl the ONLY ONE that ho rtood the
Method* rotionel end
ol time.
(Ml
MENTAL
NO SICKNESS.
bumue.
derangement or collapse.

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151 CoDgrtss Street

?W
7 m

I

summer.

Mrs. Henry Marks and daughters Era
and
Hens, of TVemonl, are with Mrs.
Marks' daughter, Mrs. Liu wood Leach,
a

few weeks.

_R-

28.

clmjrr'isnntntfc

c/vc*-c_

Br

8 15
8 601.
9 15

If mother* only knew the torture* the
little one* may suffer from worm*!
Thousands of children have stomach
worm* or pin norma and their parent* do
not know it. They doctor them for other

A Postal Will Bring Trial Treatment
ami a History of Famous People
Ml-O-XA Stomach Tablets surely do
eml all indigestion and stomach misery,
and to prove it we will send a trial
treatment, an interesting booklet, ami
tell you exactly how to banish .all
stomach trouble and put your stomach
in fine shape.
J ust say on a postal or in a letter,
“Send me trial treatment of 411-O-NA,’
and you will never be sorry—address
Booth’s MI-O-NA, Buffalo. N. X.
(i. A. Parcher sells a whole lot of !>0cent boxes oil ruouey-back-if-dissatisfied plan.

12 13.
12 20
1

10

Dally enoept Snmday.
°
Dally except Monday.
Trains leaviug Ellsworth at 7.IS a m and 4.14
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 am, 10 62
p m connect with Washington County trains,
f Stops on signal to conductor.
■ Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction,
f Snndaynonly.
Paaaengere are earnestly requested to pro-

Hair
Fading
Stops
j

ticketo before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc
pec tally
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
morrih McDonald.
:
'Vice-President A General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

THE

8prftng Schedule.
Harbor and Boston, $4.75, om
«*ay; $8.50 Romm! Trip. Bluehill
•and Boston. $4.50 one way;
Sedg$8.00 Koaad Trip.
wick and Boston, $4.00
one w*y; $7.00 Round

Mbecriber hereby gives notice.that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
CLARENCE 8. SNOWMAN, late of BLUE-

THE

Trip.

HILL,

in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonda
being required by tbe terms of said will. All
persons having demands againat the estate oi
said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Sadie L. Snowman.
Bluehill. May 6. 1813.

Steamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor
meek dsys only at 2 p m (or Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor. Southwest Harbor. Steo1BA ton. North Haven and dockland, couneet.
Ins with steamer (or Boston.
Steamer Booth Way leaves Bluehill week day*
only u 1 pm Inr South Bluehill. BrookllnIsle.
Sargenivllle, South
Sedgwick. l>eer
BrooksriUe, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick line service will be resulted about
Jcne 1.
RETURNING

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
JAMES A. BUTLER, late of MOUNT
DESERT.
Hancock, deceased, and
in the county ot
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having demands against tbe estate of
aaid deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Tkmpkkance F. Butler.
Northeast Harbor, May t. HU._

THE

Steamships Belfast and
Camden.

Boston A p m week days only (or
Rockland, eonuoettn* with steamer leaving
Rockland 5.1ft a m. dally except Mondays (or
Bar Harbor, Bluehill, Sedgwick and IntermediLeaves

ate

landings.

with

a

variable

trator

MARY M. HARPER, late of UABTINE,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All peras the law directs.
demands
sona
having
against the esto
said deceased are desired
tate
of
the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make payin

given bonds

aimn-Usnutm..

Sresent

appetite;

abnormal craving for sweets; nausea and
vomiting; swolfcn upper lip; sour tongue;
offensive breath; hard and full belly with
occasional griping* and pains about the
navel; face at pne time flushed, then pale
and in a few cases the faca takes on a dull
leaden hue. Eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching of the nose; itching of
the rectum; short, dry cough; grinding of
the teeth; little red points sticking out on
tongue; starting during sleep; slow fever;
pulse quickened and irregular; body maybe
hot; and often, in children, convulsions.
Don't delay 1 Delays are dangerous.
Give the children at once some of Dr.
True’s Elixir. Directions on the bottle.
Sold by all dealer* at 35c, 50c and SI.00.
Thousands of grateful mothers have given
to sick children and
my Dr. True’s Elixir
restored them to health.

subscriber bereoy gives uotice th«t
been duly appointed adminisestate of

THEheof has
the

K. L. Smith. Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. ft!. IlKKKiCK, Agent, Bluehill.
E. J. Kales, Agent, Sedgwick.

worms are:

Indigestion,

ever^foo^iU^nTeJj^bejBatlsfled

aubsciiber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
CLARA J. M’KENNBY, late of 8URRY,
in the county 01 Hancock, deceased, no bondi
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the es*
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHarrt L. Crabtukk.
mediately.
May 8, tWl.

Corporation.

Turbine Steel

Hall's Hair Renewed certainly stops
falling hair. No doubt about it what-

lujal UoUtt*.'

Eastern Steamship

Worms In Childrens

ailments.
Signs of

INDIGESTION
AND GASTRITIS

t»

BLCEH1LL.
F. W. Cousins, wile and children, Osroiine and Maurice,of Bangor, are here for

May

GREAT REMEDY FOR

t

EAST

for

_

1 20!. Ill oo f
M
AM
AM
if 6 00 M0 » t 8 10 f
Brewer Jane. •.
3 16
6 07 10 36
Holden. f • 29 10 56 f 3 35
Egery’• Mill. .. .no 5».
Phillip* Lake.. f 6 36 fll 02 f 3 41 f
Green Lake3 48
6 44 11 10
Nlcolin. ;t 6 63 11 22 f 3 56‘f
4 08
Ellsworth Falls
7 06
11 36
Kllswortti.
4 14
7 13 11 42
7 26 11 50 4 20 1
Wash'gt’n June
Franklin Road- f 7 33 fl2 00
Hancock. if 7 II, 12 10.

NOKTH BROOK1JN.
Alien Cole hae juat finished * motortooat tor W. C. Beduisn.
Mr*. Fred Cole, who has been visiting
relatives in Boles. Is home.
Henry K. OriaMe is lathing a house tor
Frank Moulton at South Bluebill.
Everett Bridges has moved his family
to North Sedgwick, and will work for
John Thurston tar a while.
Sen.
May SB.

the

Home Remedie* for Tobacco Using
and Nerronsaass

Portland.Iv

Waukcag, E Fy
Mt Desert Fsrry
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
Ilwr Hartmr.sr

Portlentl, Milne

TELEPHONE 2324

M

cure

and

Frank

home on

“Otu the

4 46

Bangor.It

wife, of Lamoine,
Colby
visited her sister, Mrs. F. N. Trundy,
Saturday and 8un4ay.
Mrs. Harold Warren, of Bar Harbor, is
riaifting her son Fred at the home of bis
wrendmother, Mrs. Herbert Caspar.
L.
May 28.

was

and

§4 00

..

B'Wit.
to *.»

y

00

F*eryra

rsceullja,
Indian relics.

.*>i. «u

*4 *16 P»

90

to Salem

i.ile*. who ba« been working in
Report lor »ev«Mt mouth#, m too me.
; *•

W.uk»K,8 Py

Liquor
Drug Using
For

baKqOR.

to

...

ii. W.

son

Harbor

Hkr Tlarbor. I. |.*10
Borrento
Hull Ivan...
Mt Desert Fy ..iMl

ment

Is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

Hlmrft
A
Is

now

earn

1!

tajjMlit Ass’1.
NEW

SERIES

open, tihares, SI each; monthly pay
me.Us, SI per shorn.

WHY

FAY

RENT’

when you can borrow wa your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Month!)
payments and interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, aud In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN
For

▲.

HOME.

particulars Inquire of
O. W. TaptaT, 8ec*y
Tapley Bldg.

W. Koto.

Presideui.

To ail persona Interested In either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of May, a. d. 1918.
following matters having been pre
sen ted for the action thereupon herein
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lfshed three weeks successively in the Ells
worth American, a newspaper published a>
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the third da\
of June. a. d. 1918, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if thej

STATE OP MAINE.
County

of

Hancock,

!

immediately.

Castine.

May «,

Charles W. Harp kb.

1913.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisestate of
CHARLES P. JARVIS, late of SURRY,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to preseni the same foi
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Ella M. Jarvis.
Surry, Me., May 14, 1918.
she has been
THE
tratrix of the

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisof
MARY 8. STANLEY, late of CRANBERRY
ISLES.
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonda as the iaw directs. AH persons having
demands against tbe estate of said deceases
are desirea to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested t«
make payment immediately.
Edward J. Stanley.
Cranberry Isles, May 14,1918.
subscriber

THEheof has
the

trator

been

estate

01.

Ellsworth, Mo., May 8, 1613.
this 8th day of May on execution
dated April 34, 1913, issu'd on a judgment rendered by the supreme Judicial court

TAKEN

THE

if the county of Knox at the term thereof be<un and held on the first Tuesday of April,
1918, to wit, on the 14th day of April. 1918, in
avor of Megunticook National bank, a naional banking association and corporation
irganized and existing by virtue of the Inws
»f the United States of America, located at
Jamden in our county of Knox, against An*
irew 8. Grindle, of Bluehill. in aa<a county of
Jancock,for three hundred twenty-five dolser cause.
ars and fifty-two cents ($826.52), debt or dam*
John U. Littlefield, late of Penobscot, in
ige and eighteen dollars and twenty-seven
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
tents ($18.27), costs of suit, aud will be sold at
purporting to be the last will and testament >ublic auction at the jail office in the city of
of said deceased, together with petition for
iCllsaorth to the highest bidder on the 10th
lay of June, 1918, at ten o’clock in the foreprobate thereof, presented by Irvin W. Little*
>oon. the following described real estate and
field, the executor therein named.
dl the right, title and interest which the said
Melinda Phillips, late of Eden, In said
Andrew 8. Grindle has and had in and to the
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of tame on the 1st day of April, 1912 at eight,
t’clock in the forenoon, the time when the
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by William H. Philtame was attached on the writ in the same
1 lull, to wit:
lips, the executor therein named.
First lot—A certain lot or parcel of land
Charles Nelson Leach, late of Penobscot, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
ying in Sedgwick Rituated on the road leadto
ng from E. P. Stanley
purporting to be the last will and testament
Benjamin river
of said deceased, together with petition for
iridge, bounded as follows; to wit: Beginprobate thereof, presented by Everett K. ling at the southeast corner of lot formerly
>wned by Richard Currier; thence northeastLeach, the executor therein named.
Gilman B. Hodgkins, late of Lamoine, In
erly eight rods on line of said Currier’s lot
o stake and stones;
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
thence southeasterly
purporting to be tbe last will and testament >arailelwlth said road about three and onelalf rods to a cedar stake; thence southwestof said deceased, together with petition for
thereof, presented by Fred L. Hodg- erly eight rods to a cedar stake; thence northprobate
kins, the executor therein named.
vesterly .four rods on line of above menHannah Phinnemore, late of Ellsworth, in
lored road to first bounds, with ail buildings
hereon standing.
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
Second lot—A certain lot or parcel of land
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
leseribed as follows, vix: Beginning at the
■oad on the south line of land formerly owned
probate thereof, presented by Alice M. Goodwin, the executrix therein named.
>y the late B. W. Hinckley; thence westerly
Nelson A. Freetby, late of Biooklln, in said
>y land of said of naid Hinckley to land of
lohn R. Grindle; thenoe southerly by said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of 3rindle’s land to land of Alvah P. Soper:
said deceased, together with petition for pro.hence easterly by said Soper land to the road
bate thereof, presented by Osman I. Freethy
eading by Samuel Billing’s house; thenoe on
and Nellie A. Freetby, the executor and
;he Hue of said lot to the first mentioned
executrix therein named.
>ound. Containing thirty acrea more or less,
William A. Keener, late of Caatine, in said
vith the buildings thereon.
Third lot—A certain lot or parcel of land
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament and iltuated in Bluehill aforesaid and bounded
two codicils thereto of said deceased,
ind described as follows; to wit: It being a
to>art of the meadow of which Daniel Faulkner
gether with petition for probate thereof, prelied seized and is bounded southerly by the
sented by Frances Smith Keener, executrix
therein named.
mill stream, so called, westerly and northerly
William O. Straw, late of Castine, in said
>y land formerly owned by J. T. Norton, dePetition that Henry M.
ceased, and easterly by land formerly owned
county, deceased.
Hall or some other suitable person be ap>y Wm. Hinckley and said mill stream. Conpointed administrator of the estate of aaid fining five acres more or less. It being the
lame
deceased, presented by John M. Vogell, adpremises conveyed to Augustus N.
ministrator of tbe estate of Fred E. Straw,
>agood by John S. Tracy by deed dated June
said estate being a creditor of said deceased.
19, 1880 and recorded in Hancock sa. Registry
if Deeds, Book 248, Page 567.
Jane R. Witherle, late of Castine, in said
Fourth lot
A certain lot or parcel of laud
county, deceased. First and final account of
situated in said Bluehill and bounded and
Ernest G. Adams, executor, filed for settledescribed as follows, to wit: Bounded southLutnan Warren, late of Bucksport. in said
erly by the highway leading from the Norton
bouse by the mill, now owned by P. J. Gott
county, deceased. Fourth account of Theoand known as Mill street; easterly by road
dore It. Smith, administrator, filed for settleleadingfrom said Mill streettothe town pound
and the Osgood Grist mill and westerly and
Daniel W. Winchester, late of Surry, in said
county, deceased. First account of George H. norwberly by the mill stream.
| Fifth lot—A certain lot or parcel of land
Wasson, administrator. Ailed for sett lement.
Amanda Fifleld, late of Stonington, in said lying in Bluehill and bounded as follows,
of, viz: Northerly by land of Nahum H. Ingalls;
county, deceased, First and final account
Daniel M. Fifleld, executor, filed for settle- j easterly by land of Bushrod W. Hinckley;
southerly by land of Newell Osgood; westerly
Lewis A. Williams, late of Backsport, in by land of Daniel Treworgy. containing e’ght
Forrest O. Silbby
said county, deceased. First account Of Myra acres more or less
Sheriff.
A Williams, administratrix, filed for 'settlement,
in
of
late
H.
OF
FORECLOSURE.
Uoodale,
Bucksport,
NOTICK
Edgar
said county, deceased. First account of PresButler, of Franklin,
■\TT‘HEREAS, Ivory F. Maine,
ton A. Goodale, executor, filed for settlement.
by bis mortyy Hancock county,
Calvin O. Page, late of Bucksport, In said
dated Octobtr 29, 1904, recorded in
deed
gage
H.
First account of
county, deceased.
Maine, registry of deeds,
Hancock
county,
Frances Page, administratrix, filed for settle
book 423, page 447, conveyed to John F. Pherof said Franklin, certain real estate being
William H. Colson, late of Castine, in said son,
described as follows in said mortgage:
county, deceased. First account of Nora E.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
for
settlement.
Conner, executrix, filed
and bounded and deLewis A. Williams, late of Bucksport. in Franklin aforesaid, to wit:
and follows,
Beginning at &
said county, deceased. Petition Hlrd by Myra scribed
stake and stones on the northerly shore of
of
the
estate
A. Williams, administratrix of
the estate or
line
between
the
where
Hog
Bay
said deceased, that the araouut of inheritance
the late Emerson Urann and the Ship Yard
tax upon said estate be determined by the
Point lot (so-called) strikes said bay; thtnce
the judge of probate.
southeasterly by the bay thirty-two rods;
Anne C. Emery, late of Ellsworth, in said
three degrees east by the
theuce nortn
county,deceased. Petition tiled by Lucilius shore of the fifty
bay fifteen rods; thence south
A. Emery, executor of the last will and testaeast
following said shore
fifty-two degrees
ment of said deceased, that the amount of ine rods to a stake and stones: thence
heritance tax upon said estate be determined thirty-nii
degrees east seventeen rods to a
north
thirty
by the judge of probate.
stake and stones; thence north fifty six aud
Ellhu T. Hamor, a minor of Mount Desert,
west seventy-nine ro s and
one half
Petttion filed by
in said county.
Ralp’i six links degrees
to a cedar fence on the line of said
Hamor. guardian, for license to sell or exPoint
lot; thence south eight deYard
change certain real estate of said minor, as Ship west following said Ship Yard Point lot;
grees
I described in said petition.
south
degrees west following
thence
eight
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of said Court.
said Ship Yard Point lot line elgbteenjrods to
A true copy of the original order.
of beginning, containing nine and
the
place
|
F.
Mahonuy.
Attest;—T.
Register. [ one-fourth acres, more or less.
to the
Being the fame premises conveyed
I said Ivory F. Butler by deed from Charlotte
SHERIFF’S SALE.
! E. Whitaker et als dated the twenty-fifth
STATE OF MAINE.
I day of August a. d. 1904, and recdroed in the
! registry of deeds for Hancock county, Maine;
Hancock ss:
I and
PTlAKEN and seized this sixteenth day of
Whereas, the said mortgage was assigned by
dated
d.
on
execution
1913,
April I Frank E. Blaisdell, administrator of the said
May a.
26, 1913. issued on a judgment reudered by John F. Pherson, to the undersigned, Marv J.
the supreme judicial court, for the county of Ciossley, of said Franklin, by instrument of
Hancock, at the term thereof begun and held assignment dated July 18, 1908, recorded in
on the second
Tuesday of April, to wit, the j said registry, book 497, page 471; and
seventeenth day of April a. d. 1918, in favor of
Whereas, the condition of said mortgage
Bucksport. Hancock countv, I has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
j J. M. Bray, of Arthur
1. Gross, of Orland, in the bteach of the condition hereof 1 claim a
I Maine, against
j
county aud State, for one hundred nine foreclosure of said mortgage.
dollars debt or damage, and twenty-two
Majst J. Cbossley.
May 8, 1913.
dollars and fifty-five cents, costs of suit, aud
by her attorneys,
! will be sold at public auction at the office
Peters & Knowlton.
Hancock
of W. C. Couary in
Bucksport,
county, Maine, to tbe highest, biddder, on the
NOTICE OF FORKCLOHUKE.
eighteenth day of June 1013, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, the following described real es- "ITTHERE AS, Frank E. Rea, of Castine,
Hancock couuty. Maine, by bis mortff
tate and
all the right, title and interest
which the said Arthur I. Gross has and had gage deed dated July 21, a. d. 1906, and rein and to the same, on this day, to wit: A : corded in Hancock county registry of deeds
certain lot or parcel of land situated in said book 432, page lfifi, conveyed to Alvarado Gray,
Or land, together with all the
buildings of Brooksville, Hancock county, Maine, the
thereon, bounded as follows, beginning at following described real estate situated in
said Castine. to wit: Beginning on Perkins
the north of a lot of land in possession of
Newell Hutchins; thence south 63 degrees St midway between the house of A. J. Wardwell and the house herein conveyed; thence
east by said Hutchins northerly side line two
hundred and forty-five (246) rods to the north- N. E. about sixty four feet to land of Mrs.
Moon; thence N. W. on said Moon lot about
east corner of said Hutchins land to a cedar
stake; thence northerly thirty-two and two- one hundred and twenty feet to lard of Frank
thirds (82 2 3) rods such a course if continued Hooper; thence S. w. sixty-four feet and
would strike the southeast corner bounds four inches to 8. oorner of said Hooper's land;
of a lot of land in possession of Sawyer and thence on said Hooper land N. W. fortyFred B. Gross; theuce north 63 degrees west three feet to land of W. H. Hooper; thence
parallel with said Newell Hutchins north on W. H. Hooper land 8. W. six feet to
side line two hundred and forty five rods stake and stones; thence 8. E. parallel with
Eastern
or
thereabouts to
river, said Moon line fifty nine feet to the drive(246)
ward well house; thence
thence southerly by said Eastern river thirty- way around said
two-thirds (32 2-8) rods to first easterly on a line with the W. corner of bouse
two and
mentioned bounds. Containing fifty acres; herein conveyed to a point midway between
excepting and reserving from the above de- same and Wardwell bouse; thence S. E. to
scribed premises certain lots or parcels of first mentioned bound. And whereas the conland deeded by said Arthur I. Gross, as fol- dition of said mortgage has been broken, now,
lows: Deed of Arthur I. Gross to Mary E.
therefore, by reason of the breach of the conrecorded in dition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of said
Dix. dated May 14th 1880, and
Hancock registry of deeds book 172, page 184. mortgage.
Deed of Arthur I. Gross to Fred B. Gross,
Dated May id, a. d. 1913.
dated April 22, 1899, and recorded in HanAlvarado Gray,
cock registry of deeds book 338, page 178.
by W. F. Jude, his attorney.
Gross
Deed of Arthur I.
to Fred B. Gross,
dated May 2, 1902, and recorded in Hancock
STATE OF MAINE.
registry of deeds book 876, page 66. Deed of
Hawcock ss.—At a probate court held at
Arthur 1. Gross to Raymond M. Grindle, Ellsworth, in and
for said county of Hancock,
dated July 2«, 1909, and recorded in Hanon the sixth
of May, in the year of
cock registry of deeds book 461, page 548. ocr Lord one day
thousand nine hundred and
Deed of Arthur I. Gross to Maria Davis, dated tt irteen.
July 9. 1909, and recorded in Hancock regisCERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
try of deeds book 466, page 414.
copy of the last will and testament of
Dated at Bucksport, Maine, this sixteenth
MARY C. KAIQHN, late of the city and
day of May a. d. 1918.
Chakdlek M. Wilson.
county o| PHILADELPHIA,
Deputy Sheriff.
and state of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the
probate thereof in said state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having been preIn the District Court of the United States for sented to the judge of probate for our said
the Hancock District of Maine.
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
In the inatier of
In bankruptcy,
court of our said county of Hanaock.
Hbnby C. Ray, Jr.,
No. 9903.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
Bankrupt,
To the creditors of Henry C. Ray. Jr., of ail persons interested therein, by publishing
in
the county
Elswortb,
of Hancock a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hanis hereby given that on the 22d
cock, prior to the third day' of June,
of May, a. d. 1913, the said
day
Henry C. Ray, Jr., was duly adjudicated a. d. 1913, that they may appear at a probate
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
court
and
that
the
Urst meeting of his
bankrupt;
creditors will be held at my office, Ells- said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
worth, Me., on the 7th day of June, a. d.
1913, at one o’clock in the afternoon, at which against the same.
time
the
said
creditors may
attend, JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
A true copy of the original order.
he bankrupt, and transact such other busiAttest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
ness as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting,
ing.
subscribers
Referee in Bankruptcy,
residing out of the State
of Maine, to wit, in Philadelphia, in the
Ellsworth, Me.. May 26, 1918.
state of Pennsylvania, hereby Rive notice that
they have been duly appointed executors of
the last will and testament and codicil theresubscriber, Blanche Somes Colwell, of to of
the city of Chicago, Cook county. State RICHARD A.
F. PENROSE, late of PHILAof Illinois, hereby gives notice that she has
DELPHIA,
been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
in
the
of
connty
Philadelphia, stat~
of
deceased,
and
Pennsylvania,
THADDEUS 8. SOME8, late of MOUNT
give,*
bonds as the law directs. Said subscribers
DESERT,
not being residents of the State of Maine,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given have appointed Harry L. Crabtree, of Ellsbonds as the law dliects. Not being a resi- worth, in the county of Hancock, as their
dent of the State of Maine, she has appointed agent and attorney, for the purposes specified
Clara E. Somes, of Mount Desert, aforesaid, in sec. 43, chap. 6d of the revised statutes of
whose address is Mount Desert, Maine, as her Maine. All persons bavin* demands against
agent for purposes specified in R. S., chapter the estate of said deceased are desired to66, section 63. All persons having demands
the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make payagainst the estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all ment immediately.
indebted thereto are requested to make payBoibs Pen bosk.
ment immediately.
Cha&lkm B. Peneos*.
Blanchb Bombs Colwell.
B. A. F. Pesaomv, jx.
May 16,1918.
May 14,1913.
<

<
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A Scientific Trantment

Hancock. 11 80
fll 40
Franklin Road
by the illness of hia non, A. 8. Conary.
Wash'gt’n June Ml 00 fll 60
11 06' 11 57
Knaworth
Oa«ar Bowden la doing the carpenter Ella worth Falla *11 10| 11 02
Nlcolin. all 22 'll 1*
work on the interior of “Shore Acre”.
Green Lake.... *11 80 12 21
Mr*. Tapper will not occupy her cottage Phillip* l4tke.. all 87 J!2 31
Mill.
here thin summer, but
will travel in ; Holden.
all 48 12
Brewer June... 12 oo; 12 59
Bangor.ar 12 06| 1 06
V M
Mr*. Charles Conary and Mr*. Phoebe
4 60
5 60 *12 50 0 4 50
Caudage, of Sedgwick, were here last Portland.ar
Boston viaweek visiting relative*.
8 0Q>.
Dover ar
Boston via
Schooner, Christy Belle, Capt. Cole, of
Portsmouth ar .| 9 05; 5 15
Deer Island, loaded and sailed last week
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
with lumber for Allen Bros.
Boston via
CRTMA*.
May 28.
t 8 00,t 8 56
Boston via
Portsmouth It 10 00
EAST 81'KKY.
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Holden, ii visit*

jJ
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Tuesday

home

the

at

fr*.

In Effect

March 31, 1U13.

..

and

—

held

were

after(»•

Me.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

bah

Mr*. Ivetta Spencer and daughter Doris
spent last week in Bangor.
and two
Willis, of Bangor,
Frank L. Hodgkins and wife, of La*
kiebard, of Sedgwick, an aged mother, ; moine, spent one nigtit last week at M. D.
town
r« and brothers.
Funeral ser- Cbatto’s.
«

Smghlng

ftailroatus anti Steamboats.

H.

Mr*. M»btl CoWion, of Bangor, is her*
with her brother for a short vacation.

She was
alarmed about her health.
nervous and did not sleep well, had
very little appetite and doctors did
not help her. Having heard so much
about Vlnol, I decided to give It a
trial. It has helped her wonderfully.
Bhe can sleep all night now without
once; In fact, her cough Is
Her appetite Is greatly imone.
proved and she has gained In weight.
Vlnol Is a wonderful medicine, and I
will always keep It In the house. I
wish every mother knew what Vlnol
Mna
will do for delicate children."
Wm. Archer, 223 Broadway, Long
Branch, N. J.
This decllclous cod liver and Iron
preparation without oil Is a wonderful
body-builder and strength-creator for
We promise
both young and old.
to give back your money In every
auch case where Vlnol does not
benefit. This shows our faith In Vlnol
P. S. If you have Eczema try our
Saxo Salve. We guarantee it.
Geo. A. Parcber, Druggist, Ellsworth,

Davis.

26.

kind.

BIA'KHILIi FA.LU.

"My fourteen-year-old daughter waa
'»ery thin and delicate. She had a
bad cough bo that I became very much

deeply Europe.

heavily upon her
family, snd especially
upon her aged
Mrs. Darius Herrick, who has
mother

deep

same

May IM.

were

recovery, as the disease
Mated. Her death falls

made her home

of the

Tells Mothers What To Do For
Delicate Children.

Mrs.

tionally pleasing dance in the town hall
last Wednesday evening.
Music was
eoapanted him.
g:*. Georgia Hanacon tlotton, of Boa- funisbed by Monaghan, of Ellsworth.
the remain* of her The grand march was led
by Harry
ton, accompanied
paodmother, Mr*. Lucinda thrter, here, Hinckley and Florence Morse, followed
of
Mr*.
Hufat
borne
the
about
Refreshments
died
by
forty couples.
jjn. carter
Mra. were served during Intermission. Thurstoo, at the »ge of ninty-three year..
and
bad
ot
tbia
a
native
town,
day, May 38, they will give another dance
Carter wu
ileaye made her dome on Harbor Island
ontil a fc* year* ago. She leavre one *onWard, beatde* several grandchildren.

MRS. WR ARCHER

OTIS.
Mrs. Etta Rooks Bowman is visiting her
sister, Mrs. James Jordan.

Urgal

If gal Notices.

Bbbrrtiannrnia,

NEWS

[I

I

Isaid

A

NOTICE

?<rove

THE

THE

Sresent

bis idea that

Capt. William 1. Mayo, of Casting,
Awarded that Title.

away to
coast and

bare not been located, and in
support of this, calls stier.tion to the fact,
well-known to students of the flsberie*,
that the herring disappeared from the

I From the Lrmi**on Journal.]

Comparative
Digestibility

weir."
So

as

Baker?s

island,

few weirs

on

ence

Bread made with

be knew the
He

weir

new

made it

last

be

must

sub-

ao.

At low water tbere is

only

about

seven

feet of waterjat! that point, and with the

Royal Cream of Tartar Powder:

right aort*of> breexe prevailing that seven
Whatever is infeet kicks,Hup nasty.
tended to withstand its fury must be built
properly. The same is truejof^the conditions at high water.
The bottom, at that point, is of blue clay,
and into phis the captain drove his
twenty-five foot piles, measuring ten and

|

Digested

Bread made with

phosphate powdery_
681** Per Cent.

Desert,

Ml

j

Maine coast.
“There are plenty of herring,” says he,
“but they seek different haunts for food,
just as the deer up north in the big woods

The favorable attitude of the public towards a
certain brand of goods is an asset which overshadows
those of equipment and stock on hand.

One year you find deer very
section
Perhaps they
stay there for a couple or three years, but
then you go there some fall and can
shift around.
in

plentiful

scarcely find
terminated.

one

They
Simply, they

an

animal.

are

not

J),, the retail
How about your business?
and the consumer know your product?

ex-

construction, compare with it. The
have gone
captain | knows *of none of the same somewhere else. This is proven by the
construction, in which such hea y spiling
fact that that year you bear deer reported
is used.
as abundant in a part of the Bute where
But when he^went out to Baker's, which j
tl ia the
there has not been one in years,
is one of thegmoat.lunprotected places on
same way with herring, to niy way of
the Maine coast line, he^knew with wbat
thinking.
he must contend. Fourteen years ago'he
“Five years ago this summer, 1 went
put a weir in at that point. At that time down to Gloucester and took a
trip on a
he learned the Iforce with which the sea
fishing schooner to the Georges banks.
will drive down upou the island, and the
We were cruising along the southern edge
velocitylof the wind. With this experistantial.

|

off

probability there are very
this coast which, for solidity

of

follows:

100 Per Cent

weirs

fish

In all

spring.

Series of Elaborate Chemical Tests :

|

1. Mayo, of

more

than any other man on the Atlantic coast,
if |not in the|world, in telling about a
weir which he drove on the shore of

An equal quantity of bread (biscuit) was made
with each of three different kinds of baking powder—
submitted
cream of tartar, phosphate, and alum—and
each
of
the
fluid,
action
to
the
digestive
separately
for the same length of time.
The relative percentage of the food digested is
shown

William

spoke Oapt.

Castine, who has built

Made with different Baking Powders
a

What is the Good-Will
of your Business Worth?

“Yea, that was some spilin’ to use in
coast at one time for a period
weir building—ten to twelve inches at the Norwegian
of forty years, but eventually returned in
foot
long-but
butt and
twenty-five |
He thinks this
as large numbers as ever.
'(was as hard a place as ever I built a
is what will occur to the herring of the

of Food
From

StmrrtisrmmU.

It ia
by tti bard fishing.
they bare joat wandered
ol the tea or
some other part

terminated

CHAMPION WEIR BULDEK.

a&ferrtmcmnui.

Digested"]

twrelve inches in diameter at the butt, to
depth of seven to nine feet. To do this
It was necessary that a steam pile driver
be used.^Tbe machine which he used for
with a
this work wasf; equipped
1,500
pound hammer, having a drop of five feet.
It is )his ihope.and expectation that the

of the banks

one

day

when

we

sighted

If your distribution i* interfered with, will there be
demand for your goods? Will the public know your
product by sight when it is asked for?
a

Trained

advertising
the problems.

1

_

FEEDING THE
DAIRY COW.

67a~* Per Cent. Digested

]

weir will last for several years, but knowing Baker Island conditions as he does,

These tests, which are absolutely reliable and
unprejudiced, make plain a fact of great importance
Food raised with Royal, a cream of
to even-one:
is shown to be entirely digesPowder,
tartar Baking
tible, while the alum and phosphate powders are found
to largely retard the digestion of the food made from
them.
Undigested food is not only wasted food, but it
is the source of very many bodily ailments.

cemetery in preparation for
day.
Mr®. Frank
L. Curtis and

COUNTY NEWS
BUCKSPORT.

Wiley C. Conary and family spent Sunday with his parents in BluehiU.
Mrs. Harry Nevens, of Somerville, Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Abbie Devereux.

The
was

steam rock-crusher which it

new

voted to

Atwood

purchase at

spent the

the annual town-

and

Mary
with Asa
Orrington.
Miss

week-end

Freeman and wife at South

Palladino, district-superMethodist
intendent, preached at the
church Sunday morning, and Rev. Dr.
Durgin in the evening.
Rev. Frederick

The members of James E. Hall

post, G.

R., and the relief corps attended service at the St. Vincent DuPaul church
Sunday morning. The Boy Scouts acted
A.

escort.

Friends here

grieved to learn of the
William Fox at Houlton.
The family resided here for many years.
About twelve years ago, soon after the
death *f the father, William Fox, they
moved into Aroostook county. Mrs. Fox
leaves four son9 and one daughter.
Tne many friends here of Miss Jeanette
Croxford, of Brewer, are much pleased at
the honors she received at Orono.
Miss
Una Leach, who represented the E. M. C.
death

were

of Mrs.

eight chosen for the
prize last year came to
a Bucksport
Miss Hazel
young lady
Towle, daughter of Dr. G. N. Towle, now
of Winthrop.
The new seminary building was opened

8

was

of the

one

final contest.

The

—

Monday morning at 9 o’clock by the
E. Bragdon, and the entire
faculty. All the classes were assigned to

president, F.

the^various departments,

each

school in itself.

This

which is

a

one

of

magnificent
was
commenced
building
last
June with a general celebration,
at
which Gov. Piai&ted broke ground amid
the ringing of bells and the booming of
cannon, and music by the Bucksport band.
The structure has every modern improvement.
The
heating, ventilating and
electrical plants are all installed.
May 26.
J.

Mr.

moved to

McNevin

a new

tod

family

bs

e

pastorate.

Stanley, wile and child have
Harrington, where he has employment.
Capt. Sargent, ol W interport, arrived
Monday with 11,0110 pollock, the first
Roland

irone to

caught for three weeks.
The community supper at Ward’s hall
Wednesday, May 21, was a success. The
proceeds were for new lamps, paint, etc.
Reginald King is at home from Mt.
Desert Rock light for a few days. He and

brother Merrill went to Saddle Back
to visit his father, returning Mon-

Sunday
day.

The Delta Alphas met with Bessie Noyes
May 20. A good time was enjoyed, especially the initiation of the new pastor, Rev.
Mr. Moore. He managed to get through
with very few bruises.
Being an Odd
Fellow and a Mason, be had met the goat
before. Refreshments were served.

May

Neil

gentlemen

Some

Mans.,

were

here

from Newton Center,
recently looking for a

bouse to rent for the

season.

Surry will know soon if it is to
have regular trail service. No carrier ha®
been enraged up to the present time.
and
A party of men from Cutler
Stockton Springs
have
rented
Leslie
a
weir at
Spead’s weir privilege and built

27._Lilac.
BOl'TH 8CRRY.

Oatley Gray and wife, of Surry, called
week.

in

the

fishery

at Southwest

gives back for each dollar
pended in feed. It is tbe larger net
turns that tbe

dairyman

should

Boston.

on

ig*;©f

(be island of Sit.
seventeen

was

Trade Extension Talk—No. tt.

re-

be lookI!I lil>-

are

Wlmlow Shown In

of tbe

upon friends here last
Misa Lida Curtis and Mrs. Ivory Anderson are employed at Mr. Wilder’s.
Calvin Young is doing some work et the

wherewith

cotton

Sent ( oputrortloD

by Feathered Architect*.
>Vom

two factors which

AS It! II.I>KKS.

to

ormampnt

their

bower*.

economical.
There

Series of 191",

tbe

ing for rather than keeping tbe coat of
feeding low, because tbe coal can be kept
down by half feeding, yet by tbe up-todate dairyman it would not be considered

tbe

solve

ex-

Harper*i ttVrt/p.

influence

First,
dairy
production
Desert, and at
full-fledged breeding, and second, feeding. It is abshe
inherits
those
fltbcrman, having as a boy become fa- solutely essential that
miliar with all the quirks of the business. qualities and characteristics which go to
make op production.
Having inherited
He went;to the Grand Banks in the fishermen, which then sailed from many ports production. It is then necessary that she
be fed and handled in such a way that she
on tbe^Maine coast. Instead of but one.
But ksport, as at present. He went with will produce.
the men
from Gloucester and became
Breeding is of no use at all if tbe cow
known as one of the best men whoever thst has inherited production from her
stepped over the side of a fishing schooner, breeding is now allowed to produce acj At the Grand Banks be was never a shirker cording to her inherited qualities. The
and when jaftrrwards be sought a place on cow that is needed at present is one that
board of one of the Georges banks fisher- lasts through a long period of usefulness,
snd works efficiently. A Urge number of
men it was ready for him.
In this way he became thoroughly the cows in the State are undoubtedly
acquainted with the sail fish business, as not producing the amount thst they sre
well as that of the fresh fishermen, for capable of producing, or that their natural
that is what the Georges banks fishermen inherent qualities would permit them to
do, if given a chance.
are after—fresh fish for the market.
A larger ration and one more directly
One of the best trips which the captain
suited to the needs of the cows would help
ever made, according to his tell, was when
he sailed out of Gloucester in the fishing to bring some of the cows into a differschooner Mary E. Hardy, (Japt. Charles cut class. The ration that the dairy cow
Hardy, master. She carried a crew of needs is one that will supply the different
eighteen men and an engineer, and at the food requirements of the anirntl; not only
what is needed for supplying her body,
•end of thirteen days had earned |7,8dO,
which gave the men fl86.12 each for the but in addition, a sufficient amount to
permit her to do the work required,
trip.
‘•That was tithin',” remarked the cap- whether it be in making growth or in protain in speaking of it, and then be added, ducing milk. The ration should contain
Harbor

the

expect to visit her parents in Ridgewood,
N. J., soon.

lot to
out
of

a

y

iapiam|Mayo «n] es**ty
industry. He was born

Memorial
son

wouldn’t surprise him
big storm sweep it

but rather tbe returns which

cow

help
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There

cow.

the

a

are

binl

msov

aorld.

South America,

»i»

little architects in

One

are

species,

found

called **o\en

in

bird*”,

that they build nests In the
dome, with an entrance at the
side, the whole effect being almost exactly
like that of an oven. They use clay, grass
and carious plants for material, and as
for the

reason

shape of

a

The fairy martin, also found in Australia, it another curioua architect. It
make* a neat tnat ia abaped like an nil
flaak, with the month below, and builds
it of mud or clay, which in kneads in its
beak at a distance and bring* to the nest
ready for use. Hi* or aeeen birds work
| all
; on one neat, one acting aa architect, ttv
other*

bringing

It would

tba material.

that hot weather prevent*
kneading the clay Ju*t right,
tor they work only in the mornings am
evening, except on met days, when ihcy
aeem

them from

they construct their walls an inch thick
the structures when dried in the sun are contlnne their labor at midday. The
exterior of the neat ia rough, hut the
very Arm and strong.
The oven bird divides its house into two ! interior ia aroootb and carefully lined
with feaihera and fine graaa.
separate rooms by means of a partition j
The fairy bird seema to bate no rult •
reaching almost to the top. In the inner
to the location of it* neat, following th
room the bird make* a bed of feathers
of the moment, but it must havi
and soft grasses upon which the eggs are fancy
fresh water near land not be within
deposited.
Horn ■-limes it
This bird is at no pain* to conceal its twenty miles of the sea.
I nest, but builds in open sight on the builds its curious bottle-like neat within
a decayed tree and sometime*
upon Inleafless branch of a tree or upon a fanes
lor within a barn or other building. face of a steep rock. Hundreds ol liTraveler# in Branl see these nests on the neals will aometimes be built close tobut
without
gether,
the
slightest
! top of telegrsph pole*.
Then, agtnn. it mi!
Our own oriole constructs a wonderful approach to order.

It is sttsped like a purse six or construct an orderly row beoeatb th
long snd three or four inches eaves of a house.
It IS made of flax, hair, wool and
; wide.
summer home.
and Mrs.
Three are matted tovegetable fibres.
W ilder, sr., are with them. Mr. Wilder
"Mr. Interlocutor, if a baby swallowed
gether until tney become of the thickness a
and a friend arrived Friday evening from
key, what would you call it?" "I don't
with
is
sewed
strong know, Mr. Jones.
of felt. The nest
Alligator lake, where they have been
What would you ,il
alicbes of horse-hair, single horse-hairs it?" ‘‘A
In A minor.”
fishing, with a fine lot of salmon and
key
nme
form
of
and
sometimes
two
feet
“but we struck the mackerel good that
succulent,
enough used in ibis way being
trout. Mr. Wilder is having a garage
If the knife and Angers are slightly
bulky grains should be used in the grain in length.
built Hollis Bonsey has charge of the time!’*
buttered when eeeding raisins, the work
ration
to
make
tbe
whole
It was m the year 1881 that Captain
appear bulky.
When the bird is near dweiling-housea
work.
will be robbed of its stickiness and disMayo went to Deer Ule and built a fish It should measure up at least a quart to it sometimes snitches up thread to use
Tramp.
May 26.
comfort.
weir on what is known as White island the pound.
instead of the horse-hair. It haa been
It cost* us for feeds from f&5 to fti& to known to steal whole skeins of silk and
bar. Thai was the first weir he ever conSEAL HARBOR.
Atontisanoits.
structed. Before that he bad helped in raise a calf from tbe time it begins to I loose strings to use in its nest building.
Albert Dodge is visiting iti Ellsworth.
putting up the wetra, but never had taken dnnk. at a couple of days of age, until it The female appears to do moat of the work
WHAT ARE YOU DOING
Bishop Cod man preached at St. Jude's charge of the work. Since then he n&a has its first calf, at twenty-s'x or twenty- of buildiug the nest, the mate bird colTo Keep Well ?
been very constantly at it, although moat seven months of age. This is considering lecting the material.
Sunday afternoon.
all feeds at market prices. It must also be
To be stil! strong and active at l ) nr
The tailor bird of India is small, with
There will be a dance at the firehouse every year he finds the old love of schooner
fishing calling so strong that he needs remembered that the heifer is given extra short wings and a long tall. It con- SO, to lie wall, free from pain and disWednesday evening.
comfort at 7S or HO. Are you careful
must journey to Gloucester and get aboard feed the last four months before calving
structs its nest by taking two leaves at
E. W. Kingsbury and family arrived at
about your rating, eat slowly ami t!
a Georges bank craft and make a trip.
It because the developing calf is drawing the end of a twig and sewing them totheir cottage last week.
right kind of food? Kxerci.se enough
is needless to say that he is always wel- heavily upon her for its sustenance. With gether st their edges, using its bill for a out of
door* by day. Plenty of fresli
Earl Holt, of Ellsworth, was the week*
plenty of good pasture these figures will needle and vegetable fibres, with kuola air in your
come, for they know him in Gloucester.
sleeping apartments at
end guest of his cousin, Warren HarriIt would be impossible to state the De rea act a several aouars.
to keep them from slipping through ihe night?
Watching the bowels and liver
*
man.
Tb* main object of feeding the heifer leaf, for thread. Occasionally it makes to keep them active, taking a :
number of weirs he has erected, both for
The help arrived at the Herter cottage himself and for others, for most of the that i» to calve, or the dry cow well, is to its neat', of one Urge leaf by sewing the spoonful of "I,. F.” Atwood's MrdlSunday. The family expects to come time he finds it necessary to hire men to get them into shape to milk well after edges together; snd it draws the stalk ctne to quicken them when first avn.m
toms apjiear?
soon.
tend hi* own weir*, wjjtie be is away calving. Stimulating feeds at thin time end of the leaf over the nest so as to make
Mrs.Q.H. Fuller. I'nion. Ms, writes:
(or
others.
The permit her to put her body in good con- an awniug. thus protecting it from sun or
Mr. Haines, of the Bangor theological j inakitig fish
traps
"The *1* F.’ Medicine hits ta-eii >;ir
if she is a proficient
because,
will
total
(or
dition,
number
u
covers
!
hundreds,
at
the
seminary, preached
Congregational
standard remedy for years. Neilhe
she will need to draw upon it s
a period ol thirty-one years, not one o(
milker,
The nest is lined with cotton, silky
church Sunday.
|
my husband. children nor myself h it
which has passed without putting up a
heavily after calving before she can be ; grass, vegetable fibres, and sometimes a been sick enough for a "doctor m
The Seal Harbor teachers attended the l
it per- tew feathers. It is suspended from the
I number ot these contrivances with which worked onto a lull ration.
Also,
Mt. Desert Island teachers’ convention
twenty-two years. I tell un f
udder to develop and take on the vary end of a long branch, where it will it Is because I alwava have T
I
held at Northeast Harbor Friday.
| to catch tish. borne years they have mits the
t
will permit the cow to do her { be out of the way of snakes, monkeys and Medicine on hand, aiid 'an ounce
| numbered many more than a score, others size that
p.
May 26.
prevention is worth a pound of cure.'
ull work. Extra care and watchfulness other unfriendly intruders.
the total has dropped to about a dozen*
On
sale
at
all
good stores. 3o cents
should be observed at this time.
The bower bird of Australia belongs to
though it has rarely been less than that.
a targe bottle.
EA3TBROOK.
For flee sample by
As soon as the cow has calved, the ob- the starling family. It ia very remarkaIn that time be has caught a large numaddress
mail,
Greenwood grange met a# usual May ber o( fish in his
should lie to work the ble for the bowers or arbors that it confeeder
of
the
weirs
and
made
a
ject
many
“I>. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
24, with an attendance of thirty-one. The lot o( money. One o( the best weirs cow to a point where she will produce the structs. These are usually placed under Me.
question: “Of what benefit is the grange whicb he has ever owned, (rom an earning greatest profit without injury to herself. the shelter of the branches of some overto the farmers in Eastbrook other than
standpoint, was one o( the first which he This can only be done by watching the hanging tree in the most retired part of
the social benefit?” was discussed.
the forest.
built and whicj) is still in operation. It cow carefully, and after she has reached a
They differ considerably in
is located at Cranberry Isles,and is known moderate ration, making sure that for j size. The base consists of an exterior and
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
rather convex platform of sticks firmly
as the Maypole weir.
every increase in feed the cow returns a
STOP AT
The sngel of death has again
It was this weir which gave him the profit.
interwoven, on the centre of which the
entered our grange and removed from onr
“The
remembered
that
is
not
Homelike
be
it
it
must
is
built.
bower
itaeif
House for Maine Folks”
in
o(
which
he
value,
point
midst to the great unknown oar sister Eliza largest catch,
This bower, like the platform on which
in a single tide. That weir always the cheapest fed cow that is the
ever made
ii. Butler, therefore
In sixty cheapest producer; that it costs about it is placed, and with which it ia interJfrsoieed, That we not only mourn the loss full of fish stocked him $608.
of a true sister, but we share in the sorrow of
days, the same year, that weir stocked as much to maintain a poor producer woven, is formed of sticks and twigs,
as a
those at home.
him «6,000.
good produoer; that the cow, but of a more slender and flexible kind,
Midway between New City H>U
fed a
RtMolxntd, That our charter be draped In
the tips of the twigs being so arranged
During his entire career as a weir fisher- although she is dry, needs to be
and Monument Square
mourning and our badges turned for thirty
to be in good condition as to curve inward and nearly meet at the
sufficient
amount
has
never
a
man, Captain Mayo
operated
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
day*, and a copy of these resolutions be weir outside the State of Maine.
In the interior of the bower the
A few and well bagged in calving time; that the top.
Conveniently Located lor
spread on our records; one sent to the be*
be well bred, but that she must materials are so placed that the forks of
years ago he thought he would fish else- cow must
people Attending Conventions.
reeved family, and one
to
the
Bangor
is
show
the
if
she
to
be
well
are
the
Florida
(or
fed,
also,
a
and
went
to
always
time
twigs
presented outward,
Commercial and Ellsworth American for where (or
Every courtesy and attention shown
When he got there he qualities of production which she has in- by which arrangement not the slightest
that purpose.
Addik H. Low-rib,
ladies travelling alone
publication.
rear s
much
to
costs
too
that
it
offered
obstruction
is
to
the
of
were
herited;
the
laws
of
the
state
found the
passage
Lyman Wilbur,
against
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
a poor producer,
to
heifer
that
be
bird.
proves
Clara Wilbur,
order
to
fish
on
that
coast
the
him. In
TRASHIEST RATIS
of getting ■
Committee.
For what purpose these curious bowers
laws of Florida required that he should but that it is the cheapest way
MMK Mlf S1.M PO MV AMO UP.
:
is
are
made
not
undergood
producer.
a
citizen
of
the
state.
There
yet,
become
perhape, fully
was,
NM <MN MMt U.M PB Mt SM HP
stood.
It was that*
They are certainly not used as
of course, a reason for this.
SEAL (JOVE.
N. t THURSTON.
R. f. HIRRRRELCIN.
s
bat
as
of
of
resort
for
Invention
infishneats,
a
the
Cuban
Schoolboy.
such
places
many
restriction,
Mrs. A. D. Heath, who has been quite without
PMPMTWK
Guglielmo Marconi was only fifteen dividuals of both sexes, who, when there
ermen would flock to the coast, catch the
ill, is convalescing slowly.
Munjoy Hill Oars pass the door
fish, carry them to Cuba, and Florida years old when he studied at the uni- assembled, run through the bower in a
Rev. Mr. McNevin, the Baptist pastor,
versities of Bologna and Padua and began sportive and playful manner and that so
would lose both the fish and the money.
his electrical researches. In the course ol
preached his farewell sermon May 18.
frequently that it ia seldom deserted.
The merchants he met were anxious
next few years he began the study ol
Mate Charles R. Sawyer visited his that be should remain in the state and the
The interest of this curious bower ia
the so-called tiertcian waves, or electrical
! mother, Mrs. C. D.
Sawyer, while his fish, and told him that they would see to it impulses which travel through the aii much enhanced by the manner in which
v
it is decorated at and near the entrance
vessel, the McCann, was in Southwest that be became a citizen zt once. After without the use of a wire.
In 1895, when be was only twenty years
; Harbor.
thinking the situation over carefully, the old, his advanced knowledge on tbii with the most gayly colored articles that
Jack MeCrae and wife, of Seal Harbor, captain decided that Maine fishing was obscure subject inspired him with the can be collected, such as the bloe tall
feathers of parrots, together with whatthat these waves could be sent out
; spent
May 18 in town. Mrs. MeCrae, good enough for him, and came back to theory
and received at will, and in that year he
ever the birds have been able to pilfer
Best In America
| who was Miss Nora Butler, was gladly his home State.
had constructed the first wireless apfrom dwelling-houses. They have been
For tala by J
welcomed by old friends.
Captain Mayo is not one of those who
us, the efficiency of which astonished
known to carry off bits of silk and colored
b world.
believe that the herring have been exN.
Msy 24.
CLOTHINli W.

Hopkins point.
8.

W.

family are
Charles Sawyer

Wilder’s

at

their

:

neat.

seven

inches

|

|

|

j

MAN8ET.
Kev.

his

».-e
any
existence.

South

meeting. has arrived.
Miss Esther Jocylen

as

he says it

feeding,

to

OMnmttnicntten* trill tie rtry welcome.

Tbe vital point to tbe dairyman in feeding tbe dairy cow is not tbe actual coat of
dairy

ready

It is the atm of the Pilgrim Publicity Association to forward
BUSINESS PROMOTION and HONEST PUBLICITY in every
Pacts and statistics relating to New England
way possible.
business or New England conditions wili help.

a

Bread made with
alum powder:

men are

a

school of herring. This school was seventy
miles long and thirty wide. Tbare were
berriug enough in that school to keep all
the sardine factories in Maine going for
years. Exterminatedf 1 don't believe it!"
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